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Digital Fabrication (3D printing, laser-cutting or CNC milling) enables the automated fab-
rication of physical objects from digital models. This technology is becoming more readily
available and ubiquitous, as digital fabrication machines become more capable and afford-
able. When it comes to designing the objects that are to be fabricated however, there are
still barriers for novices and inconveniences for experts.
Through digital fabrication, physical objects are created from digital models. The digital
models are currently designed in virtual design environments, which separates the world
we design in from the world we design for. This separation hampers design processes of
experienced users and presents barriers to novices. For example, manipulating objects in
virtual spaces is difficult, but comes naturally in the physical world. Further, in a virtual
environment, we cannot easily integrate existing physical objects or experience the object
we are designing in its future context (e.g., try out a game controller during design). This
lack of reflection impedes designer’s spatial understanding in virtual design environments.
To enable our virtual creations to become physical reality, we have to posses an ample
amount of design and engineering knowledge, which further steepens the learning curve for
novices. Lastly, as we are physically separated from our creation – until it is fabricated –
we loose direct engagement with the material and object itself, impacting creativity.
We follow a research through design approach, in which we take up the role as inter-
action designers and engineers. Based on four novel interaction concepts, we explore how
the physical world and design environments can be brought closer together, and address the
problems caused their prior separation. As engineers, we implement each of these concepts
in a prototype system, demonstrating that they can be implemented. Using the systems, we
evaluate the concepts and how the concepts alleviate the aforementioned problems, and that
the design systems we create are capable of producing useful objects.
In this thesis, we make four main contributions to the body of digital fabrication related
vHuman-Computer Interaction (HCI) knowledge. Each contribution consists of an interac-
tion concept which addresses a subset of the problems, caused by the separation of virtual
design environment, and physical target world. We evaluate the concepts through prototype
implementations, example walkthroughs and where appropriate user-studies, demonstrating
how the concepts alleviate the problems they address. For each concept and system, we
describe the design rationale, and present technical contributions towards their implementa-
tion.
The results of this thesis have implications for different user audiences, design processes,
the artifacts users design and domains outside of digital fabrication. Through our concepts
and systems, we lower barriers for novices to utilize digital fabrication. For experienced
designers, we make existing design processes more convenient and efficient. We ease the
design of artifacts that reuse existing objects, or that combine organic and geometrically
structured design. Lastly, the novel interaction concepts (and on a technical level, the sys-
tems) we present, which blur the lines between physical and virtual space, can serve as basis
for future interaction design and HCI research.
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Digital Fabrication is a process that produces physical objects from digital 3D models (see
Figure 1.1 a, b). This takes place by virtue of digital fabrication machines (see Figure 1.1,
f), which can either accumulate material to form a physical shape, or carve an object out
of a block of material. The former, called additive fabrication, is also referred to as 3D
printing; the latter, subtractive fabrication, is often implemented through laser cutters and
CNC milling machines. A key property of the digital fabrication process is that the quality
of its physical result depends solely on the machine properties and not on users’ ability to
shape material. Thus, users only have to digitally describe/model the object they want to
create, and no longer need know how to physically fabricate it. This is a paradigm shift, as
it enables non-fabrication-experts to create complex physical artifacts.
Now that the digital description of a physical object is enough to reproduce it, we can
virtually share physical objects online. Hobbyists have taken to this practice and offer a wide
variety of 3D models for download1, which can be 3D printed or laser-cut, respectively. In
the commercial space, companies such as Shapeways2 enable non-engineers to create phys-
ical objects through customization and 3D printing, in a variety of materials ranging from
plastics to ceramic and metal. Domain experts can create physical artifacts based on previ-
ously acquired measurement data. For example, doctors can use digitally fabricated objects
1http://thingiverse.com
2http://shapeways.com







Fig. 1.1 Illustration of digital design and fabrication. (a) digital model being designed, (b)
physical object that was fabricated from a digital model, (c) physical object that influenced
the design of b, (d) the virtual design environment, (e) analog tool used to integrate the
physical object into the design, (f) digital fabrication machine (3D printer).
to plan complex surgical procedures [2]. Digital fabrication is well suited for supporting
device prototyping, e.g. for human-computer interaction research, as device prototypes can
be fabricated from digitally designed blueprints.
Besides the benefits offered by this process, it also has drawbacks. To create the digital
blueprints necessary to fabricate physical objects, we need to design in virtual environments
typically bound to flat graphical user interfaces (see Figure 1.1, d). Thus the space we design
in is separated from the space we design for. This has a range of disadvantages. Compared
to physical space, we need to learn how to interact with, modify and manipulate objects in
such virtual spaces. For example, grabbing and moving an object from A to B in physical
space is easy, but not an obvious operation in a virtual 3D environment. Making informed
design decisions is also difficult. Judging size and future interactions with the physical world
requires experience and training. Compared to the physical space our spatial understanding
of objects suffers in virtual environments [3]. Integrating existing objects or their properties
(such as the width of the phone in Figure 1.1, c) is cumbersome. It requires the use of
analog, disconnected tools (see Figure 1.1, e). Lastly, because we no longer interact with
and shape physical material directly, we lose direct engagement with the artifact, possibly
impeding on creativity.
Our thesis is that we can overcome these disadvantages by integrating the physical world
closer into the virtual design environment. To this end, we develop four different concepts,
each exploring a different form of such integration. Employing a design research method-



















Fig. 1.2 A fabrication-aware design process model. Users, starting with a design problem,
perform a various actions involving physical artifacts and the design environment, to create
the final object (solution).
ology, we implement each concept prototypically, and study its benefits and properties.
Enclosed integrates virtual models of physical reference objects into a prototype enclosure
design environment. SPATA integrates active tangible measurement tools into common de-
sign environments, such as parametric Computer Aided Design (CAD).MixFab situates the
design environment in a mixed-reality space, enabling novices to design objects by mix-
ing existing ones and through gestural interaction. ReForm synchronizes the digital model
with its physical object, so that users can perform modeling operations in physical or virtual
space alike.
1.1 Problems and Aim
Currently, users design physical objects in virtual design environments. This imposes a
separation between the space users design in, and the space they design for. Activities of
the design process (for example, integration of physical artifacts or exploratory actions)
are not well supported. More generally, this separation poses diverse issues presenting
difficulties for skilled digital fabrication users and barriers to novices. In the following we
first introduce a coarse fabrication-aware design process model, then list the problems that
stem from the physical/virtual separation, and conclude with the aim of this dissertation.
The goal of design processes we are concerned with, is to create physical objects using
digital fabrication. As such, these design processes (see Figure 1.2) are fabrication-aware:
either because the designers themselves will make decisions while being aware of the sub-
sequent fabrication, or because the design environment used, explicitly supports fabrication
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specific aspects. Throughout the processes, users perform a series of actions to bring about
a solution to their design problem3 [4]. These actions (see Figure 1.2, blue boxes) pri-
marily involve making decisions about the shape of the final object and are influenced by
existing physical artifacts e.g., when deciding how big to make a phone dock, the size of
the phone the dock is for, will be important. To implement their decisions, users modify
the object-under-design through operations offered by the design environment e.g., add a
hole or conversely more material. To support and make their decisions, users manipulate
objects (including the object-under-design), for example rotate or move them within the vir-
tual environment. The outcome of these actions is scrutinized through exploration, where
users create a temporary physical prototype of the object they are designing and place that
prototype in its target environment e.g., when designing a game controller, print that game
controller and place it in users hands to see if the controller is comfortable to use.
Fabrication-aware design is currently inaccessible to novices and inconvenient for ex-
perts, as design environments are situated entirely in virtual space. Design being situated
in virtual space makes interaction with the physical world, the world we design for, dif-
ficult. Integrating existing objects, or evaluating the object we are currently designing in
the physical realm is cumbersome. We can not directly interact with the design material or
object-under-design. Further can the interaction with entirely virtual environments be more
challenging than interaction with physical space. In more detail, the problems, caused by
the disconnection between virtual design environment and physical target space, are:
(P1) Difficult interaction with virtual spaces As the design of objects is situated in virtual
environments, we have to learn how to interact with these virtual spaces [6]. Ma-
nipulating objects, a task that is intuitive in physical space, becomes a hurdle. For
example, moving an object from one place to another, is a task easily performed in
the physical world. In virtual spaces, a multitude of interaction techniques exists to
perform this simple task. More complex or abstract operations require new interaction
concepts, many of which have to be learned by novices.
(P2) Spatial understanding is hampered In virtual environments users, particularly novices,
struggle with the judgment of spatial relationships between objects [3]. In such en-
vironments, it is hard to perceive depth and the order of objects along this dimension
correctly. Moreover, correctly perceiving size and distance in virtual environments
3Accurately modeling design processes, all their steps, components, influences and relationships is a dif-
ficult task and far beyond the scope of this thesis. We have thus opted for this simplistic model inspired by
Simon [4]. Note that we do not describe a process itself, but its components relevant to this thesis. For a more
comprehensive overview of design process models, please refer to Wynn and Clarkson [5].
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proves difficult [7]. For fabrication-related applications that results in objects which
are not sized as intended by their designers, as their size was judged incorrectly.
(P3) Lack of physical artifact integration When designing new objects, the decisions we
make are often influenced by existing artifacts. For example, when designing a phone
dock, we will have to consider the size and shape of the phone we are designing the
dock for. More generally, throughout any fabrication-aware design process, designers
have to interact with objects of the physical world to make informed design decisions
or validate previous ones. Physical artifacts, such as dimensions, shapes, weight,
balance, colors – materiality in general – of existing physical objects, currently lack
integration into the design environments.
(P4) In-context exploration is limited Rather than taking physical objects into the design
environment, we might want to take the object-under-design out of design space and
into the target environment, either to validate or to make design decisions. For exam-
ple, when creating interactive artifacts, e.g. a new game-controller, being able to place
that game controller in someone’s hands aids its ergonomic design. When designing
within a virtual design environment, that is removed from the physical world, such
explorations are not possible. We can not place the object in its target context, prior
to fabricating it.
(P5) Lack of direct engagement with the material Crafting a new object is in part about
the experience of shaping the material itself [8], and the creative opportunities that
can arise from intimate engagement with the material and tools. Due to the separated
spaces we lack this direct engagement with the object-under-design. After all, we
can not directly manipulate and modify the object-under-design with our hands or
physical tools.
(P6) Digital-Fabrication and engineering knowledge required Despite the fabrication qual-
ity being a direct result of the machines fabrication ability and not of the user’s, de-
signers still need to acquire and maintain knowledge about the fabrication technology
itself. Digital fabrication machines have tolerances that need to be considered, the
material they fabricate in has certain properties (e.g., minimal wall thickness) that
need to be taken into account. Constructing complex assemblies requires mechanical
knowledge about material strengths, different types of connectors and various mech-
anisms.
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These problems, are grounded in literature, design practice and anecdotal evidence. That
it is difficult to interact in virtual environments (P1) (independent of the application), is a
long standing problem in the HCI community [6]. In literature [3, 7] we find evidence that,
in such virtual environments, spatial understanding is impeded (P2). We know through anec-
dotal reports that integrating existing objects and their properties (P3) in design processes
is important. To ground this problem further, we present evidence that such integration
would be valuable, in Chapter 5. In a larger context, the role of physicality in design is
well established [8, 9, 10], which motivates problems P4 and P5). P6, the need to know
about fabrication properties, becomes clear when one considers how digital fabrication ma-
chines operate (see Section 2.2 for an introduction). These machines implement mechanical
processes and are thus subject to tolerances and material properties.
The fabrication-aware design processes of experts are hampered by the aforementioned
problems caused by a lack of integration of physical space into their tools and design en-
vironments. Novice users are presented with a significant learning curve, as they have to
learn not only about fabrication technologies and their properties, but also how to interact
with digital design environments. In this thesis, we target a broad spectrum of experience:
from novices to experts. Our concepts are independent of the experience level, but our im-
plementations are tailored towards inexperienced users. In the discussion, we draw out a
path of how to adapt the concepts (and implementations) for varying skill levels. For exam-
ple, in Chapter 6, we present the concept of bidirectional fabrication, which is beneficial for
novices and experts alike. Our implementation offers a simplified user interface (UI), but as
we elaborate in the chapter (see 6.3.2), could be adopted for experts.
Our aim in this thesis is to connect the physical world and digital design environments
in which we create new artifacts, to alleviate the problems outlined above (P1 - P6). We
integrate physical artifacts more closely design processes to increase their influence on de-
sign decisions (P3), ease spatial understanding (P2) and enable the early exploration of the
interaction between the object-under-design in their target context (P4). We further situate
design environments closer to the physical realm to ease interaction with them (e.g., mov-
ing an object from A to B, P1) and foster more direct engagement with materiality (P5).
By doing so, we seek to lower the barriers for digital fabrication novices, enabling new user
groups to participate in the creation of physical artifacts. For skilled users, we want to enrich
their design experience by making it more convenient and effective.
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Fig. 1.3 Interaction concepts along the virtuality continuum [11]. Reference Objects relate
physical objects to digital model. Spatio-Tangible Tools for Fabrication-Aware Design in-
tegrates physical measurements into virtual design environments. Mixed-Reality Design for
Digital Fabrication creates a space where virtual and physical objects co-exist. Bidirec-
tional Fabrication contentiously synchronizes digital model with its physical rendition.
1.2 Concepts
Towards the aim outlined above, we develop four unique concepts, each of which targets a
subset of the aforementioned problems. These four concepts are situated along the virtu-
ality continuum [11] (see Figure 1.3). The design environments we create occupy a space
along said continuum, and each concept employs physical features of different nature. For
example, the mixed-reality design for digital fabrication approach addresses problems P1,
P3, P5; is centered on the virtuality continuum; and integrates physical shapes. The four
concepts we develop in this thesis are:
1. Reference Objects are objects at the designer’s immediate disposal, whose virtual
3D model are used during design. As designers have the physical reference objects at
hand, they can pick them up and compare them with the virtual models they used in
their design. Through this immediate representation of known physical objects in the
virtual environment, we enable designers to physically recreate the spatial arrange-
ment they see on the screen, in an attempt to further spatial judgment (P2).
2. Active Spatio-Tangible Measurement Tools connect the physical and virtual world
through measurement tools which seamlessly work in both worlds. Dimensions and
angles, as simple as those features may be, are prominent design decisions to make
when designing a new object (P3). Thus situating these decisions in physical space
will enable designers to make more informed decisions, for example by measuring an
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existing artifact. This concept ought to hold in reverse: reflecting upon the physical
properties of the virtual 3D model enables us to judge the physical presence an object
will have subsequent to its fabrication (P2, P4). By making this activity a tangible
matter, we hope to foster such reflection.
3. Mixed-Reality Design for Digital Fabrication situates the design environment in a
space where virtual and physical things coexist. In such a space entities are not bound
by the laws of physics, yet can be manipulated as if they were physically present
(P1). Existing objects can effortlessly be integrated into new designs as they occupy
the same space as objects under design (P3). We can, for example, place a physical
thing inside the virtual object being designed, in order to scale said object to enclose
the physical thing. In such an environment, we hope to foster intuitive and direct
engagement with object being designed (P5), while lowering barriers for novices.
4. Bidirectional Fabrication maintains a synchronized representation of the object-
under-design in physical and virtual space. Users can modify and manipulate both
as they see fit. As one is altered, the other one is synchronized. For example, if a
hole is made in the physical representation, the virtual counterpart is updated so that
it too has the same hole; and vice versa. The physical rendition can be scrutinized in
its target context (P4), offers the intuitive manipulation and modification of physical
objects (P1), and by occupying physical space can be modified with respect to exist-
ing objects (P3). The virtual model affords the benefits of digital entities e.g., it can
be shared, previous versions can be restored and we conveniently apply repetitive or
complex operations to it. With this concept we aim to combine the benefits of physical
and virtual design environments.
1.3 Methodology
We employ a research through design methodology developing novel systems that by im-
plementing the aforementioned concepts, demonstrate alleviation of the problems (P1 to
P6) caused by the prior physical space/design space disconnection. We take up the roles
of interaction designers and engineers [12, 13]. As interaction designers we develop novel
interaction concepts; as engineers we build the technological base and implement proto-
type systems that illustrate/evaluate the novel interaction concepts. Our engineering work is
guided by the requirements of the interaction design and underlying approach. It follows a
systems-engineering approach, where we integrate (often pre-existing) components in novel
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ways, creating technology that is more than the sum of its parts. We implement each of our
concepts in a system, showing that the idea can be made a reality. For each system (and
thus concept), we show through examples and walk-throughs that it is useful (can produce
non-primitive objects) [14], and how it alleviates physical/digital divide problems.
We evaluate our interaction design work according to Zimmerman et al. [12]. For each
concept, we describe the process that led to the respective designs, including design choices
and decision rationales. We demonstrate how these concepts (and their implementations)
constitute a significant invention, in that they produce novel technical solutions. The rele-
vance of this work is underpinned by the relevance of digital fabrication research as demon-
strated by related work (see Chapter 2.3). Lastly, the extensibility of this work is shown by
it opening future research opportunities (see Chapter 8).
Our engineering work will be evaluated through a characterization of the implementa-
tions properties, and their suitability as research vehicles for investigating the underlying
interaction concepts. First, we technically characterize our solutions (e.g., in chapter 6, the
speed at which the machine can operate), so that the reader can judge if our implementa-
tion is fit for its intended purpose. Second, we use the systems to evaluate the underlying
concepts, thus evaluating the implementation quality itself. For example, in chapter 5 we
implement a system to show – through a user-study – that its underlying concept enables
novices to create meaningful fabricated artifacts.
1.4 Contributions
This thesis makes several original contributions to the field of Human-Computer Interaction
(HCI). We contribute new knowledge regarding the interaction with digital fabrication sys-
tems, specifically their fabrication-aware design environments. Our work provides a broader
understanding of how to design such environments, through a series of four novel systems.
All systems developed in this thesis are contributions in their own right. Through each
system, we develop the interaction concept and show that it can be implemented. To this
end we solve numerous technical challenges, contributing knowledge as to how to build such
systems. The systems themselves serve as vehicles to investigate the four interaction design
concepts they are based on. Different forms of evaluation are brought to bear, depending
on the system at hand (e.g., lab studies to show that a system – hence its concept – lowers
barriers for novice users). In summary, we contribute four design-for-fabrication concepts
(outlined in the previous sections) and their system implementations:
1. The concept of reference objects and its implementation Enclosed which is an
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enclosure design system for creating device prototypes using laser-cutters. We utilize
the Microsoft .NET Gadgeteer landscape, and use the components that constitute the
prototype as reference objects. Users can place components on an enclosure which
resizes to ensure the components fit in the resulting shape. Through our UI design
we ease the interaction with the design environment (P1). To free designers from
fabrication-specific knowledge requirements (P6), we contribute a new algorithm for
generating laser-cut enclosure outlines from a part-graph representation, including a
heuristic for choosing appropriate part connectors. We evaluate this system through
designing and fabricating real-world examples.
2. The concept and implementation of Active Spatio-Tangible Measurement Tools
(SPATA tools)which integrate two novel active, physical measurement tools (calipers
and protractor) in three commonly used design environments (based on parametric,
direct and mesh-based modeling – see Section 2.3). The calipers can measure and
output length, the protractor can measure and output angle, enabling in-context ex-
ploration (P4). Both devices are tightly integrated into the design environments, sup-
porting workflows and tasks within them. They are also bi-directional in the sense that
they can measure, as well as physically demonstrate their respective dimension (P2,
P3). The tools can serve as tangible props for the object-under-design, easing navi-
gation within the design environments (P1). We contribute the design of the devices,
an architecture for the integration of such tools, the interaction techniques enabled
through them and an evaluation through application scenarios and walkthroughs.
3. The concept of mixed-reality design for digital fabrication and its implementation
MixFab. We construct a novel hardware system that creates a mixed-reality interac-
tion volume, supports gesture recognition and has 3D scanning capabilities. Based
on this hardware, we implement a fabrication-aware design system that users can in-
teract with through gestures (P1, P5), and which supports the seamless integration of
existing objects into new designs (P3). Next to various technical contributions, we
present a user-defined gesture set that forms the basis of interaction with this system.
Through a user-study, we provide evidence that this approach indeed lowers barriers
for novice users to design meaningful objects utilizing digital fabrication.
4. The concept and implementation of bidirectional fabrication, which continuously
synchronizes a digital model and physical object. On top of this core concept, we
build ReForm, a system to design objects using manual physical modification, as well
as precise digital operations. We contribute the first bidirectional fabrication imple-
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mentation, which combines additive and subtractive fabrication, a structured-light 3D
scanner, a custom-built computer-numerically controlled (CNC) five-axis motion plat-
form actuating a custom clay mill and extruder, and a purpose-built, back-projected
Augmented Reality (AR) display. We make numerous technical contributions, specif-
ically the use of two-state polymer clay for interactive fabrication systems and a novel
toolpath generation algorithm to update the physical object. Lastly, we demonstrate
the benefits afforded by ReForm through application examples.
1.5 Structure
This thesis is structured along the different systems we develop. It is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 Related Work first highlights the relationship between HCI and the physical
space, as illustrated by Tangible User Interface (TUI) and prototyping toolkits. We
then focus on digital fabrication, introducing fundamental production technologies
and research that aims to extend what these methods can produce. Following we
present prominent categories of existing virtual design environments, predominantly
from the CAD community. Subsequent to this more fundamental introduction, we
shift towards research in fabrication-related design environments, including sketch-
based, domain-specific, tangible, and interactive fabrication UIs. Lastly, we give an
overview of fabrication-related computational design work, that treats production-
specific questions from an algorithmic standpoint. We conclude with a summary of
this section where we embed our own contributions in the surveyed work.
Chapter 3 - 6 describe the concepts (see Section 1.2) and subsequent system implemen-
tations (see Section 1.4) as detailed above. We start by investigating the integration
of physicality into purely virtual design environments. First, through reference ob-
jects that bundle physical dimensions in 3D models (see Chapter 3). Following this,
we introduce active tangible UI components into virtual design spaces, enabling the
bi-directional transfer of length and angle (see Chapter 4). After exploring virtual
systems, we move along the virtuallity continuum towards a mixed-reality environ-
ment, where users can integrate existing physical objects all-together (see Chapter 5).
Adding a tangible component to such environments, we then move to the physical end
of the aforementioned continuum and synchronize virtual and physical space to enable
design in both spaces (see Chapter 6). Each of these chapters introduces the concept,
describes the design and user-interface of the system, its implementation, and a form
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of evaluation (predominantly through application examples). We conclude with a dis-
cussion of system-specific matters and a summary that embeds the chapters work in
the thesis by relating it to the problems and approaches introduced above.
Chapter 7 Discussion considers aspects that bestride the individual chapters. We discuss
the implications of mixed physical/virtual design environments for different user-
groups, for design processes, for the resulting artifacts, and how these concepts gener-
alize to other domains. This is followed by a reflection on the research methodology
we employed. We relate our own approach to more empirical methods and broader
design exploration. This leads us to a discussion of our evaluation methods. We then
elaborate how our systems could be combined, and on the effect future technological
developments will have on the contributions made in this thesis.
Chapter 8 Lastly, the Conclusion summarizes the contributions of this thesis in a systems
and design process view. We relate back to the problems introduced in the introduc-
tion, and show how our work has contributed towards their mitigation. We conclude
by offering hints at future avenues of fabrication-related research: combining shape-
changing devices with digital fabrication, and investigating the interaction aspects of
computational design.
✷❘❡❧❛t❡❞ ❲♦r❦
Digital Fabrication produces physical objects from digital data. Thus, it is an important
question how to design these physical objects in a virtual world. Considering that this
connection between physical and digital world has long played a key role in HCI research,
we review prototyping and physical computing work our community produced. Then, we
introduce digital fabrication processes and their various implementations; throughout this
thesis we will refer to these concepts and technologies.
The question of how to design for fabrication is not new, but has seen thorough treatment
in the CAD community. In this thesis we are interested in the interaction specific aspects,
thus we introduce key modeling concepts the CAD community produced and that have
found widespread adoption. Our own community (HCI) has also contributed a body of work
that explores various aspects of fabrication-aware design systems – work that we structure
along these aspects.
Lastly, we look at work that is related to fabrication in a broader sense. That includes the
algorithmic treatment of 3D shapes in a fabrication context e.g., answering questions to the
effect of "how can we 3D print this model?". Other work is concerned with extending the
range of objects that can be produced with digital fabrication. Going away from utilitarian
design contexts, digital fabrication has also been put to use for public engagement in creative
activities.
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2.1 HCI and Physical Computing
Prototyping new interaction devices is a core activity of Human-Computer Interaction [15,
16]. As we develop new interactions, devices, and ideas we build physical artifacts of vary-
ing fidelity to explore, evaluate and test our ideas. This practice has lead to many physical
computing toolkits which aim to make building physical prototypes easier by providing
basic interaction components e.g., buttons or displays. In a similar vain are construction
kits: they are building blocks for constructing physical objects, often with some kinematic
component, construction kits for shape input are surveyed in section 2.3.4.
It has been a long-standing goal to make interaction with computers as “natural” as
interaction with the physical world is. Tangible Computing [17] promotes this idea clearly
by associating digital data with physical proxies. Here, physical, low-fidelity objects are
not only prototypes but the final interaction artifacts themselves. For example, Hinckley et
al. use a rubber ball for neurosurgeons to navigate a 3D model of the brain before surgery
[18]. They did not use a realistic prop, but a rubber ball that can be more comfortably held.
Rotating the physical prop directly rotates the model on the screen. The Cubic Mouse [19]
also lets users change the models orientation using a spatially tracked prop, but adds a button
for clutching. This way, the model can be rotated to any position while the prop can still be
held comfortably. With active TUIs users can not only manipulate digital artifacts through
physical interaction, but physical objects can be altered programmatically. For example, the
Actuated Workbench [20] is a top-projected surface on which passive, but magnetic pucks
can move autonomously. Used for example to decide cell-phone tower locations, the system
always maintains consistency between the projected and physical state. ZeroN [21] shows
an active tangible suspended in mid-air. The commercially available Phantom Chess [22]
game uses autonomous tangible chess pieces to interact with the user in two dimensions.
Nowacka et al. [23] give an overview of self-actuated autonomous tangible user interfaces.
Our own SPATA tools (chapter 4) build on those ideas, as they can autonomously maintain
a consistent state of the virtual model and its measurement in the physical world.
Recent concepts involving computational interaction between matter and data envision
an even more fluid and radical connection between both worlds, where matter can be altered
programatically [24].
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2.1.1 Toolkits
To ease the prototyping of TUIs and other interactive devices, hardware toolkits encapsulate
interaction primitives (e.g., buttons, sliders or displays) as reusable components. Phidgets
first introduced this idea of encapsulating interaction primitives, focusing on device proto-
typing as target application for such physical widgets [25]. iStuff [26] extended this idea
by introducing a virtual patch panel, through which the data and events sent between the
physical components was routed through a software-defined mechanism, thus promoting
component and assembly reuse. Hartman and colleagues identify iterating with evolving
prototypes as key task during design. Their d.tools [27] toolkit thus integrates the reusable
hardware components with an integrated design and test environment. Promoting a more
material approach to physical prototyping, Hudson and Mankoff [28] use cardboard, thumb-
tacks and capacitive touch sensing hardware to support interactive physical sketching.
These early, yet sophisticated, hardware toolkits have given rise to new, powerful and
widespread physical computing platforms. More in the spirit of device prototyping, sup-
ported by a sophisticated integrated development environment is .NET Gadgeteer [29]. This
platform encapsulates powerful hardware components (e.g., cameras, displays, networking
and radio devices) through an object oriented library. By standardizing the connectors be-
tween components, they become easy to connect, making powerful hardware available to
novices. A more fundamental approach is offered by the widespread, open-source Arduino
platform1. The platform consists of various microncontroller boards and a standardized
API, giving programmers access to the various functions offered by the microcontroller.
Through Arduino shields, users can add various hardware components. Compared to other
prototyping platforms however, there is no standardized set of elementary components (e.g.
buttons). Users are encouraged to familiarize themselves with basic electronics, in order to
use such components. A host of contributed libraries eases their integration. With Fritzing
[30], an integrated development environment, that is particularly focused on the hardware
design side, is available.
Creating a device enclosure is an important step during prototyping. Yet, the presented
toolkits do not offer means for the fabrication-aware design of a physical enclosure. Instead,
some rely on cardboard [28], others make no recommendation. The .NET Gadgeteer project
[29] offers 3D models for a subset of their components, so that experienced users can use
CAD software to design enclosures. In chapter 3 we present a design environment that
supports users in designing laser-cut prototype enclosures.
1https://www.arduino.cc/
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2.2 Digital Fabrication
Digital Fabrication is the fabrication of physical artifacts from digital data. Two different
approaches to fabrication are subsumed under this term: additive manufacturing where ma-
terial is added to form an object, and subtractive manufacturing where material is removed
to the same end. Both approaches can be implemented through different processes, each
offering unique benefits and disadvantages. While a full survey of these approaches and
currently available machines is outside of the scope of this thesis (for an in-depth analysis
please refer to Harrop and Gordon [31]), we present a short historical account and give an
overview of the available processes, technologies and machines.
Gershenfeld traces the first computer-numerically controlled (CNC) fabrication machine
to an MIT research system built in 1952 [32]; a milling machine that was capable of pro-
ducing aviation metal parts. The first CNC machines were indeed milling machines, imple-
menting the subtractive fabrication process. It was not until 1980 that additive fabrication
machines became available. Such machines are also referred to as rapid prototyping or
freeform fabrication. Compared to subtractive processes, additive manufacturing is more
versatile, as it can create complex internal structures what can not be reached by a milling
tool. Initially very expensive machines – in 1998 a fusion-deposition modeling 3D printer
would cost in the order of 100k GBP [33] – the cost of such devices has been reduced by a
factor of 100. It is this development that has spurred the digital fabrication revolution [32]:
the availability of advanced automated manufacturing methods for the masses.
Motivated by this promise of making fabrication available to a broader user group
[34, 35], we quickly identified the step before the actual fabrication as an interesting field.
To create informed systems, we need to understand the various digital fabrication technolo-
gies, their abilities and trade-offs. Throughout this thesis we will make references to the
technologies presented here, denoted by their common abbreviations. For ReForm (see
Chapter 6), we design and build our own five-axis CNC platform, combining additive and
subtractive manufacturing.
2.2.1 Additive Fabrication
Additive Fabrication (more commonly known as 3D printing) builds up objects by adding
material layer by layer. Various implementations of this process exist, varying in cost,
as well as spatial resolution (and thus tolerances), material and structures they can pro-
duce. Probably, the most common implementation is Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM).
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FDM SLS SLA
Fig. 2.1 Different additive fabrication processes. FDM is fusion deposition modeling where
the extruder (green) deposits material (blue) onto a build platform (black). SLS is selective
laser sinteringwhere a laser (red) fuses a material powder (blue) in a container. A rolling bar
(black) deposits a new layer of powder for each successive layer. SLA is stereolithography
where a light source (red) hardens an ultraviolet curable resin layer by layer.
Consumer-grade devices, such as the ones produced by Makerbot 2 or Ultimaker 3 em-
ploy this process. This process deposits molten plastic – typically Acrylonitrile Butadiene
Styrene (ABS) or Polylactic Acid (PLA) – extruded through a hot nozzle layer by layer,
thus forming the object (Figure 2.1, FDM). Objects produced this way are characterized by
a rough surface finish and low tensile strength; both caused by the layering. Yet, this pro-
cess can be implemented with simple means, making it a prime candidate for widespread
adoption. Notably, the RepRap project [36], produced one of the first open-source imple-
mentations of this principle. Through their efforts, 3D printing became available to new
users groups and found widespread adoption in the hobbyist and open-source communities.
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) is a similar process which produces objects from a fine
powder (Figure 2.1, SLS). The powder is deposited inside a build volume that can change
its height. For each layer, a new powder coating is produced by moving a bar with a small
amount of powder in front of it over the volume. Depending on the material being used, a
laser, heat source or binder material is applied to fuse the powder particles to a solid object.
This process is very versatile with respect to the materials it supports. Common materials
used include Nylon, Aluminium and other metals. However, more unusual materials have
been used, for example sugar to create large-scale objects [37].
Stereolithohraphy (SLA) produces objects by hardening a resin that can be cured using
ultraviolet light. Utilizing a high-powered light source, e.g. a laser, a build platform is
lowered into a bath of said resin, where a laser then successively hardens the material to
2http://www.makerbot.com/
3https://ultimaker.com/
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form the object (Figure 2.1, SLA). Compared to FDM and SLS, this process can achieve
very low tolerances as its resolution is determined by an optical system, as compared to a
mechanical one. Multiple commercial systems employing this process are available, notably
the Objet™ offered by Stratsys 4. Their implementation of this process differs slightly, in
that they apply the UV curable resin layer by layer through a jet-printing process, and harden
it in a second pass with a high-powered ultraviolet light source. This method enables multi-
material printing, where different materials offering different properties can be mixed within
the same part. This way, one can produce stiffness gradients or bespoke optical properties
within the same part.
Other additive fabrication methods include sheet lamination and laser cladding. The
former binds sheets of material together (by virtue of glue, heat or pressure), and cuts the
topmost one to form the current layer. Mcor 5 implement this process using A4 sheets of
paper. Combined with an inkjet color printer, these machines can produce full-color objects.
The latter process is close selective laser sintering and predominantly used for metal objects.
A fine metal powder is blown into the focal point of a laser which fuses and solidifies the
powder in that point. Mid-air 3D structures can be produced on existing surfaces without
the need for support structures.
2.2.2 Subtractive Fabrication
Subtractive Fabrication shapes material through stock removal: given a sheet or block of
material, so much of it is removed until the desired shape has been carved out. This process
can be characterized by the cutting method and the degrees of freedom with which the
workpiece (or cutting tool) can be articulated. The former determines the materials that can
be machined, the latter determines what shapes can be produced.
Prominent implementations of subtractive fabrication are CNC milling, laser cutting,
plasma cutting, water jet cutting and vinyl cutting. Within this list, CNC milling and laser-
cutting maintain special roles: both are prominently used in hobbyist and industrial environ-
ments, differing mainly in their sophistication. CNC mills are most versatile with respect
to the materials (material hardness) that can be machined. Depending on their construction,
they can machine anything from light wood to steel. Using different end-mills, different sur-
face finishes can be achieved. Laser-cutters offer similar material versatility, but at higher
speeds. For prototyping and in hobbyist/maker spaces, 40 - 80 Watt laser cutters are com-
4http://www.stratasys.com/
5http://mcortechnologies.com/
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3 axis 4 axis 5 axis
Fig. 2.2 Various objects produced using subtractive fabrication. The upper half shows three
objects as they could be produced with three, four and five axis CNC milling machines,
respectively. The red cylinder demonstrates tool position. Note that the five-axis object
could not be produced with four axis alone; and the four axis object could not be produced
with three axis, respectively. The lower half shows a 3D object assembled from three planar
pieces; a construction method often used with laser-cutting.
mon; often produced by Epilog6 or Universal7. Such machines can cut acrylic, paper, wood
and fabrics of up to 2 cm thickness. For commercial manufacturing processes laser cut-
ters providing multiple kilowatts of cutting energy are available, e.g. from TUMPF8. Such
machines can very precisely and speedily cut various metals.
The amount of axis (degrees of freedom) employed to move the milling device, or the
workpiece respectively, defines what shapes can be produced. Three-axis machines are
mechanically simple and have thus found widespread adoption. For laser-cutters (most of
which use 2.5 axis, although five-axis models can be bound) designers have to decompose
three-dimensional objects into two-dimensional planar parts (Figure 2.2, lower half); the Z-
axis is used solely for focusing the laser. Three-axis milling machines can produce simple
3D parts. Adding a fourth axis greatly improves the range of shapes that can be produced,
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2.2, upper half). Employing a fifth axis further increases the range of objects that can be
produced, and reduces machining time [38]. In order to produce objects with such machines,
one needs to algorithmically compute the toolpath the machine needs to execute. The more
axis are used, the more complex this toolpath generation problem gets. For an overview of
this well-studied problem, see Dragomatz and Mann [39].
2.2.3 Advancing Fabrication
The range of what can be produced using digital fabrication is continuously extended, in
part by the HCI community. In this regard our community is concerned with easing de-
vice prototyping and novel uses for digital fabrication. LaserOrigami makes creative use of
material properties of acrylic to create 3D structures with laser-cutters. By selectively heat-
ing parts of a sheet of acrylic, the material is softened and subsequently deformed through
gravity. This enables the creation of almost self-assembling structures [40]. More novel
uses of laser-cutters include the preparation of food. Less for cullinary experience, more for
communication researchers have engraved messages and dietary information on the food
itself [41, 42]. Constructing a chocolate 3D printer (based on the FDM principle) Khot et
al. produce chocolate tokens as reward for physical exercise [43].
Extending the capabilities of 3D printers Hudson presents a new 3D printer that can
fabricate soft plush toys [44]. It uses a lamination process (see Section 2.2.1) where multiple
sheets of felt are stacked on top of each other, and cut with with a built-in laser cutter to
form the object. Using conductive fabric in-between the felt, Peng et al. [45] extend this
method to produce interactive artifacts. The conductive fabric serves as bend and capacitive
touch sensor and can be hidden within the object. This work enables a new class of rapidly
fabricated, interactive soft toys and objects.
Fabricating Interactivity
Digitally fabricating sensors or integrating them into fabricated artifacts is primarily used
for prototyping interactive devices. Recent development however, moves these technologies
out of the prototyping space towards more production ready artifacts.
When prototyping interactive devices, flexibility is important as it reduces the cost of
exploring different options. Our own work presented in chapter 3 is in this vain, as it frees
users from having to painstakingly add finger joints and other fabrication-specific ornamen-
tation to their design. What holds for physical shape, also holds for the interactivity enabling
sensors themselves. Midas uses a vinyl cutter (see Section 2.2.2) to cut conductive cooper
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foil, to rapidly prototype capacitive touch interfaces. Extending the range of input controls,
Vazquez et al. [46] introduce a series of 3D printed, pneumatic devices which can be inte-
grated into new devices. Their pneumatic properties are not only used to sense user input,
but also to provide tactile feedback. Another approach for 3D printing interactive devices
is using computer vision. By embedding a single camera into the device prototype, Sauron
[47] can sense user input. The location of the camera, and if necessary multiple mirrors,
is algorithmically determined. Each interaction element (e.g., buttons or joysticks) has a
unique pattern embedded which is used to sense the widgets actuation.
Moving from the prototyping space towards novel interaction capabilities, we can use
multi-material 3D printing to embed optical elements in very confined spaces. By virtue of
integrated, and thus 3D printed optics (so called light pipes), information from elsewhere
located displays is guided to a desired location [48]. This way we can create interactive
objects that do not require their own display, or when space is too constraint to add such.
Brockmeyer et al. extend this method to printing curved displays, and add optical touch
sensing capabilities [49]. A similar concept, albeit not optical, is to embed A Series of Tubes
[50] in 3D printed objects. Filling these conduits with conductive ink, electroluminescent
wire or using them as pneumatic components, enables the fabrication of interactive artifacts.
Hybrid Fabrication
The fabrication process itself can become interactive. Zoran [51] introduces Hybrid Fabri-
cation to describe a process where human and machine interact to create a unique artifact.
Similar to our own motivation, he bemoans the loss of engagement with the object being cre-
ated. To this end he introduces a fabrication system where the user, under active guidance of
the system, carves a 3D model out of a block of material [10]. At any point can users decide
to overrule the guidance, thus to alter the model and object. Rivers et al. present a similar
approach for clay sculpting, but uses projection mapping (rather than an instrumented active
milling tool) to guide users in removing and adding material [52].
Following a more utilitarian motivation, users can be made part of the fabrication process
to extend the range (or size) of objects that can be fabricated. Large CNC milling machines
are expensive, and thus inaccessible to many users. By actuating a desktop routers milling
bit and guiding users along a prescribed path, we can utilize human dexterity and reach to
fabricate larger parts [53]. This raises the question of agency within the fabrication process:
how does it feel to become part of the fabrication machinery? Devendorf and Ryokai explore
this question in a series of experiements where they have study participants execute machine
instructions for 3D printers. Their findings suggest that fabricating objects jointly with a
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Fig. 2.3 Four different 3D modeling techniques. Parametric Modeling describes objects
trough dimensions and other parametric constraints (blue). With Direct Modeling users can
directly manipulate a models features - for example drag a rectangle into 3D space to form
a cuboid. Mesh Modeling directly manipulates a graph-based datastructure representing 3D
shapes. Constructive Solid Geometry combines primitive objects using Boolean operations.
machine can foster meditation and reflection upon the artifact being fabricated.
2.3 Design for Digital Fabrication
Interactive design systems, techniques and modeling metaphors have been developed in the
CAD, HCI and graphics communities. In this section, we give an overview of these tech-
niques and their relation to digital fabrication. After briefly introducing key CAD concepts,
we review sketch-based design systems, domain specific tools that reduce the design space
to ease the design process. We continue with design environments that are situated in phys-
ical space i.e. tangible design environments and interactive fabrication systems. Continued
with the computational capture of physical properties we move on to algorithms that com-
pute design aspects (e.g., if 3D model can be fabricated). We finishing off with fabrication
process aspects.
2.3.1 Computer-Aided Design
Computer-Aided Design research has produced various data models for representing solid
3D shapes, and modeling metaphors to manipulate these data structures; for an overview see
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Requicha and Rossignac [54]. While these advances are not digital fabrication specific, they
have been developed for engineering and product design applications. From an interaction
standpoint the developed modeling techniques can roughly be classified into four categories:
Parametric Modeling describes form and shape by constraining it with a number of pa-
rameters. For example, to model a cube one would draw a rectangle, fix its width
and length, and extrude it in 3D constraining the extrusion height (Figure 2.3). Fea-
tures created this way are often semantic in nature (e.g., this extrusion is the display
mount). Thereby a key concept is to capture users design intent accurately [55]. This
assumes that users have a fixed design intent already, making this method less suit-
able for early stage design exploration. This method is also called historic modeling,
as each subsequent modification depends on the previous one. Prominent parametric
modeling applications are CATIA9, SolidWorks10 and Autodesk Inventor11.
Direct Modeling alleviates users from the need of a fixed design intent. Users directly
modify the geometry by dragging it in 3D space or through precise numerical input
(e.g., to move a rectangle by 10mm along the Z axis, see Figure 2.3). The underlying
representation of the solid geometry is the similar as with parametric modelers, so that
data easily can be exchanged between the two. Some applications combine parametric
and direct modeling, e.g. SolidWorks. Other commercial offerings include PTC Creo
Elements12.
Mesh Modeling modifies the underlying datastructure directly, but compared to direct mod-
eling without semantic description. Mesh-models represent 3D form as a graph of
vertices, edges and faces which are modified directly (and are technically speaking
a surface representation, not solid). Graph elements are not semantically annotated
(e.g., part of the model marked as mounting hole). Due to its semantic freedom, this is
a very versatile modeling technique and often used for more organic shapes. However,
it can also make certain operations more difficult (e.g., creating a hole) and unlike the
other techniques can result in non-watertight models, for example through uncon-
nected edges. Non-watertight (technically referred to as non 2-manifold) meshes can
not be fabricated as they do not unambiguously define a solid object. Note that for 3D
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mon exchange formats are mesh-based. Example mesh modeling tools are Blender13
and MeshMixer14.
Constructive Solid Geometry describes shapes by combining geometric primitives using
Boolean operations. Primitives are objects of simple shapes such as cuboids, cylin-
ders, spheres or cones. The Boolean operations are Union (adding two objects), Dif-
ference (subtracting one object from the other), Intersection (part shared by both ob-
jects); see Figure 2.3). It is up to the user to decompose the shape they want to model
into primitives and operations; what might seem like a daunting task at first, presents
itself as a problem that is easily understood by users (see Chapter 5). The primitives
and operations that make up a shape can be described textually (e.g., OpenSCAD15),
or be part of other modeling paradigms e.g., SolidWorks.
2.3.2 Sketch-based interfaces
In contrast to precisely capturing a designers intent (as aspired to by CAD systems), sketch-
based user interfaces aim to lower the barriers for novice users – a goal that we share in
this thesis. Sketching is an intuitive form of describing shape. Starting from hasty freehand
sketches to supporting ideation of new designs, sketches can turn into drawings created with
care and precision. In the context of 3D modeling, sketching is used create 3D models in
the first place, add detail to models or to deform them. In this section we are going to
survey specifically fabrication-related sketching work. For a broader overview, please refer
to Olsen et al. [56].
The freedom offered by sketching can be utilized for explorative design, that is driven by
curiosity and playfulness rather than purposeful problem solving. Embodying the sketching
process through full arm movement, Spatial Sketch [57] encourages users to explore shape
by drawing in mid-air. The system turns the so drawn shapes into fabricable artifacts (e.g.,
lamp-shades) by producing planar parts on a laser-cutter. Supporting novices in goal-driven
design, Sketch it, make it is a system for sketching laser-cut parts [58]. It utilizes sketch
recognition to straiten lines and infer constraints such as perpendicularlity between lines or
concentricity between arcs and circles. This way users can use imprecise hand-drawn input,
and the system will produce fabricable outlines.
Hildebrand and Alexa [59] use sketching to design new objects using existing 3D mod-
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further sketches detail and features can be added to the model. This frees users from having
to design the whole object; instead they choose a starting point and amend it to their liking.
2.3.3 Tools that Reduce the Design Space
We have to observe many constraints when we design things. Constraints can be imposed by
the fabrication technology we use (e.g., laser-cutters produce planar parts only), by the target
application/domain we are designing for (e.g., a chair must not collapse under the weight of
its user) and the physical world (e.g., our object will have to withstand gravity). By reducing
the design space within the design environment already, we can make the design easier for
novice users as they themselves will not have to be aware of all the constraints in existence.
Gross describes this concept as Code as the carrier for design expertise [60].
Domain-specific systems will encode design knowledge about that domain, and some-
times offer simulation facilities specific to that domain. SketchChair lets users design chairs
by drawing their shape and test them by seating virtual manikins [61]. Through physics
simulation users can then see if their chair tips over. Using such physics simulations in
virtual environments, users can design stuffed animals [62], other inflatable structures [63]
and even complex mechanical arrangements [64]. Generalizing the concept of domain ex-
pert knowledge, Schulz et al. extract parts and connections from existing models and use
this domain specific knowledge to enable novices to design complex physical arrangements
such as furniture [65].
Rather than integrating domain specific aspects into the design process, one can also
focus on material specific properties. Considering that objects will be fabricated in one or
more materials, that have certain properties, we can ease the design process by optimizing
the design operations to what can be fabricated in a given material. Saul et al. support novice
users in designing interactive paper devices, through solving paper fabrication constraints
using evolutionary algoritms [66]. FlatFitFab [67] follows a similar optimization approach
for generic planar materials, e.g. acrylic or plywood. Expanding to more flexible materials,
Garg et al. present a system to design and fabricate 3D shapes from wire-mesh materials
[67]; a material that exhibits globally coupled deformation behavior and is thus unintuitive
and difficult to work with.
In chapter 3 we present Enclosed, which also falls in this category. While it primarily
investigates the reference object strategy (see Section 1.3), we also reduce available design
choices to what can be fabricated. Users place objects on planar surfaces and our system
ensures fabricability by computing the laser-cut outlines.
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Fig. 2.4 Various tangible design environments. (a) uses LEGO™-like building blocks [73],
(b) uses primitive geometric shapes stamped in place [72], (c) combines the 2.5D shape and
texture of existing objects [74].
2.3.4 Tangible Design Environments
Tangible design environments for shapes and objects can be separated by their physical
material: on one hand are discrete building blocks which can be connected to form shape,
on the other hand are continuous materials e.g., clay [68]. Among the first building blocks
(also called construction kits) were LEGO™ like objects that can sense the physical shape of
their assembly (Figure 2.4, a). This idea has been extended to different shapes [69] and more
flexible, hinged assemblies [70]. Rather than using building blocks, tangible tools can also
be used to manipulate 3D shape. Schkolne et al. combine hand-motion with physical tools in
an augmented-reality environment for users to create large-scale objects [71]. By sweeping
their hand within an interaction volume, new surfaces are created; using physical tools, these
surfaces are then modified and assembled. To make such an environment more precise, Lau
et al. do away with hand gestures. Situated Modeling [72] uses geometric primitives which
are stamped in place to create shapes. Unlike former systems, here users are not bound to
a fixed location but can model situated in the target environment. For example, users can
create a table fitting a corner by virtually placing the appropriate cylinders and boxes where
the table will be (Figure 2.4, b).
Similar to the construction kit concept is the idea of creating new designs based on
existing objects. CopyCAD [75] enables users to copy 2D shapes, manipulate and fabricate
them inside a computer-numerically controlled (CNC) milling machine. Extending this
concept to 2.5D shapes, KidCAD [74] enables children to "‘remix"’ their toys and design
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new ones (Figure 2.4, c). Unlike many other systems presented here, KidCAD can also
capture the texture of objects, not just their shape.
Clay as a continuous medium has been used for shape-design; either as material itself,
or as interaction metaphor. When modeling with clay directly, one needs to capture the
modeled shape. This can be done either through external sensors (not part of the clay), i.e.
3D scanners [68] or by embedding sensors into the material itself. Reed et al. add wireless
position tracker modules into clay, and recover an approximation of the clay shape from
that data [76]. Clay-modeling can also be used as a metaphor, so that one does not have
to solve the sensing problem. Different aspects of clay-modeling can serve as interaction
metaphor: the clay-material manipulation itself, or established clay shaping tools. Using a
foam-block as clay-material proxy, Sheng et al. [77] turn pinch, pull and shear interactions
on this proxy into modeling operations. Instead of manipulating a tangible clay proxy, Turn
uses the pottery wheel as metaphor [78]. Users can turn the physical pottery wheel and use
mid-air gestures to shape the virtual lump of clay they see on a display situated in front
of the wheel. This form of interaction is not yet generalized beyond designing pottery, yet
could serve as more generic 3D modeling paradigm.
There are other continuous tangible materials that can be used for the design of physical
objects: i.e., our skin when designing body-worn objects. Leveraging the elasticity of this
material, Tactum uses shear and twist operations to design shapes that fit the human body.
These shapes are then 3D printed [79].
It is important to note that the aforementioned systems have no active tactile output
capabilities; the tactility they offer is purely passive in nature. As such, the integration of
the physical world is a one-way street. We can manipulate physical objects, but do not get
feedback on the same channel. This is very unlike manipulating physical material, which
can collapse or deform. We explore the effects of providing tangible feedback in chapter 4
through active tangible measurement tools.
2.3.5 Integrating Fabrication
Interactive fabrication combines the act of designing an object with its fabrication. In this
sense, it identifies digital fabrication with more traditional handicraft processes. The entire
design process is situated in physical space, and every design decision made is immediately
fabricated. Interactive design environments produce the fabricated artifact itself, as well
as digital model of that artifact. The concept was first proposed by Willis et al. [80] and
demonstrated through three example implementations in an artistic context. Shaper uses
a transparent touch-screen situated above a CNC foam depositioning head. When users
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touch a point on the touch-screen, foam is deposited underneath that touch-point. Cutter is a
subtractive system where a hot wire is used to cut a foam block. The third system, Speaker,
uses sound as an ephemeral input modality. As users speak into it a wire is bent by the
machine to match the waveform of the spoken sound.
This concept of interactive fabrication has been applied to other contexts, particularly by
making it more precise. Interactive construction [81] uses a laser-cutter as drawing table.
Users draw with laser-pointers directly onto the planar material. There are different “pens”
for different functions, e.g. to create finger joints, or precise holes. Users can also copy
the 2D outline of objects by placing them inside the laser-cutter, similar to CopyCAD [75].
Although not explicitly framed as interactive fabrication, ModelCraft enables users to ma-
nipulate 3D models by annotating folded paper models using a pen. Upon manipulation the
paper model is reproduced [82]. Both systems target engineering applications (mechanical
systems and architecture, respectively).
Going away from drawing on planar materials, D-Coil uses a wax extruder and removal
tool for 3D modeling. The extruder is actuated and aids in the exact creation of form by
compensating for hand jitter. Both tools are tracked in 3D space, so that their modifications
can be recorded and a 3D model be created accordingly [83].
As interactive fabrication systems are situated entirely in physical space, they yield in-
tuitive interfaces and direct engagement with the material. However, we must also give up
some of the benefits of the virtual world, e.g. undo. Once a piece of material has been cut,
or some wax has been removed, it is difficult to repair that cut or add the material back.
Also, we are bound by the laws of physics. Objects can not be suspended in mid-air, and
must at any point be self-sustaining (or be supported externally).
Rather than designing in physical space entirely, Low-Fi Fabrication aims to reduce
fabrication times to a level so that numerous protoypes can be fabricated. This way, digital
fabrication is not at the end of the design process, but enables fast iteration. Low-Fi Fabri-
cation makes the trade-off between level of detail and fabrication time explicit. Depending
on the stage in the design process, users can produce the appropriate physical manifestation
of their model. Two approaches can be identified: part substitution and fabrication changes.
The part substitution does not fabricate the whole object using 3D printing, but instead re-
places parts with building blocks [84] or faster-to-produce laser-cut parts [85]. By changing
what gets fabricated in full detail, we can also save fabrication time. WirePrint [86] pro-
duces functional aspects of a 3D model in full resolution, and non-functional aspects as
wire-frame model which requires less material and thus fabrication time. In a similar vain,
Koo and colleagues [87] fabricate low-fidelity prototypes that maintain their mechanical
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workings (e.g., hinges), but are greatly simplified in shape.
The bi-directional fabrication concept introduced in this thesis (section 1.3 and chapter
6) explores this space further. We integrate fabrication into the design process in order
to synchronize a physical representation of the digital model under design. Compared to
interactive fabrication however, the objects produced in bi-directional fabrication are not
the end product, but merely an intermediary.
2.3.6 3D Scanning / Capturing Physical Properties
Capturing an existing objects properties i.e., its shape is another way to integrate physicality
into the design process [88]. Various technologies exist to capture 3D shape, see Blais
[89] for an overview. The most common method of capturing shape is a structured light
approach. A known light pattern is projected into the environment, and captured by one or
multiple cameras. Based on the distortion or other factors of the recorded light pattern, we
can reconstruct depth information. To capture the shape of an object entirely, we need to see
the object from different viewpoints and integrate the depth information captured for each
of these viewpoints – Taubin et al. provide an overview of the available methods [90]. One
particularly noteworthy implementation of this principle is Kinect Fusion [91] which can
capture 3D geometry using consumer depth sensors (i.e., Microsoft Kinect™) in real-time.
Passive methods also exist. To reconstruct 3D geometry from passive sensors, multiple
such sensors or different views on the same scene are used [92]. Other than trying to recon-
struct 3D geometry, one can also use photos to inform the design process. Lau et al. use a
single photo in a sketch-based design environment to fabricate objects from planar materials
(e.g. through laser-cutting). Users need to know one dimension within the photo to estab-
lish the correct scale and can then trace the outlines of the object they wish to model. By
virtue of fabrication constraints, the system constructs a fabricable object [93]. We can also
use a photo to look up a corresponding 3D model from a database, and produce geometric
variations of that model, in order to design a new object [94].
There are other physical features that we might wish to incorporate, for example appear-
ance or behavior. The former, appearance acquisition, representation and reproduction is a
heavily studied problem [95]. The latter, material and object behavior has been approached
generically [96] as well as in a more fabrication specific manner. We can infer the defor-
mation behavior of an object, and reproduce that behavior in our design, by deforming an
object and capturing these deformation states [97]. Similar ideas exist for mechanical ob-
jects. Taking a motion-captured sequence of a human actor, we can automatically design
mechanical linkage-based objects that describe the previously recorded motion [98].
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Capturing human features is a common application of 3D scanning, and specialized
systems exist. Focusing on human hair, Echevarria et al. [99] accurately reproduce hair-
styles from 3D captured data using full-color 3D printers. At the expense of detail, we can
capture full-body self-portraits resulting in water-tight meshes, ready for 3D printing. Li et
al. account for users moving between the different camera view captures and signal-to-noise
ratios of consumer-grade depth cameras, to enable such full body 3D portrait creation [100].
2.3.7 Computational Design
Physically fabricating a 3D shape, or creating a fabricable artifact from such, can be an
afterthought. For example, one might want to physically produce a 3D model downloaded
from one of the many online 3D model repositories available. Many of which do not cater
to digital fabrication requirements and thus such a 3D model will likely not be fit for fab-
rication: details such as connectors will be missing, 3D meshes might not be watertight or
have structures/geometry that are hard to produce using digital fabrication machines (e.g.
overhangs when 3D printing). Even designs that are intended to be digitally fabricated,
can have weakness that prevent them becoming physical artifacts: for example, structural
weaknesses that will not survive the “green state”16 of some 3D printing processes. Thus
there is a need to determine if a 3D model can actually be physically fabricated. Should this
not be the case, we will want to find a way to make such a 3D model fabricable in the first
place, given a specific fabrication technology. Additionally, we might want to add specific
physical features to objects: e.g., make a horse model balance on one leg.
Assessing and Computing Fabricability
Whether a 3D model can be fabricated depends on the fabrication technology, the material it
is going to be fabricated in, and the geometry of the model itself. Given the first two, a ma-
jor concern regarding fabricability is whether the object will mechanically sound, that is if
it will withstand the forces imparted upon in in the real world. Such mechanical soundness
also has to persist during the fabrication process itself. Many powder-based 3D printing
processes, for example, produce very fragile and brittle objects at first, which are then rein-
forced. Objects then also have to sustain this brittle state of the fabrication process. Zhou et
al. solve a constraint optimization problem to compute the worst-case structural analysis of
16Primarily sintering-based additive fabrication processes require a final curing step to finalize the fabricated
object e.g., in a curing oven. In the intermediary green state, until the object is cured, objects are fragile and
brittle.
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a 3D shape, given the fabrication material properties [101]. Telea and Jalba [102] focus on
a solely geometric treatment of the same problem.
Now that we know if we can fabricate an object, we will want to modify the 3D shape
in case it currently would not survive fabrication or subsequent handling. Stress relief [103]
extends the 3D printability assessment methods and can modify shapes so that they become
fabricable. First, the system computes a stress analysis that takes gravity forces and imposed
loads into account. Then, computes various printability optimizations, including locally
thickening thing structures or adding struts where needed.
To 3D print a structurally sound object, one does not have to fill the object entirely
with material. By computing good internal structures, we can optimize the material-to-
weight ratio while maintaining structural and mechanical soundness. Prominent open source
3D printing applications (i.e., Makerware17 based on Skeinforge18, or Slic3r19) fill objects
with hexagonal patterns. The density of these patterns (thus material to strength ratio) has
to be manually set by the user. More advanced internal structures are based on surface
attached skeletons, a so-called skin-frame structure inside the otherwise hollow object. This
prevents having to fill the object, while still maintaining a level of rigidity [104]. Build-to-
last reverses this concept by computing a honeycomb structure inside the model, optimizing
the strength-to-weight ratio of the model [105].
Varying structures are not only required inside an object, but sometimes for external
support also. FDM and Stereolithography, require external structures to support mid-air
features of 3D models. Commonly such structures are created by filling the the volume un-
derneath supported features with material e.g., as implemented by the aforementioned open
source applications. Recently proposed methods create more efficient support structures
using bridge scaffolding structures [106]. This reduces fabrication time and material use,
while making support structures easier to remove.
Another constraint (next to need for internal and external structures) is the often limited
build volume of fabrication systems. 3D printers can produce objects within a certain vol-
ume and level of detail, laser-cutters can handle material sheets of certain sizes. If an object
is larger than these volumes, it has to be segmented into smaller parts which fit the available
build volume. Hu et al. provide a generic treatment of the problem of decomposing 3D
shapes into pyramidal shapes, which are well suited for 3D printing [107]. Such pyramidal
shapes can save material and fabrication time, compared to the unsegmented counterpart.
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ity, assemblability, connector feasability and structural soundness into account [108]. The
resulting segments are guaranteed to fit inside a predefined volume, while resulting in a
desirable object upon assembly.
An edge case for making a 3D model fabricable is to produce a fabricable representation
of it (as compared to producing supporting features such as structures). Given a 3D shape,
we might want to produce an object that resembles this shape depending on fabrication
technology, material or target application. A prominent material this concept is applied to is
paper. crdbrd produces a set of fabricable, planar slices which once put together resemble
the input geometry [109]. Slices produced by this algorithm are guaranteed to be assem-
blable through a sequence determined by the algorithm. A more domain specific example
of such algorithms are Popup which produces foldable popup paper architecture artifacts
[110], making burr puzzles [111], creating objects that can be folded into boxes [112] or
producing surfaces that mimic 3D models within a constraint 3D volume [113]. Working
with complex real-world objects, Lau et al. convert 3D furniture models into fabricable
parts and connectors. Using formal grammars describing the structure of different types
of furniture (e.g., a grammar for tables, one for cupboards) the algorithm analyzes the 3D
model for elementary shapes (e.g., boxes and cylinders) and creates the final set of parts
[114].
Adding Physical Features
Rather than enabling a 3D model to become physical reality in the first place, we might
want it to have specific physical properties once it is part of the physical world. Often such
desired properties relate to the material or material distribution of an object, and are thus a
matter of correctly specifying such a material distribution prior to fabrication. Mechanical
properties, such as balance or specific movements are also prominent.
Material distributions can be specified generically or in a goal-driven manner. Open-
Fab is a graphics-like programmable shader pipeline for specifying materials - "shading"
an object with different materials [115]. This pipeline abstraction enables users to share
material specifications, as they are fabrication technology independent and separated into
small, independent aspects. Following a more goal-driven approach, Chen et al. propose a
reducer-tuner model that lets users specify object properties directly (e.g., a certain shadow
or caustics behavior) and then reduce the material configuration search space through a
custom reducer-tree configuration [116]. This frees users from having to specify the exact
material configuration in order to achieve a specific physical property. Bickel et al. follow
a similar goal and enable users to design and fabricate materials with desired deformation
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behavior [117]. Using an optical system, they can measure the deformation behavior of
existing materials and store them in a database. To fabricate a new deformable material, the
authors use a this database to simulate new material behaviors and embed micro-structures
in a multi-material print in order to create a desired behavior.
Fabricating deformable characters, e.g. action figures or collectors items, is a common
domain specific use-case of multi-material fabrication and complex 3D printed mechanical
arrangements. Skouras et al. present an algorithm which, given multiple deformed poses
of the same 3D shape, can compute a material distribution so that the resulting object can
assume the previously defined poses [118]. This method can be used to create flexible char-
acters or even soft robotics. Following a more mechanical approach, Bacher et al. estimate
articulated joints from skinned (textured) 3D meshes, to compute mechanical structures that
enable the articulation of limbs as suggested by the input texture [119]. Taking this further,
we can automatically add mechanical structures based on different gears and linkages, that
ensure the limbs move along a prescribed path [120]. This way users can add complex
mechanical features to objects without needing to have deep mechanical knowledge.
Static features, such as making an object balance on a specific point are difficult to
implement manually, as they require the exploration of a large solution space. Make it stand
solves this problem for 3D printed artifacts by creating cavities inside the otherwise solid
filled object. This shifts the objects center of gravity. If a desired balance point can not be
achieved that way, material is added on the outside while staying true to the models initial
shape [121]. A very similar approach can be applied to optimize 3D printed objects moment
of inertia, so that it spins well around a predefined axis [122]. By modifying the internal
structure of a 3D printed object, we can also embed identifying information that can be
recovered through imaging in the terahertz region [123]. All these examples enable users to
add static, yet interactive physical properties to 3D shapes, thus physical objects.
2.3.8 Process and Social Aspects
There are various aspects that support the digital fabrication process, but do not immediately
affect the design of fabricable artifacts. E.g., when using a laser-cutter, we need to place
sheet material inside the machine out of which the parts will be cut; an action necessary to
fabricate but unrelated to design. Before we then cut the parts, we need to arrange them
on this material sheet so that we efficiently use the available material – possibly working
around previously cut parts. VisiCut places a camera above the laser-cutter and enables users
to place new parts on material sheets using the live camera feed [124]. PacCAM extends
this idea, supporting part placement with a specialized multi-touch user interface [125].
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Digital Fabrication has found use in non-goal driven, social environments. ShadowGram
[126, 127] is a case study for social fabrication in public spaces. Museum visitors could
capture their body silhouette, laser-cut the outline to produce a sticker, and add messages
reflecting on the art exhibition this installation was a part of. A key point here was to use
digital fabrication as a curiosity object [128], to engage the museum visitors in creative
activities. Using digital fabrication to introduce a diverse audience to imaginative activities
had been previously explored by Posh and colleagues [129], who situate a FabLab [130] in a
museum. Nissen and Bowers [131] explore the use of digital fabrication to foster reflection
and engagement in participatory design settings. They argue that by interactively designing
fabricable artifacts which embody data (e.g. Twitter conversations), these artifacts become
meaningful and encourage reflection upon the data they embody.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have reviewed a broad range of related HCI, CAD and Computer Graph-
ics work, all of which is concerned with digital fabrication and fabrication-aware design
processes that precede production itself. We first demonstrated the relationship between
HCI and the physical world. Following this we introduced fundamental digital fabrication
concepts, and surveyed research that expands the capabilities of those production methods.
Throughout the thesis we refer to the technologies introduced here (e.g., additive methods
such as FDM or subtractive ones such as laser-cutting), and develop new fabrication tech-
nology (see Chapter 6).
Following this introduction to digital fabrication, we presented work that is concerned
with the design process that precedes production. Against the background of existing CAD
techniques (which we integrate in Chapter 4), we survey other UI approaches supporting
fabrication-aware design. Tools that Reduce the Design Space (see Section 2.3.3) are a class
to which we contribute a new system in chapter 3. We also contribute a TUI in Chapter 4,
thus we surveyed fabrication-related TUIs. Interactive Fabrication, or more generally fabri-
cation integrated into the design process (see Section 2.3.5), is an important concept stem-
ming from HCI research. We contribute a system to that category in Chapter 6. Throughout
this thesis, we are concerned with integrating physical properties into digital design pro-
cesses; thus we have to capture those features. Section 2.3.6 gave an overview of available
ideas and technologies (which we make use of in Chapter 5). Lastly, computational design
methods (see Section 2.3.7) are a way to encapsulate design and engineering knowledge to
free users from having to learn it (P6) – we implement such an algorithm in Chapter 3.
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Entirely virtual design environments, currently used for digital fabrication (see Section
2.3.1), would benefit from target-domain specific integration with the physical world. Such
entirely virtual design systems integrate well with other development activities (e.g., de-
vice prototype development). Therefore, we explore the integration of the domain-specific
physical objects involved in those development activities into virtual space. Concretely, this
chapter investigates such integration in the domain of designing encasings for prototype de-
vices using hardware toolkits (see Section 2.1.1). Currently, component toolkits offer a wide
variety of hardware modules, and are accompanied by designated integrated development
environments (IDEs) to write the required software. However, enclosure design is left to
generic, virtual design environments (i.e., CAD).
Leaving the design of a prototype enclosures to general purpose CAD tools creates sev-
eral issues. The parts that need to be enclosed are not explicitly integrated into the design
process. Sometimes the 3D models of hardware components are available, otherwise their
dimensions will have to be measured by hand (P3). Another problem is that users who
build interactive device prototypes, while experts in their own domain, now have to become
"digital fabrication experts", too. For example, HCI researchers, makers or occupational
therapists [132], all of who design enclosures have to learn how to use powerful, yet com-
plex CAD programs (P1). Additionally, they have to understand the particularities of the
fabrication technology they are about to use e.g., when using laser-cutting, one has to add





Fig. 3.1 Screenshot of the .NET Gadgeteer development environment. (a) The hardware de-
signer in which users choose physical components, name and connect them. (b) A hardware
component in the designer. (c) Connections between the components are computed by the
IDE and displayed in blue. (d) Source code referring to the hardware component in (b),
showing the auto-completion to help users understand the hardware capabilities.
finger joints to connect the flat panels that make up an enclosure (P6). Lastly, in generic
virtual design environments, getting a sense of the size of objects one is designing is diffi-
cult (P2). We believe that by integrating the prototype hardware components closely into an
enclosure-specific design environment will alleviate these problems above.
To this end, we develop a virtual design system for the creation of laser-cut prototype
enclosures, called Enclosed. For this system, we exploit the fact that users have the hard-
ware parts that need to go in the encasing available to them: we focus user interaction on
the 3D representations of those parts, making them reference objects (see Section 1.2). I.e.,
through the parts’ immediate availability and prominent integration into the design environ-
ment, we hope to further spatial understanding in designers (P2). To this end, users can
directly compare the size of electronic parts on the screen with objects in their hand. In
Enclosed, designers can place the hardware components directly on the virtual enclosure
model (which is comprised of planar panels), and modify that model through these com-
ponents. For example, when a user places a large display module on a panel, the encasing
is resized so that the display has enough space. Thus, interaction with our system always
yields a fabricable and sound result (P1). Further, we actively integrate the fabrication spe-
cific aspects of physical parts (specifically, the mounting cutouts they require) by annotating
their 3D representations (P3). A push-button part, for example, requires three cutouts: two
screw holes to mount it, and one hole for the button itself. We annotate the 3D model of the
button component with this information and utilize it when computing the outlines for final
fabrication. The latter, algorithmically computing outlines for later production, frees de-
signers from fabrication-specific knowledge (P6): Enclosed can automatically produce the





Fig. 3.2 The Enclosed user interface. (a) The enclosure preview with parts placed on the
front panel. (b) The available actions with the currently active one highlighted in red. (c)
The component palette from which users can drag hardware modules onto the enclosure
panels. (d) Indicators for how much space has been used on a predefined sheet of material,
and if the enclosures volume is sufficient to house the internal parts.
plans necessary for fabricating the encasing, including inter-panel connectors (finger joints
and screw joints) and cutouts.
Our system extends the Microsoft .NET Gadgeteer platform [29]. This platform pro-
vides the physical hardware components, their virtual 3D models (which we annotate with
the cutout annotations, as described above), and an IDE for software development (see Fig-
ure 3.1). We extend this platform through our enclosure design tool, that integrates directly
into the Gadgeteer environment. Situated at the end of the prototype development process,
we explore the reference object concept (see Section 1.2) using Gadgeteers hardware com-
ponents. In this chapter, we contribute the design and implementation of Enclosed, and
discuss lessons learned from using the system to develop three alarm clock prototype enclo-
sures.
3.1 User Interface
The user interface of Enclosed (see Figure 3.2) is component-centric, meaning that all in-
teraction with the system happens with respect to the device’s hardware parts. This is in the
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same vain as the .NET Gadgeteer IDE which also, by focusing on the components, frees
users from implementation specific knowledge. Users need not know about the specifics of
the underlying hardware, as the development environment offers instructions which module
needs to be connected where. When writing the device firmware, hardware components
become instances of the object-oriented programming language used. The source-code
editor offers auto-completion for the abilities of the hardware (see Figure 3.1, d), again
freeing users from implementation specific knowledge. We develop our system in this
component-centric vain, also freeing users from implementation specific (i.e., fabrication
specific) knowledge.
We integrate Enclosed in the Gadgeteer development environment, so that once the hard-
ware has been connected and the software is written, we can start designing the enclosure.
Our enclosure editor receives the bill of material from the Gadgeteer IDE, and presents this
list to the user upon startup. Here, users can choose whether a component is to be consid-
ered internal or external1. Internal components have no direct contact with prototype users
and thus need no estate on the enclosure itself. Examples of internal components include
batteries and WiFi or Bluetooth modules. External components serve their main through
interacting with users or other objects. Displays, buttons, LEDs, wired connections (for
Ethernet and power), and actuators are examples of such modules. Confirming the list of
components leads to our enclosure design tool (Figure 3.2).
3.1.1 Placing components on the enclosure
Enclosed starts with an initial box-shape, on which users can place components, and which
serves as starting point for new designs. To place a part on a face of the enclosure (e.g., the
initial box, but also at any later stage), users drag the part out of the component palette (see
Figure 3.2, c) and place it on the desired panel. If there is no space on that target panel, or
the module is too big to fit on the face to begin with, the enclosure will resize automatically
to provide the required space.
3.1.2 Translating components to resize the enclosure
Moving the component on the panel not only translates the component, but can also resize
the panel. There are three cases depending on the currently selected action (which are
1Whether a component is internal or external is not unambiguous. For example, a buzzer is an internal
component in that it is not operated by the user or would require user visibility. However, the buzzer is likely
to be louder when the sound produced by it does not have to penetrate enclosing walls, hence if it is considered
an external component. Thus, we let users choose whether a buzzer is internal or external.
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a b c
Fig. 3.3 (a) The Gadgeteer T35 display component manufactured by GHI electronics. (b)
The 3D model as provided by the Gadgeteer platform. (c) The additional annotations (cut-
outs are drawn solid, bounding rectangle as dashed line) to use it with our editor.
activated by holding down the according number key):
• Translate action: the component is translated on the panel only and never away from
it. The enclosure does not shrink when the component is moved away from an edge
but the component “snaps” back on the panel.
• Free Translate action: the component can be moved away from the panel, causing the
enclosure to resize (grow and shrink) to again enclose the component.
• Shrink action: shrinks the enclosure when the component is moved towards the inside
of a panel.
There is also a Remove Component action which allows the user to remove parts from a
panel. Users can translate the modules in a continuous mode (default) or discrete mode
(snap to nearest 5mm).
3.1.3 Rotating components to rotate/split/join enclosure panels
Panels can be rotated by selecting the rotate command (holding down the 3 number key),
clicking on a component and, while the mouse button is still held down, moving the mouse
to the left/right side to determine the angle of rotation.
The edge around which the panel is rotated is determined by which edge intersects the
selected component’s manipulation range: a fixed margin around the part model. The edge
of rotation is chosen by checking which horizontal edge intersects with the manipulation
range. If multiple horizontal edges intersect in the manipulation range, the lowest edge
(the edge with the smallest y-coordinate) is chosen. We limit rotation to horizontal edges, as
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rotation around vertical edges would lead to enclosure designs that can not be produced on a
regular three-axis laser-cutter. If no horizontal edge intersects with the manipulation range,
a new edge is created at the lower horizontal end of the manipulation range, thus splitting
the existing panel into two panels. When the angle between two panels is reduced to a value
less than 2.5 degrees, the editor joins the two panels to become one and removes the edge
that previously separated them. Users rotate the components in a continuous mode (default)
or discrete mode (snap to nearest 10◦).
3.1.4 Continuous vs discrete mode
All translation/rotation operations come in a continuous (default) and discrete version. The
latter is activated by holding down the control-key and causes the operations to operate
in fixed increments - 5mm steps for translation, 10◦ increments for rotation. In discrete
mode, the translation distance/rotation angle is displayed next to the cursor. Actions are
highlighted in red when they are continuous, green when used in discrete mode.
3.2 Implementation
Our implementation of Enclosed has three main elements: the enclosure graph which rep-
resents the encasing as a set of interconnected panels, the editor UI, and the laser-cutter
outline generation algorithm.
3.2.1 Enclosure Graph
We represent an enclosure as a graph loosely resembling its bill of material. An enclosure
consists of a set of panels, components, and the connections between them. In our enclosure
graph, components and panels become vertices, connections between them become edges.
A panel is represented as a set of vertices defining a polygon P = (vi, . . . ,vi+n), vi ∈ R
3
in 3D space. All vi of a panel must be coplanar, and there must be a polygon edge that
is not parallel to the first one: ∃v j,v j+1 so that (v j+1− vi) · (vi+1− vi) ̸= 1. Components
consist of a 3D mesh model representing the component visually and cutout annotations
– circles and rectangles – located on faces of its axis-aligned bounding box (supra Figure
3.3). We enumerate the bounding box faces to uniquely identify to which face cutout anno-
tation belongs to. Our model allows panel-to-component and panel-to-panel connections.
A panel-to-component connection (P,C,x) between the panel P and component C places
the component on the panel, so that the components axis-aligned bounding box is located














Fig. 3.4 A partial enclosure (left) and corresponding enclosure graph (right), consisting of
the adjacent panels P1,P2 connected via the edge xi,xi+1, and a component C placed on P1.
The gray rectangle is the manipulation range of the componentC.
at xi+ x (where xi is the first vertex of the panel P). Panel-to-panel connections can be
established between adjacent panels Pn,Pm along their shared edge (xi,xi+1) ∈ Pn,Pm.
3.2.2 Editor User Interface
We implemented the Enclosed editor UI in Java using the jMonkeyEngine2. The 3D com-
ponent models were converted to the surface-tessellation file format and annotated using
custom XML-based descriptors. In the following, we detail the technical implementation of
the actions available to users.
3.2.3 Translating components on panels
When a part is moved on a panel, we must update information regarding the component,
panel, and associated connections. We have to consider three cases: (i) growth: component
is moved outside of the panel bounds; (ii) reduction: component is moved towards the inside
of the panel and shrinks the panel in the process; and (iii) neutral: component is moved onto
the panel without any effect on the panel size. In the neutral case, we only have to update
the position of the component on the panel. The growth and reduction cases require more
computation.
First, we determine if a panel edge intersects with the component’s manipulation range.
If such an intersection is found and the part is moved towards the outside of the panel
(growth case), we move the other panel adjacent to the intersecting edge, so that the edge
2http://jmonkeyengine.org/
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is no longer intersected. When the module is moved towards the inside of the panel and
shrinking is allowed (reduction case), we move the adjacent panel by the component’s dis-
placement vector, hence shrinking the enclosure. After all these operations, the part position
is updated by storing the new position in the respective panel to component connection.
Formally, we find all edges xi,xi+1 that intersect the component’s manipulation range
when the component is moved to x′, and their adjacent panels Pi. All panels Pi are translated
along their normal vector so that the respective edge no longer intersects the manipulation
range. To translate a panel, we move all its vertices x j (and thus the edge vertices xi,xi+1),
and the offsets of components connected to that panel by the translation delta. Lastly, we
update the original components panel-to-component connection so that (P,C,x′).
Rotating components on panels
Horizontally rotating a component on a panel can result in the panel being subdivided (note
that we support no other form of component rotation). To split a panel, we create two new
panels along the subdivision edge and rebuild the panel to panel and panel to component
connections. A subdivision edge must
1. intersect with exactly two existing panel edges (can be violated by convexity);
2. be parallel to an existing edge to ensure a fabricable subdivision outcome;
3. not intersect with a component on the panel.
Such a subdivision edge is found parallel to the horizontal panel axis, intersecting the lowest
point(s) of the component’s manipulation range. To subdivide the panel, we create two
panels to substitute the existing one. First we find the two panel edges intersected by the new
subdivision edge – if there were more than two intersecting panel edges, criterion 1 would be
violated. This also determines which vertices belong to which panel as the panel polygons
follow a clock-wise winding order. After creating the new panels, the connections of the old
panel are mapped to the new panels. Each old panel to panel connection is replaced with
at least one, and at maximum two new panel to panel connections. All previous panel to
component connections are mapped to either of the two new panels, depending on which of
the new panels the global part position comes to rest.
3.2.4 Outline Generation
The laser-cutter outline generation algorithm is an essential part of the system as it frees
users from fabrication specific design work, such as designing panel joints and accounting
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a b c d
Fig. 3.5 Four different inter-panel joints. (a) was produced with the naive approach resulting
in a too conservative size reduction. (b) was produced using our sin rule. (c) is a possible
way of “joining” panels and exploits the flexibility of the production material. (d) is a screw
joint that uses a bolt as connector.
for material thickness. We generate outlines to be cut using a laser cutter or CNC router and
check for certain production specific issues in the model through the following algorithm:
1. Project each panel to 2D using the edges xi,xi+1 and x j,x j+1 to construct a local
orthographic coordinate system.
2. Assign each panel edge a joint gender based on the directionality of the correspond-
ing panel-to-panel connection in the enclosure graph. For example, consider the en-
closure in Figure 3.4. Along the edge xi,xi+1, panel P1 would have male connectors,
P2 female ones due to their roles in the enclosure graph (P1 is source, P2 is sink).
3. Account for material thickness by moving male edges inwards (with respect to the
panel polygon) to shrink them appropriately. Edges are reduced depending on the
angle of inclination with their adjacent panel. We found that reducing an edge by
msin(P1 ∠ P2), where m is the material thickness and P1 ∠ P2 is the angle of incli-
nation between the two panels along the edge currently under consideration. This
produces aesthetically pleasing results (Figure 3.5, a, b).
4. Add joints to connect the panels. This system is capable of adding three types of
joints (see Figure 3.5), depending on the available space: pure finger joints, screw
joints and a combination of the two. We fixed finger joints to be 10mm wide, and
add to each edge the largest odd number of finger joints that fits into the space. If
an edge has at least three or more finger joints, the middle joint becomes a screw
joint. If an edge has only one finger joint and there is enough space, the finger joint
is replaced with a finger/screw joint combination (which is 15mm wide to account
for the screw diameter). Joint gender is based on the role determination in step one.
Note, that joints have to be generated in a coordinate system that is invariant to the
size reduction performed in step two. Otherwise the resulting joints do not fit together
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Fig. 3.6 Three alarm clocks, all of which share a similar bill of components but exhibit
different shapes and behavior. On the left side is the brick prototype which represents the
simplest alarm clock. In the center is the pool enclosure which has the buttons on the angled
side panels. The third prototype on the right-hand side, bears deliberate resemblance with
an hourglas.
as they are shifted by the length the panel was reduced.
5. Place the computed outlines on the material sheet so that material use is mini-
mized. Placing the outlines, is an instance of the strip packing problem: place a set
of rectangles of different size on a strip of fixed width but infinite height, so that
the total height is minimized [133]. To compute the layout, we use the First-Fit De-
creasing Height packing algorithm [134] as it has a low computational complexity of
O(n · logn) and thus can be run in real-time. Further, the panels tend to be of similar
size, lending themselves to be packed with this algorithm.
3.3 Application Example
To demonstrate the use of our system, we walk through the development of alarm clock pro-
totypes – specifically the hourglass model (see Figure 3.6). We fabricated these enclosures
out of 600× 300× 6mm plywood using the outlines generated from our system (see ap-
pendix A.1). The enclosures were assembled using M3 bolts for mounting the components





Fig. 3.7 Designing an alarm clock prototype. (a) users decide whether components are
internal or external. (b) Enclosed right after being launched from within the Gadgeteer
IDE. (c) sizing the enclosure using the display as reference object (d) the left side of the
enclosure is shaped like an hourglass. (e) the final laser-cutting outlines, colored depending
on the joint gender (for illustration purposes only, has no influence on production).
and M4 bolts for the finger-screw joints.
We start in the .NET Gadgeteer IDE which is based on Microsoft Visual Studio. There
we add the required hardware components to our project: a mainboard, two buttons, two
displays, two LEDs, an accelerometer, and an extender module that connects to the buzzer
(see Figure 3.1, a). Once all parts have been added, connected, and named appropriately,
we write the device firmware - again in the Gadgeteer development environment (see Figure
3.1, d). After uploading the firmware we are ready for the next step: design the enclosure.
For this device, its suggestive shape also determines its function – if the hourglass is turned
around, the alarm is snoozed. As we see in the following paragraphs, Enclosed lets us focus
on that shape, rather than on creating the panel connectors or dealing with a complex design
environment.
To start the enclosure design, we select Enclosed from the “Tools” menu within Visual
Studio which starts our enclosure editor. We must now choose which components we con-
sider internal, and which are external. Our system has these choices preselected, based on
the type of component (see Figure 3.7, a). Confirming this selection yields the main editor
window, initialized with a box-shaped enclosure and a component palette showing all parts
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that need to be placed on the encasing (see Figure 3.7, b).
First, we bring the initial box to size using the displays that will be mounted on the front
panel. To place a display on the front panel, we drag it out from the component palette to its
desired location. By moving the display downwards, beyond the enclosures current size, we
increase the height of the prototype. By moving the display inwards from the sides, while
having the shrink mode active (keeping number key 2 pressed down), we decrease the width
of the box (see Figure 3.7, c). In this process, the reference object concept comes to play.
Because we have those displays in front of us, we can get a sense of how big the enclosure
will be in the end and size it accordingly.
With the proportions correct, we start shaping the device. To this end we place the left
side button on the left panel, again using drag & drop. We then move this button 50mm
upwards on the panel using the discrete mode, activated by holding down the control key.
This places the button just above the previously placed display. Here, we click on the button
part while the discrete rotation mode is active, causing the display to rotate horizontally in
10 degree increments. Upon release of the click, the left panel is split in two and the new
upper face is rotated by the 20 degrees that we previously rotated the component to. We
continue these translation/rotation actions until the left side is shaped like an hourglass (see
Figure 3.7, d). Right-clicking in the upper right quadrant shows the enclosure from the right
side, rather than the left. We repeat the previous process to shape the right side of our alarm
clock. Lastly, we place the other parts to finish the design.
Now that the device design is completed, we generate the outlines required for laser-
cutting the enclosure panels. After pressing the P key (for print), Enclosed automatically
produces the laser-cutting plans, including the required finger joints and cut-outs (see Figure
3.7, e). Note, that at no point we had to manually consider these or other fabrication-specific
artifacts (e.g., account for fabrication material thickness), but were solely concerned with
the design of the shape of the device.
In a last step, we laser-cut the panels and assemble the enclosure. This yields the device
as shown in Figure 3.6, right.
3.4 Discussion
We used the .NET Gadgeteer platform as a case study and utilizing its existing hardware
components and software development tools. However, the idea of designing enclosures
using electronic parts as reference objects is applicable to a broader array of prototyping
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frameworks. Prominent toolkits such as the Arduino3 and Phidgets [25] or generic micro-
controllers could be used as well, provided 3D models exist for the components.
More generally, the concept of integrating objects which are at the designers immediate
disposal as reference objects, and focusing interaction on them to instil a better spatial un-
derstanding of the object under design (P2) generalizes over other domains: for example,
the introduction of a hand model could ease jewelry design as the items being designed can
be immediately fitted to the virtual hand. At the same time the designers physical hand
turned reference object could instil some spatial familiarity in the design environment.
3.4.1 Limitations
The outline generation algorithm as currently implemented has limitations. In extreme cases
it can lead to an unfabricable outcome. During design time we do not explicitly check if
the shrinking of panels (to account for material thickness) leaves us with not enough space
to mount a component. To solve this we could continuously regenerate the outlines after
each modification and thus detect such problems early on. Further, devices produced with
this system might not always stand flat, as screw joints are not optimized for planarity. In
its current form, the outline generation determines the joint gender (and thus bolt orienta-
tion) through the edge role in the enclosure graph (see Section 3.2.4). While this ensures a
fabricable outcome, it results in the non-flat-standing screw-joint distribution. Optimizing
the joint genders (e.g., through heuristics or simulation), or introducing new types of screw
joints, would alleviate this problem.
All components, more precisely their 3D models, need to be annotated before they can
be used with our system. Currently, this is a manual process. Users have to manually
describe where cutouts need to be provided, so that the component can be mounted on a
panel. This task has to be performed only once when a new component is introduced (e.g.,
a new Gadgeteer component becomes available on the market). Further, this task could be
automated through computational methods e.g., by detecting holes or protrusions on the 3D
model.
3.4.2 Automatic generation of fabrication-specific aspects
A key feature of our system is that it frees designers from fabrication-specific aspects
through our outline generation algorithm: users do not have to create inter-panel connec-
tors or account for material thickness themselves. This is beneficial to two user-groups:
3http://https://www.arduino.cc
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first, “fabrication experts” do not have to spend the time and effort to design such features.
Second, non-expert users do not need to know about of such connectors and how to design
them, thus we enable novices to design enclosures in the first place (P6).
We could make use of the fabrication material properties, instead of using externally
supplied fasteners. “Living hinges” (Figure 3.5, c) use the materials flexibility and could
be used to connect multiple panels, if their adjacent angle allows that. Exploiting material
properties also enables the direct fabrication of interactive elements e.g., integrated buttons.
Designing such hinges or functional elements requires a good understanding of the material
used, and the characteristics of the techniques themselves. Thus, they are difficult to design
manually. Enclosed could encapsulate this design knowledge and automatically generate
such connecting hinges or buttons.
To pack the generated outlines on a sheet of material, we utilize a simple but efficient
strip-packing algorithm. We have found this form of optimization to work well for enclo-
sures with moderate aspect ratios (height vs. width ratio). However, as illustrated by the
walkthrough, the algorithm produces undesirable packing configurations for such extremely
tall or wide devices. Our current implementation could be adapted by rotating each outline
to its smallest dimension, thus consuming less space along the packing direction. Alterna-
tively, one could integrate more advanced methods to place laser-cutter outlines [125] which
have been proposed since the development of this system.
3.4.3 Enclosed Away from Mouse and Keyboard
As presented, Enclosed is a purely virtual design environment. However, the component-
centric interface we developed is well suited for other scenarios. Using the physical compo-
nents directly, as tangible proxies, for example would allow us to transport enclosure design
directly into the physical world. As such, we could extend the component-centric interface
to interactive tabletops, or to augmented reality systems.
Schneegass and colleagues present a system that explores this idea of using the electronic
parts of prototypes to design their shapes [135]. While focusing primarily on sizing simple
shapes, their method could be extended using this system. We would show the enclosure
in isometric view, and whenever a part is placed on the tabletop, the enclosure rotates so
that the panel the item is placed on becomes co-planar with the tabletop surface. Then,
the component-centric modifications outlined above would become available through the
physical part directly.
Similarly, the reference objects (hardware compoments) could serve as markers in an
augmented-reality setup. Initially, the box-shaped enclosure would be displayed in free
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space before the user. By taking up a physical part, and aligning it with the displayed
model, users would place components. Once a component has been placed, it could be
used to manipulate (move and rotate) or modify (resize, slant or subdivide) the encasing. In
chapter 5, we present a similar concept which makes use of augmented reality and existing
objects to enable novices to design objects for digital fabrication.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter we developed a component-centric interface guided by the reference object
strategy. Virtual 3D models of physical objects which are at the designers immediate dis-
posal become central interaction elements. This way, we hope to further spatial judgement,
as designers can relate the model shown on the screen directly to the physical object in front
of them (P2). By displaying the object-under-design from all sides, we minimize naviga-
tional requirements. And lastly, through offering only actions that yield a fabricable result,
we ease the interaction with the system. (P1). We further provide support for fabrication-
specific aspects, freeing users from concerning themselves with implementation issues (P6),
shifting the focus more towards the design of the object itself.
In this chapter we contribute concrete implementations of the aforementioned concepts
through an enclosure design system. This system is closely integrated into the .NET Gad-
geteer landscape, utilizing the hardware components of this platform as reference objects.
We developed a UI that focuses interaction on the these components, and always yields
laser-cuttable results. Our system automatically generates the required outlines to fabri-
cate the encasings on a laser-cutter. To this end, we contribute a novel outline-generation
algorithm. Using the implementation, we presented a walkthrough designing alarm clock
prototypes, demonstrating the systems use and benefits.
The next chapter integrates physical measurements in virtual design environments. Di-
mensions and angles, which were integrated as virtual 3D models in this chapter, will be
physically represented through active tangible devices.
✹❙P❆❚❆
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Virtual design environments, such as parametric CAD tools, would benefit from the bi-
directional integration of physical measurements. Currently, virtual design environments
and the measurement of physical dimensions are disconnected. This impedes on fabrication-
aware design processes, as existing sizes and angles are cumbersome to manually integrate
into new designs (P3). In this chapter we introduce two new active spatio-tangible measure-
ment tools (calipers and protractor, see Figure 4.1, b - c) which connect measurements in
physical space to the virtual realm, and vice versa – thus are bi-directional in that sense.
When we design physical objects, their dimensions and angles are important design
decisions to make. In the previous chapter, we support such decisions through annotated
reference objects: predefined bundles of cutouts and measurements. In this chapter, we
unbundle such measurements to support decision making based on arbitrary existing objects,
function, personal preference or aesthetic considerations. For example, we might want to
choose the dimensions of an object so that it comfortably rests in a users hand, hence will
need to measure width and length of said hand. In purely virtual design environments such
decisions necessitate the use of disconnected physical measurement tools. We have to pick
up a ruler or pair of calipers, perform the measurement and manually transfer the value back
into the digital realm. If we want to scrutinize previously chosen dimensions, for example
to get sense of how big an object is (P2), we have to read their value off a computer screen,
switch to on analog tools and manually move the caliper jaw to that length. There is a clear
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disconnection between the physical measurement tools and the virtual design environments
used during the construction of physical objects.
To remedy this disconnection, we introduce spatio-tangible tools for fabrication-aware
design called the SPATA tools (implementing the Active Spatio-Tangible Measurement Tools
strategy, see Section 1.2), which connect the physical and virtual world and seamlessly work
in both. Such tools can measure length, angle or other properties in either world (physical or
virtual) and transfer the measured property into the other space, respectively. For example,
to size a model in a virtual environment, one can measure the width of a physical object and
have that dimension automatically applied as new virtual model width (P3). Conversely,
one can measure the length of the virtual model and have that output in physical space, e.g.
for comparison (P4). In non-fabrication contexts a similar concept of digitally connected
measurement tools exist e.g., HandSCAPE [136] is a digital measurement tape that can
transfer its measurements to an interior design application. The commercially available
Mitutoyo USB calipers1 simulate keyboard input when their value changes. However, these
devices are uni-directional: measurements can be transferred from physical to virtual, but
not the other way around.
In this chapter, we create two concrete instances of Active Spatio-Tangible Measurement
Tools, both of which are digital adaptations of two commonly used measurement devices:
calipers for measuring length, and bevel protractors for measuring angle. The SPATA tools
can measure their respective value (length or angle), but are also actuated so that they can
actively present it in the physical world: the calipers have a self-actuated lower jaw that can
physically represent length; the protractor can move its blade to output an angle (Figure 4.1,
red parts). Our tools integrate closely into virtual environments used to design fabricable ar-
tifacts: parametric modeling, mesh-based modeling, and 2D design. In those environments,
we create shapes following a series of prescribed modeling tasks (e.g., by creating boxes,
cylinders or rectangles). Those tasks, in a fabrication-aware context, often require physical
measurements taken from existing objects. To reduce the need to switch between the virtual
and physical world, we partially offload control to the measurement tools. For example, to
model a box-shaped object (e.g., an enclosure) using SPATA, users can measure all three
dimensions (width, height, and depth) in sequence without having to put down the SPATA
calipers or manually type in measurements.
To further support the design tasks, our tools can sense their orientation, display addi-
tional information (such as estimated fabrication time or the amount of required material –
P6) and have a button built-in. We combine these capabilities to provide a more integrated
1http://www.mitutoyo.co.jp/eng/index.html
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Fig. 4.1 The two SPATA tools next to their original counterparts. (a, b) calipers for size
in-/output, (c, d) the protractor for angle in-/output.
and convenient design experience when designing for the physical world. In total, we make
the following three contributions:
1. We present digital adaptations of calipers and bevel protractors, that can bidirection-
ally transfer information between the physical and virtual world, providing an active
tangible interface supporting fabrication-aware design.
2. The integration of both tools into three design environments commonly used for
fabrication-aware design: parametric modeling, mesh-based modeling and 2D design
(e.g., laser-cutting or circuit board design).
3. Lastly, we demonstrate both tools and their integration in three application exam-
ples that highlight the benefits of the bi-directional information transfer and design-
environment specific task support.
4.1 SPATA tools
SPATA tools are intended to become part of existing virtual design environments e.g., para-
metric CAD. When creating new objects, users often need to transfer a measurement into
the virtual environment or visualize another measurement to help make a design decision.
We go beyond the trivial step of digital acquisition of measurements and transfer to the vir-
tual environment. Our tools provide a higher level of context-awareness to the steps of the




















Fig. 4.2 (a) The SPATA calipers and (b) the protractor design. Both have a fixed and actuated
part, a five-way button and a display (for (b) the display is on the other side, see Figure 4.1).
modeling tasks and become integral to their progression. The specific features of the tools
are:
• Measuring and presenting physical values: SPATA can measure length and angle,
as well as present those values in physical space. As both tools are actuated and
computer-controlled, they can tangibly output physical dimensions.
• Bidirectional value transfer: Both tools automatically transfer a measurement from
the virtual world to the design environment, or the opposite way. Users do not have
to manually enter measured values or manually move the jaw/blade (see Figure 4.2)
of the SPATA tools.
• Design task integration: We support design tasks by using transfered values in con-
text (e.g., as correct dimension when modeling a box), and by partially offloading
task control to the tools. Through the built-in display, five-way button and orientation
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sensing, users can navigate task steps, select modes and navigate in the 3D world.
In design practice, many different tools are used for measurements. Which tool is used
depends on the type of measurement (e.g., size vs. angle) and the order of magnitude at
which the measurement is taken (e.g., millimeters vs. meters). Large-scale measurements,
for example using a measurement tape, have been uni-directionally integrated into their
respective tasks [136]. Small-scale measurements, as required for personal fabrication, have
yet to be integrated.
We identified tools which are important in a personal fabrication setting, through a
short questionnaire among 26 personal fabrication practitioners (experience in months: M=
29.27, SD = 33.98). The results of the survey indicate that for size input, calipers are the
most prominently used tool (22 out of 26 practitioners). This potentially relates to the scale
of objects targeted by fabrication processes, as well as the precision afforded by the calipers.
The only angular measurement tool mentioned was the protractor (4 out of 26 practitioners).
4.1.1 SPATA Calipers
Calipers measure length, diameter and depth. We designed the SPATA calipers to resemble
their analog counterpart (Figure 4.1, a-b). Their size of 160×43×24mm approximates the
bounding box of traditional calipers. The jaws are shaped to support the measurement of
length and inner diameter (using the thin front of the jaws, see Figure 4.2, b). As with the
original, the upper jaw is fixed and the lower jaw can be moved from 0mm to 100mm;
either manually or computer actuated. Our calipers are designed so that they can be held
in one hand, with the display and button being easily accessible (Figure 4.2, b). The dis-
play is centered and recessed into the top, giving it a prominent and easily visible position.
The button can be operated with the right thumb while holding the tool, particularly when
holding it with a single hand (see Figure 4.4).
We implemented the calipers using audio sliders as actuators. Positional feedback is
provided through a voltage divider relative to the sliders position. We drive the audio slider
using a dual H-bridge, controlled through a custom PID controller implemented on the
microcontroller. The positioning error is less than 1.5mm – the measurement error is less
than 0.5mm. The enclosure is made from laser-cut acrylic.
4.1.2 SPATA Protractor
Protractors measure the angle between two lines or surfaces. They are often used to ex-
plore or measure the slant of a surface. Bevel protractors, a common kind of protractors
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in mechanical design applications, consist of a beam and a blade. The beam is fixed, the
blade can rotate around the center point where both intersect. We stay true to the beam and
blade mechanism, with the latter attached to a servo motor (Figure 4.2, c). Both surfaces are
co-planar in their default position (0 deg), and can assume angles from -90 deg to 170 deg
which fits digital fabrication requirements.
The SPATA protractor is based on a Dynamixel AX-12A servo motor, which provides a
serial interface and reports its orientation with 10 bit resolution. We can sense and actuate
the angle with an error of less then one degree. A 3D printed enclosure provides the blade
of the bevel protractor design, and encapsulates the electronics, including the servo motor.
4.1.3 Common Hardware
Both tools, calipers and protractor, are based on the same hardware platform (for schematics,
please see Appendix A.2.2). An ATmega328p microcontroller controls the actuator and
display. It also captures the button input and accelerometer values. The latter come from an
ADXL335 accelerometer that is centered on a custom circuit board. A 4D Systems µOLED-
96-G2 module is used as display. Our tools connect to a communication board that supplies
5V and 9V, and provides a USB/serial interface through an FTDI based USB-serial bridge.
Both tools send their measurements and orientation at a rate of 10Hz.
4.1.4 Client-side Integration
We integrate the tools and the design environments using a custom middleware layer. This
middleware contains the communication with the tools, the access to the design environ-
ments, and the workflow logic. Both tools are free of integration specific logic, and do not
require reprogramming to be used in different environments. The same is true for the de-
sign environments, none of them contains any workflow logic; all logic is contained in the
middleware layer. For intuitions sake, we have included a source-code excerpt from our
middleware in appendix A.2.1.
We implemented the integration for three different software packages which are used
by digital fabrication practitioners. To integrate into Autodesk Inventor, representing para-
metric modeling, we used the API that comes with the software. Blender, which represents
mesh-based modeling, can be scripted with Python. Hooking into the redrawing routine of
Blender, we can read commands from a file/Unix pipe and execute them in the modeling
environment, thus creating our own remote control API. Because Adobe Illustrator does
not provide any extension mechanisms, we simulate key-strokes and analyze screenshots to
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Fig. 4.3 (a) Rotating the SPATA tool to the perspective of the model on the screen. (b)
Flicking the tool to the side changes the mode of operation. (c) SPATA tools showing
fabrication related information.
control this environment.
4.2 Design Environment Integration
Automating the value in- and output from the physical world to the virtual design envi-
ronment removes the need for manual value transfer. Existing projects and products, such
as the Mitutoyo USB calipers, provide automated value input, but are not integrated with
the design environments (other than simulating keyboard input). SPATA integrates into de-
sign environments, aiming to reduce the required context switches and to make the design
process more convenient.
We integrate the SPATA tools into three types of commonly used design environments.
Starting from a general 3D environment integration, we specialize to specific environments:
parametric modeling and mesh based 3D modeling (see Section 2.3). The former is often
used for product design, the latter for more artistic, organic modeling of shapes. Lastly, we
describe how our tools integrate with 2D design environments, for example laser-cutting or
circuit board design.
4.2.1 3D Design Environments
We implemented SPATA tools support for two 3D design environments: parametric model-
ing and mesh-based modeling. Both environments have common tasks which do not directly
affect the 3D shape. For example, manipulating the 3D model of the object-under-design
to see it from a different perspective, or selecting a new operation/tool/workflow within the
design environment.
Viewing a model from different angles, zooming in and out, as well as panning the model
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are essential tasks during design. SPATA supports such operations by serving as tangible
proxy. By making SPATA tools tangible proxies for the object being designed, users can
change the model orientation by physically changing the orientation of the SPATA tool.
This allows users to view and inspect a model from different angles (Figure 4.3, a). Both
tools can represent a continuous variable i.e., the current zoom level. When in zoom mode,
users can zoom in and out by moving the lower jaw of the calipers or changing the angle of
the protractor blade respectively.
While designing, we need to navigate the design environments user interface to start
some operation, change a value or select a tool. Often times, we need to alternate be-
tween two tools e.g., measuring or manipulating a length. Such selection tasks can be
performed using quick mid-air gestures: flicking the tools to either side. Users could flick
through a color swatch by quickly moving to the left or right (Figure 4.3, b). Manipula-
tion/measurement modes could be changed by quickly moving forward or backwards.
Design decisions often depend on their influence on fabrication: their impact on printing
time, material cost or if support structures become necessary. This information can be
displayed on the second screen of the SPATA tools. For example, when slanting a surface of
a 3D model that is going to be 3D printed, beyond some slope support material is needed.
Presenting this information enables users to make an informed decision if they want to cross
that threshold or not (i.e., make an angle 40 degrees instead of 45; see Figure 4.3, c).
4.2.2 Parametric modeling
Parametric modeling (see Section 2.3.1) is used by engineers and designers for product de-
sign and prototyping. It revolves around shapes typically found in man-made objects, such
as cylinders, blocks and curves. Modern parametric modeling systems e.g., Autodesk Inven-
tor or SolidWorks, are based on 2D sketches which are extruded or revolved into solid 3D
objects. When drawing sketches or creating these objects, users need to constrain different
dimensions, often using physical values, such as length and angle.
Fig. 4.4 Creating a box (from left to right): select the ground plane, measure width, height
and depth.
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SPATA supports the creation of boxes from a prescribed series of real-world measure-
ments (e.g., width, height, depth; see Figure 4.4). The measurements can be preformed in
rapid succession using the button on the SPATA tool, thus users can create a new cube with
no context switch. A similar sequence exists for cylinders: first measuring the diameter,
then height. After a primitive has been created, SPATA stays in this mode enabling a series
of primitives to be built on top of each other, demonstrated by the broken sprocket use-case
(see Section 4.3.1).
More complex shapes can be created by extruding or revolving 2D geometry. The
height of the extrusion, or angle of revolution are often determined by existing physical
artifacts, or by the liking of the designer; both of which are best determined in the physical
world. Further, parametric modeling systems often support semantic actions, such as creat-
ing holes. We support those tasks by providing a continuous value input: if the value of the
tool changes, it is directly used as the respective design parameter (e.g., extrusion height).
This mode is particularly useful if one wants to create a hole with respect to a physical
artifact. For example, if a user in a previous step measured a box, and now wants to create
a hole in it, they could use the physical box in conjunction with the SPATA calipers to
determine the depth of the hole.
Fig. 4.5 (left) Feature based selection. The axis of the SPATA tool (a) is aligned with a
feature (b) of the virtual object (c), causing this feature (i.e., edge) to be selected. (right)
Ray-based selection. The axis of the SPATA tool (a) is fixed at a pivot point inside the model
(c) and rotated around it (b). The intersection points of this selection ray select vertices.
Each SPATA tool can sense its orientation in space. When a SPATA tool is aligned with
a feature e.g., an edge, hole or plane in case of the protractor, that feature is selected (see
Figure 4.5). Once the selection mode has been enabled, the selection is updated continu-
ously until it is confirmed using the button on the SPATA tools. Often times selection is part
of another task, in which case the selection is transfered to overarching task e.g., scaling the
just selected edge.
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The calipers can transfer length into the physical world. To this end, users measure
the length of a feature e.g., the length of an edge or diameter of a hole. The user first
selects that feature, either using the SPATA based selection mechanism or using the design
environments native one. Once selected, the calipers move to that length in physical space.
A similar process is used for measuring an angle: after the user selects two planes either
using SPATA or the environments native methods, the protractor transfers that value into the
real world.
4.2.3 Mesh-based Modeling
Fig. 4.6 Local scaling: (a) Deforming a mesh by scaling only the selected red parts. 2D
design: (b) Placing text on a physical artifact. (c) Ensuring a PCB fit’s inside an existing
enclosure.
Mesh-based 3D modeling is a general-purpose modeling paradigm, that is used for cre-
ating organic and artistic models in tools such as Autodesk Mudbox, Blender or ZBrush;
see Section 2.3 for an introduction. To create new models, designers often start with geo-
metric primitives which are then combined, subdivided and scaled. Vertices, the smallest
unit of manipulation, are often directly manipulated to form the desired shape. Additionally
to directly manipulating vertices, designers use tools like brushes and stamps to refine the
shape. All these operations act on generic vertices and do not carry semantic information
(as compared to parametric modeling).
We use the accelerometer of the SPATA tools for selection. By rotating a line around a
fixed anchor point users can select vertices or vertex groups. This selection line by default
extends to one side only, but can also extend in both opposite directions to select orthogonal
pairs. The anchor point of the selection line can be moved by the user (see Figure 4.5).
Depending on subsequent actions, the selection can be continuous so that every orientation
change, modifies the selection. In this mode, we can use this method similarly to existing
selection mechanisms e.g., like a brush to create vertex groups. It can also be a one-off
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selection, where the selection is confirmed using the built-in button.
We support global and local scaling. Global scaling is applied to the whole model, local
scaling is applied to a specific selection of vertices or vertex groups. Scaling the whole
model can be used to bring the model to a certain size based on a single dimension. Scaling
a selection of vertices is often used to modify the shape locally and to articulate features of
the model (see Figure 4.6, left). For local scaling we support a select and scale task, where
users first select what they want to scale (using the previously described selection technique)
and then perform the modification.
To measure length in the design environment, we select two vertices, or planes using the
selection mechanism described earlier. We can also use built-in measurement tools (e.g.,
the ruler/protractor feature in Blender). To measure angle, we select two planes: two model
faces, or a global plane and a model face; again using the previously described mechanism
or environment specific selection techniques. In both cases the respective tool will output
the value in the physical world, as well as on its display.
4.2.4 2D Design
2D design environments are used in many domains, such as for laser-cutting, desktop pub-
lishing (DTP) and electronic computer-aided design (eCAD). The often domain-specific
design environments revolve around semantic objects such as circles, holes, text blocks and
electronic components; objects that need to be arranged and scaled on a 2D canvas.
Most 2D design environments have a global coordinate system that spans the working
area. Objects placed in the working area have an anchor-point in the coordinate system
which serves as point of reference for transformations. Some design environments support
snapping mechanisms with regards to that anchor point e.g., snapping to multiples of 5 mm
when translating, or 45 degrees when rotating. SPATA supports such snapping mechanisms
in form of tactile feedback e.g., the calipers physically snap to the underlying grid.
Translation is used to place objects in the working area; e.g., text on an existing object
(see Figure 4.6, b). SPATA calipers can be used to place objects. Users first select the
axis along which they want to place the object; this makes the calipers output, the objects
current location along that axis, into the physical world. Second, any change of the calipers
measurement is continuously applied as translation value along that axis, synchronously
moving the object (with respect to the anchor point). Scaling is performed in the same
way. After selecting the axis, the calipers output the current length along that axis and
update the size with every change of measurement. During object placement, it maybe
necessary to rotate an object. Entering rotation mode, causes the protractor to output the
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current orientation into the physical world. Changing that angle will immediately update
the objects rotation around the anchor point.
We implement a semantic feature-based measurement strategy, as most two-dimensional
artifacts have such semantic annotations/features (e.g., parts placed on a PCB or a rectangle
drawn on a poster). Users first select the features they want to measure using the design
environments built-in selection mechanism, which is typically mouse-based. When a single
feature is selected (e.g., the outline of a printed circuit board, see Figure 4.6, c) the length
of that feature is transfered into the physical world. When two features are selected at the
same time, and they have an angle of inclination to one-another, we output that angle using
the protractor.
4.3 Application Examples
We illustrate the integration of the SPATA tools into the three design environments. By
walking through examples for each environment, we demonstrate the tools capabilities and
how they make the design process more convenient.
4.3.1 Replacing a Broken Sprocket
Fig. 4.7 Replacing a broken part. (a) the broken sprocket we want to replace, (b - d) the
intermediary steps for modeling the replacement part, (e) the finished part.
In this example scenario we will model a working replica of a broken sprocket (see
Figure 4.7, a) in a parametric modeling environment. Repairing broken parts with digital
fabrication requires the creation of a printable model. Because the part is physically broken,
we need to complete it while modeling it. In this case, 3D scanning the part is not feasible,
as we require an exact geometrical representation of the object in order to repair it.
As with many man-made objects, the sprocket consists of geometric primitives, primar-
ily cylinders. We start modeling by introducing a series of cylinders (Figure 4.7, b). For
each cylinder we first measure its diameter, then the height, confirming each value with the
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built-in button. In this cylinder mode, SPATA builds one cylinder on top of another, resulting
in a configuration depicted in Figure 4.7, b. Note that as long as we are creating cylinders,
we need not switch back to the design environment, thus saving two context-switches per
cylinder.
Next, we add the two inner holes. In the design environment, we select the cylinder
mode, only this time we use it to cut out the cylinders, instead of adding them. Measuring
first the diameter, then height of each of the two holes, yields our second intermediary model
shown in Figure 4.7, c.
In order to add the gear teeth, we first create a single tooth which is then replicated
around the gear. Each tooth is a regular cube. Using the SPATA calipers we specify its width,
height and depth, without needing to switch back to the design system, fully describes the
shape (see Figure 4.7, d). We count the number of teeth, assume a uniform distribution of
teeth around the gear, and use the design environments circular pattern function to add the
according number of teeth, creating the final replacement part (Figure 4.7, e).
Modeling the replacement sprocket required a total of 12 sizes to be measured of the
physical object. Using analog calipers, we need to not only manually type in all measure-
ments, but also change repeatedly change context to do so (23 times if one measures the
height of the sprocket teeth in CAD). The SPATA tools automatically transfer the measure-
ments, and support creating the primitives that make up the sprocket. This way, we have to
refocus our attention fewer times (6 times) and can perform the task more efficiently.
4.3.2 Sculpting
In this scenario we want to create a flower vase which will be 3D printed. To model that vase,
we use a mesh-based design environment that supports vertex-based modeling, sculpting
and constructive solid geometry. For artistic modeling often pen input is used instead of a
mouse; we follow this practice.
We start the design process by creating a new cylinder. The vase needs to be correctly
sized so that flowers fit in it and that it can be placed on a desk. Using the SPATA calipers
and their ability to globally scale (by spreading the caliper jaws), we scale the cylinder until
it is eight centimeters high. Using local scaling, we scale the diameter of the vase to 4
centimeters (see Figure 4.8, a).
Next, we add the decorative features by drawing on the cylinder using the pen. We use
the SPATA calipers, which we now hold in our non-dominant hand, to rotate the model so
that we can draw on all sides (see Figure 4.8, b). This way we do not have to change the
mode from drawing to rotating, but use the pen to draw, the SPATA tool to rotate.
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Fig. 4.8 Creating a vase. (a) We start with a cylinder, scaled to eight centimeters using the
SPATA calipers. (b) We sculpt decorative features, using the SPATA tools for orientation.
(c) Checking the size of the model. (d) Exploring different flower hole angles, resulting in
a print time warning. (e) The printed result object.
Sculpting the shape has changed its size as well. Using Blender’s built in measurement
tool, we measure the vase model. This causes the SPATA calipers to output that size in the
physical world (see Figure 4.8, c). This way we can compare the size against the flower, or
get a feeling for the dimensions of the vase we are creating.
To make the vase more interesting, we want it to stand slightly angled. To explore
different angles, we use the SPATA protractor. During this exploration our focus is on the
SPATA tool, which gives us additional, fabrication specific feedback. When we use a too
steep angle, we will be warned when the current angle will make the fabrication take longer2
and be more expensive (see Figure 4.8, d).
Lastly, we cut off the bottom to create a flat surface for the vase to stand on and add
the flower hole similarly to the holes in the sprocket example. We then send it to a 3D
printer. The resulting vase fits the flower as designed and does not need support structures
2When using the protractor to angle a part, SPATA continuously recomputes the fabrication time by simu-
lating the fabrication toolpath.
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to print (see Figure 4.8, e), as we made design decisions to avoid that (SPATA warned us
accordingly, see previous paragraph).
4.3.3 Desktop Organizer
Fig. 4.9 (a) Measuring the width of the pen holder using the pens it will hold. (b) Measuring
the pen holders height. (c) The drawing used for laser-cutting the parts of the holder. (d)
The final object.
This scenario demonstrates SPATA’s integration into a 2D design environment, which
are often used for laser-cutting. Here, we create a simple, laser-cut pen holder starting with
the top face of the pen holder. After starting to draw a rectangle, we use the SPATA calipers
to measure the pen holders width and height (see Figure 4.9, a). The button on SPATA tools
can be used to confirm and navigate between measurement axis (width and height). Next,
we create the back piece. Its width is determined by the width of the top face, but the height
is measured using SPATA. We then select height as dimension we wish to scale and measure
the height of the pen. This sets the height of the pen holder to the height of the pen. Then
we create circular cutouts much like we created the first rectangle: measuring the diameter
of the pen yields holes of correct size (see Figure 4.9, b).
We use the protractor to explore which angle we want the pen holder to be at. After
enabling rotation, the protractor assumes the current orientation: zero degrees in this case.
Manipulating the protractor blade rotates the line on the screen accordingly (see Figure 4.9,
c). We confirm the rotation using the build-in button. Finally, we laser-cut the drawing and
assemble the pieces using acrylic cement, yielding our final object (Figure 4.9, d).
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4.4 Discussion
The SPATA concept, bi-directional measurement transfer and integration into design en-
vironments, generalizes to tools other than calipers and protractors. On different scales,
different tools are used. HandSCAPE [136], the digital measurement tape for example,
could also output its value using an additional motor. Alternatively, a folding ruler could be
augmented to support input and output of not only length, but also angle along its joints.
Physical features besides length and angle could also be considered. For example, an
integrated measurement tool for material stiffness could be used to design multi-material
3D printed objects. Techniques such as jamSheets [137] could serve as output technology.
Similarly, tools for transferring elasticity or weight and volume could be built (e.g., using
technology presented by Niiyama et al. [138]).
4.4.1 Limitations
Our current implementation is design to demonstrate the SPATA concept. As such, the
concrete devices lack features which would make them suitable for daily use. Our current
implementation is not precise enough to be used in practice. The calipers have a measure-
ment error of ±0.5mm, the protractor has a measurement error of less than one degree.
While these tolerances are low enough to demonstrate the SPATA concept, they prevent
real-world use. Adapting a more traditional caliper/protractor design would likely alleviate
these issues, but would make the actuation more difficult to implement. Further, our tools do
not have a vernier scale, but display their state digitally. This requires power to be supplied
to the devices for them to be useful.
SPATA is tightly integrated into digital design environments, thus their use is primarily
beneficial in a digital design process. When measuring things in an analog setting, tradi-
tional tools are preferable over our prototype implementation. SPATA tools are tethered to
a computer, restricting the environments they can be used in. Additionally, in their current
iteration, the tools are not as precise as their analog counterparts. This prevents them from
being used to very small parts. Further, traditional calipers have a thin depth probe to mea-
sure the depth of cavities and holes. The current implementation of SPATA calipers does
not have such a depth probe, rendering depth measurements difficult.
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4.4.2 Implementing the Integration
While building the tools, we implemented their integration into Autodesk Inventor, Blender
and Adobe Illustrator. We found it beneficial to contain all logic in an integration mid-
dleware layer. Many software packages support an API to extend their functionality (e.g.,
SketchUp has a Ruby based plugin mechanism). We further kept both SPATA tools free of
design environment specific artifacts, to avoid firmware changes. Through this clear sepa-
ration of concerns into loosely coupled components (tools, environments, logic-containing
middleware), we lower the effort to integrate new tools or design environments. By provid-
ing an API for our tools, we would enable others to integrate them into their applications.
When developing other tools based on the SPATA concept, we recommend a similar ap-
proach to enable quick prototyping and exploration.
4.4.3 Customization
We have implemented tasks commonly found in their respective environments (e.g., cre-
ating a box in parametric modeling environments). However, specialists often customize
their environments to better support their work. A macro editor (or other forms of end-user
programming) would enable users to create their own workflows or tasks that integrate the
SPATA tools. Custom jaws and blades for specific applications could also be built. For ex-
ample using specialized task support and adapted tools that align well with human physique,
doctors could quickly model a splint for their patient.
4.4.4 Generalizing Spatial Understanding
The physical rendition of virtual models, provided by SPATA, is limited to dimensions and
angles. As we have demonstrated in the walkthroughs (e.g., section 4.3) this is of some
value. It enables users to review individual design decisions, even in their target context
(e.g., by comparing a previously chosen length to a users hand). However, howmany of such
singular physical representations are required for users to gain a full spatial understanding
of the object-under-design is an open question. Similarly, do we not know much about
the strategies that designers would employ towards that end. Would users adopt a top-
down approach where they output the larger dimensions first, followed by important details?
Our prototype implementation would help answer such questions through controlled lab
experiments.
In the next two chapters, we describe concepts that provide physical renditions of the
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object-under-design, one through augmented reality (chapter 5), one through digital fabri-
cation (chapter 6). Both concepts and systems thus offer alternatives to this physical repre-
sentation as single-dimension. Later, we discuss how those systems could be combined (see
Section 7.2.3).
4.4.5 Non-Fabrication Scenarios
The need for integrating spatial features extends beyond design for fabrication. In computer
supported collaborative work (CSCW), or whenever there is a spatial/temporal division be-
tween users, SPATA could be used to transfer spatial features. For example, two spatially
disconnected users could exchange the screen-size of the new tablet they’ve bought. In a
temporally disconnected scenario, users could get an impression of the size of an object
offered in an online store, or measure parts of their body to order a custom-made artifact.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter we presented Active Spatio-Tangible Measurement Tools that integrate phys-
ical measurements into virtual environments, and vice versa. With the SPATA tools, users
can take measurements in physical space and immediately apply them to digital objects and
dimensions (P3). We thus remove the need to manually transport the measured value (i.e.,
read it off an analog tool and manually type it in). This bridge between both spaces is bidi-
rectional: lengths and angles in the virtual environment can be automatically transported
into physical space. Thus, we help designers understand the size of the object-under-design
(P2), as said size is rendered physically. It can also be used to reflect on design decisions
in context (P4). By using these tools as physical props for the object-under-design, we fur-
ther enable easy navigation inside the virtual environment (P1). Additionally, as SPATA
tools are used to make design decisions, they communicate fabrication-specific aspects to
the user (e.g., when tilting an object and a threshold is crossed so that support is needed,
that is displayed on the protractor), integrating fabrication-specific knowledge (P6).
We contribute two such SPATA tools: a digital adaptation of calipers and of a bevel
protractor. In this chapter we have described their design and implementation, as well as
their integration into three different virtual design environments: parametric CAD, mesh-
based modeling, and 2D design tools. Through our implementation, which we used in three
walkthroughs, we have demonstrated that Active Spatio-Tangible Measurement Tools can
make fabrication-aware design processes more efficient and convenient.
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In the next chapter we move another step closer to the physical world. We situate the
design environment in a mixed-reality space where virtual and physical artifacts co-exist.
✺▼✐①❋❛❜
▼✐①❡❞✲❘❡❛❧✐t② ❉❡s✐❣♥ ❢♦r ❉✐❣✐t❛❧ ❋❛❜r✐❝❛t✐♦♥
Digital fabrication design environments would become accessible for novices if they were
situated closer to physical space. In previous chapters we have explored two concepts that
connect the physical world and digital design environments, while these evironments re-
mained entirely virtual. Thus we still use mouse and keyboard for the majority of interaction
with those virtual design tools. For example, interaction with general-purpose CAD soft-
ware remains difficult as users still have to learn how to create and manipulate objects (P1).
While, in previous chapters, we have shown ways to alleviate problems revolving around
physical objects in virtual environments, some issues persist. Existing objects still find little
representation as they remain in a separate space (P3), and we lack direct engagement with
the object-under-design (P5).
In this chapter, we explore and develop the mixed-reality design for digital fabrication
concept which breaks free of flat computer screens and creates a mixed-reality space where
the physical and digital coexist. In such a space, users can directly – through gestures –
interact with virtual objects, including the one they are designing. This eases manipulation
and interaction with the design environment (P1) as users can reach into the virtual space
and move things as they would in physical space. Due to the co-location of the physical and
virtual realm, existing physical objects can interact with virtual ones. We can use an existing
physical artifact and compare its size with the item we are designing e.g., to see if the latter
is big enough. Further, we can capture the shape of an existing thing and reuse it in our
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Fig. 5.1 MixFab: mixed-reality design for digital fabrication. (a) a user positioning a phys-
ical object in the MixFab prototype system, (b) screenshot of a user manipulating a virtual
object, (c) 3D printed objects created with the system.
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design. Combined with a constructive modeling paradigm (Constructive Solid Geometry
(CSG), see Section 2.3.1), that works by adding or removing material, mixed-reality design
enables novices to create meaningful objects using digital fabrication. In summary, mixed-
reality design for digital fabrication integrates three core concepts: (1) use of immersive
augmented reality to provide a 3D visualization of the object-under-design projected in the
real world; (2) support for users to shape artifacts directly with their hands, replacing the
need for advanced modeling skills with intuitive gestures; (3) enabling use of real artifacts
in the design process such that new artifacts can be shaped to fit existing ones.
In the following we present a system that implements such a mixed-reality design envi-
ronment: MixFab. The mixed-reality space is by virtue of a Holodesk-like structure [139]
where the user sees virtual content merged with the real world. Users can introduce physical
artifacts as size-reference or to capture their shape – Figure 5.1, a shows a user placing a
glue-stick inside a virtual object to create the glue-stick’s virtual replica in place. In Figure
5.1, b the just created glue-stick replica (green object) is manipulated as if it was still a
physical entity; by virtue of gesture recognition, users can directly manipulate virtual and
physical objects alike. Hands and other physical artifacts properly occlude other objects and
face-tracking provides a parallax-corrected image, creating important depth-cues.
We make four contributions in this chapter. First we propose and implement an immer-
sive mixed-reality environment by combining an augmented reality setup, gesture recogni-
tion and 3D scanning capabilities. Our second contribution is a set of user-defined gestures
for 3D modeling obtained through a study in which we observe how users would perform
basic tasks unconstrained by any system or augmentation. We then present MixFab’s design
environment, which is based on these gestures. It is centered around direct and natural inter-
action with virtual artifacts, effortless integration of physical objects into the design process
and a self-explanatory interface. Fourth, we evaluate MixFab’s design decisions in a user
study and provide evidence that, in particular, the effortless integration of existing physical
objects is of value.
In the following, we first give an overview of the system, followed by a description of
its UI. We then describe the implementation of the MixFab prototype implementation, and
the user-defined gesture set the system builds upon. The prototype and mixed-reality design
for digital fabrication concept are subsequently evaluated in a user-study. We end with a
discussion and summary of the presented work.
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Fig. 5.2 [left] The MixFab hardware (a) Microsoft Kinect depth sensor, (b) webcam used
for face tracking, (c) 50T/50R half-mirror, (d) motorized turntable/system floor plane, (e)
common world origin (virtual), (f) face-tracker calibration plane (virtual). [right] MixFabs
processing pipeline
5.1 System Overview
At MixFab’s core is an immersive mixed-reality system creating a high permeability be-
tween the virtual and physical world. It enables new and exciting interactions that were not
possible with each component taken by itself.
We implemented MixFabs physical configuration (see Figure 5.2, left) by building upon
the Holodesk frame [139], although other hardware implementations may also be used e.g.,
MirageTable [140]. The setup superimposes virtual content with the real world using a
beam-splitter and a display mounted at a 45 degree angle. It provides an interaction volume
roughly the size of modern 3D printers. A depth camera placed at the top of the frame
provides data for interaction within the system. We integrate a motorized turntable for 3D
scanning at the frames bottom.
Our processing pipeline is designed to specifically support seamless interaction between
virtual and physical objects, blurring the border between the two. The main components of
this pipeline are:
Gesture Recognition which is solely based on the depth-data provided by the Kinect serves
as input modality for the interaction with virtual objects. It does not require any user-
augmentation or prior calibration.
3D Shape Acquisition is supported at a trade-off between time and precision. One can
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Fig. 5.3 MixFabs user interface: (a) a user drawing an object’s outline, (b) setting the height
of the cylinder, (c) plane cuts of the cylinder, (d) capturing the shape of a physical ob-
ject (glue-stick) positioned in the virtual one, (e) moving an object (glue-stick) upwards by
grabbing it with one hands, (f) object assembly (difference of glue-stick with existing virtual
shape), (g) rotating an object (pen), (h) the desktop organizer (blue)
capture the rough shape of an object in real-time or acquire a more precise scan in
about a minute. Physical objects can be captured anywhere in the frame, allowing
their placement relative to virtual objects.
Sketch Recognition enables users to describe objects they want to create without having
to be very precise.
Mesh data manipulation serves as back-end for object creation, acquisition and manipu-
lation. We support complex operations (e.g. constrained Delaunay triangulation or
plane segmentation) required for object acquisition, and constructive-solid geometry
operations for shape manipulation which produce 3D printable models.
5.2 User Interface
MixFabs user interface is centered around the gestural creation, modification and assembly
of objects. Using gestures to describe and modify shape has also been explored in other
work. Some let users deform models using both hands [141, 142]; others use the motion of
the hand [71] or its curvature [143] to define the shape. We build on a symbolic gesture set
which we develop through a user-study in section 5.4.
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The user mainly interacts with “gestural icons” and the virtual objects being created and
assembled (Figure 5.3). Gestural icons depict a certain hand pose, showing the user what
gesture to perform to trigger a certain action or change a certain property. All hand icons
translate to gestural input (e.g. draw outline), and all non-hand icons translate to automation
(e.g. scan object). To perform an action, users first select the appropriate icon and then
either perform the gesture (e.g. scales the object) or wait for the system to complete its task.
The icons are context-sensitive, hence inform users about currently available operations.
Virtual objects displayed in MixFab can have three different states. Inert objects that
cannot be modified without selecting a gestural icon, are colored in a slightly transparent
gray (inert state). Once an object becomes modifiable using a gesture, it turns yellow (inac-
tive state). Objects that are currently being modified, are colored green (active state). This
color-coding provides feedback about the current system state, especially the grasping of
objects. It allows users to determine whether the system recognizes them as engaged in a
gesture and what influence their movement will have on the scene.
5.2.1 Creating objects
There are four ways users can create objects: drawing an outline, having the system capture
the outline of a physical artifact, 3D scan an existing object or load an existing 3D model.
Users can draw the outline of primitive shapes on the system floor (also referred to as
system ground, see Figure 5.2, d), using only their index finger. The system then recognizes
the sketch as either a circle or rectangle and extrudes it to 3D space – thus in this manner
users can initially create boxes and cylinders. The height of the object is set by the height
of the hand above the systems ground (in discrete 5mm increments, to make this operation
more accurate; for a discussion see Section 5.6). Once the height is as desired, the other
hand taps the floor to fix the height.
Another way to create the initial 3D model, is to capture the 2D outline of an existing
physical object, and to extrude it to 3D space. This offers a simple but fast method to
capture an object’s shape. Users can place existing objects anywhere in the frame and after
a fixed dwell time, the system captures the outline as seen from above (in XY plane, see
Figure 5.2 for the coordinate system) and automatically extrudes it to the physical object’s
height. Users can manipulate the object’s height, by indicating the height with one hand and
confirming it with the other.
The MixFab frame has a turntable built in which serves to rotate objects so that objects
of more complex shapes can be scanned. To scan an object, the user selects the “scan object”
icon, and places the physical object together with the scanning rig (see Section 5.3.4) on the
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turntable (Figure 5.4). The system then waits until all hands are out of the frame before it
starts rotating the object to capture it from all sides. Once scanning is complete, the virtual
object appears where the existing one was placed.
CAD drawn models can incorporate functional aspects or higher-resolution details than
what the built-in 3D scanner is able to capture. When the user selects the “load model” icon,
a grid of scaled-down models is provided, showing models loaded from a pre-defined folder,
from which the user can select the desired model (by selecting icons). The new object is
then placed in the center of the frame.
5.2.2 Manipulating objects
Once an object has been created, it can be manipulated in three ways: translation & rotation,
scaling and removing parts of the object.
Translation and rotation is performed using a one-handed grabbing gesture, much like
one would grab a cup. If the object is grabbed so that the hand intersects the object, it
attaches to the user’s hand so that the object can be moved freely within the interaction
volume. Grabbing any point away from the object lets users change the object’s orientation.
A lever is formed between the base of the object and the hand-tip, which is then used to
rotate the object. Translation and rotation both snap to common values (e.g. the floor for
translation and 0/90 degrees for rotation).
Objects can be uniformly scaled using a two-handed compression gesture, as defined by
our user-defined gesture set (see Section 5.4.3). Users place their hands on either side and
the scaling factor is a function of their distance. We implemented relative, yet direct scaling
using a fixed control-display gain. When users first assume the compression posture, their
hand distance is identified as 100% scale. Changing the distance between both hands then
scales the object.
Cutting objects removes material, rather than splitting objects. To perform a cut, the user
indicates the desired position of the cut using their flat hand (“Shuto”/Karate gesture) along
the X-axis. Tapping on the ground with the other hand confirms the cut. If the user indicates
the cutting position with the right hand, the right side of the cutting plane is discarded;
indicating with the left hand removes the left side.
5.2.3 Assembling objects
Object assembly combines two objects, either by adding them together or by subtracting
one from the other. Fusing two objects can be used to add material or refine the shape
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of an object. Subtracting one object from the other is commonly used to create holes or
cavities to hold other objects. There is no specific gesture for assembly. Object assembly
is simply a matter of selecting the way the two objects are to be combined, using MixFab’s
gestural icons. Union or difference of meshes are symbolized with a plus or a minus sign
respectively (Figure 5.3, f).
5.2.4 Walkthrough: constructing a desk organizer
We illustrate the systems use by constructing a desk organizer (Figure 5.3, h) that will hold
a pen and a glue-stick.
We start with creating the base shape by drawing a circular outline (Figure 5.3, a). The
system recognizes the drawing as a circle and offers the outline for extrusion. We set the
height using one hand; the height snaps to 5mm increments and is displayed just above the
object. To confirm the height, we tap with the other hand (Figure 5.3, b).
To create the semi-rectangular shape of the organizer, we cut off both sides. First we
cut off the right side of the object by indicating the cut position with the right hand and
confirming with the left by touching the system floor. To cut the left side, we repeat the
procedure, this time holding the left hand where we want to cut and confirming with the
right one (Figure 5.3, c).
Next, we create the first hole which will hold the glue-stick. We position the physical
glue-stick where we want the hole to be within the virtual object. Once in position, we
select “capture outline” and move our hands out of the frame (Figure 5.3, d). The system
then captures the outline of the glue-stick and extrudes its height. Confirming that initial
height with the left hand, turns it into a virtual glue-stick replica.
As the glue-stick was standing on the ground of the frame, the virtual glue-stick replica
is on the ground as well. If we were to assemble the object as is, we would create a hole
through the whole object-under-design. To ensure there is material at the bottom of the hole,
we grab the virtual glue-stick with one hand, move it a few millimeters up and release it to
fix its position (Figure 5.3, e).
Eventually we assemble the virtual glue-stick and the previously created base to create
the hole for the stick. After selecting assembly, we are asked to choose the method of
assembly: add or subtract (Figure 5.3, f). Choosing subtract removes material where the
glue-stick was, leaving a hole of correct size and position.
Lastly we repeat the steps above for the pen, placing it in its desired position, capturing
its outline, extruding it and moving it up a few millimeters. To make the pen easier to access,
we tilt it forward by grabbing at a point in space, forming a lever with which the object is
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re-oriented (Figure 5.3, g). Once in correct position and orientation, we assemble the virtual
pen replica resulting in the final desktop organizer (Figure 5.3, h).
5.3 Implementation
We built a prototype to implement the MixFab system by using Holodesk’s hardware frame
[139]. Holodesk provides an immersive environment with an interaction volume roughly
the size of modern 3D printers. Our hardware differs in that we use a Kinect for Windows
rather than a Kinect360 and mirror setup, and have a turntable built into the frame for 3D
scanning. Most importantly, on the software side, we employ a different processing pipeline
and provide a gesture-based interface rather than a physics-based one.
5.3.1 System Hardware
The hardware consists of a display mounted at a 45 degree angle, being reflected through a
50/50 half-mirror into the interaction space. AMicrosoft Kinect depth sensor mounted at the
top of the frame is used for capturing the interaction with the system, while a second camera
placed between the display and half-mirror is used to implement perspective correction
through face tracking. A motorized turntable for 3D scanning is built into the floor of the
frame (Figure 5.2).
Calibration
Two cameras need to be calibrated once (not per user): the facetracker and the Kinect.
The facetracking camera is calibrated to a plane perpendicular to the half-mirror (Figure
5.2, f). As the dimensions of the frame are known, the exact position and orientation of
the facetracking camera (and thus faces tracked) can be mapped to real-world coordinates.
The Kinect is calibrated using its RGB camera by placing a laser-cut 8× 6 checkerboard
calibration pattern at a fixed location on the bottom of the frame. Using an approximation
of the depth-to-RGB transformation, we can map depth data to the real world coordinate
system with respect to a common origin (Figure 5.2, e).
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5.3.2 General Processing and Gesture Recognition
Gesture recognition often relies on user augmentation, particular when only a single depth
camera is available1. Surface Drawing utilizes gloves [71], others use reflective markers
[144]. Oka et al. [145] require only a camera in the environment and no user augmenta-
tion. For an overview of hand pose recognition techniques, see [146]. We implemented an
appearance based approach using a single depth-camera, requiring no user-worn equipment
or prior calibration.
MixFab follows an appearance based approach to hand posture and gesture recognition
that requires no prior calibration or user augmentation. Depth data from the Kinect is pro-
cessed to extract a set of features which is later used by specialized gesture recognizers. We
rely solely on the depth image, as the half-mirror occludes the hands in the color image.
The general processing pipeline is as follows: first we acquire a depth frame from the
Kinect, filter it using a 5x5 convolution kernel, remove points using previously defined clip-
ping planes and tessellate the remaining points to generate an occlusion mesh; all of which
is implemented in OpenCL2. Then, in the depth image, we find all connected components
touching the image border, with an area A greater than Ahand; these are hand contours. For
each such contour, we compute its center, orientation via the Hu moments and finger-tip
which is the convexity defect farthest along the principal axis.
Touching the floor
To implement touch input on the floor of the frame, we threshold the Y component of the
finger-tip (vertical finger height) [147]. As the floor surface is flat and we map the Kinect
depth-data to real-world coordinates with an origin in the floor plane, we set the parameters
introduced by Wilson [147] to dsur f ace = dmax = 0 and dmin = 20mm.
Sketch recognition
Sketches drawn on the floor are represented as 2D polygons p1, . . . , pN which we sim-
plify using the Douglas-Peucker algorithm [148] and an edge-angle based filter (all adja-
cent edges pi, pi+1 with an enclosing angle α = pi∠ pi+1 less than α join are joined). We





is less than ∅rectL . A circle has its center at the center of the polygon and its radius is the
1Unless the depth camera is placed in front of the user. In that case segmenting the users hands is commonly
done with a heuristic: find the first point in front of the camera, and consider all points up to 10 cm back. In
MixFab, the depth camera sees the users hands from above.
2https://www.khronos.org/opencl/
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average distance of each point to that center. Rectangles are the bounding rectangle of the
polygon.
Open hands and Grabbing
Open hands (Figure 5.8, c) pointing along the Z-axis result in a local minimum of the hand
contour’s arc length. Thus, we can recognize an “open hand” posture if the arc-length L of
the hand contour (within a fixed distance from the hand tip) falls below Lmax.
A not-grabbing hand forms several convexity defects [149]. If a defect with an angle
greater than αmin and depth greater than dopen is found, the hand is considered to be in an
open state. If no such defect is found, the hand is considered to be in a grabbing state.
While maintaining a grabbing pose, the finger-tip detection heuristic does not work reliably.
The grabbing pose involves bending the hand compared to the arm, causing the finger-tip
to move away too far from the previously computed orientation axis. The real tip of the
hand and origin of the hand contour form another convexity defect, which is stable when
the correct posture is maintained. Kalmann filtering yields a usable hand-tip estimation.
Wiping
When performing the wiping gesture, users move their flat hand from one side of the frame
to other in a speedy fashion. To detect that gesture, we continuously sample the contour
centers X component with a fixed window size w (corresponding to the time in which the
gesture has to be performed). If all points in that window are equidistant, their distances
d monotonously inc-/decreasing and the start/end points are at least dwidth apart, a wipe
gesture was performed.
5.3.3 Contour capturing
MixFab’s processing pipeline distinguishes between hand and object contours, if they are
not connected (see Section 5.3.2). All contours are subject to perspective distortion, which
we correct using the previously acquired calibration. To capture the outline of an object, we
build the convex hull of all object contours in the frame. Thus, objects can be grouped and
produce a smooth shape from the noisy Kinect data, but we also slightly reduce precision.
We find the highest point within the hull, making that the initial extrusion height. This
method is fast (it requires only one depth image), but offers only an approximation of the
physical object’s shape. 3D scanning (see next section) provides a more detailed capturing
process.
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Fig. 5.4 The object scanning process. (a) The Kinect depth data (white) is filtered using
clipping planes (purple), leaving some noise (red), (b) the scanned object (white) contains
that noise (red). Removing noise and scanning table (green) and closing remaining holes
results in the scanned object (c) .
5.3.4 Object scanning
3D scanning in MixFab uses Kinect Fusion [91] and a custom built turntable/scanning rig.
Kinect Fusion estimates the camera to world coordinates using the iterative closest point
(ICP) algorithm [150]. ICP implicitly requires geometric prominent features to converge,
resulting in a poor scanning performance on “uninteresting” scenes. Normally Kinect Fu-
sion is used on a room scale, with enough clutter so that the ICP based camera tracking
works well. In MixFab however, we scan single objects only, resulting in severe align-
ment errors without our scanning rig. The latter is designed with clear geometrical features
(prominent edges and corners, extreme width to height ratio) which aids Kinect Fusion in
producing its camera alignment. After filtering the depth image using clipping planes, there
is still a some degree of noise left (Figure 5.4, a). Due to the sparse nature of the images pro-
duced by the clipping, noise has a drastic impact on the camera tracking and thus scanning
performance.
The scanning process begins with integrating plane-clipped point clouds into the internal
3D scene representation maintained by Kinect Fusion. Once the object has been captured
from all sides, this representation is transformed to a mesh 3D model. All unconnected
components with a face count f less than fnoise are removed. The scanning table surface
is found by computing the largest connected component using a threshold of the discrete
RMS curvature [151] as connectivity condition. We then fit a plane to the scanning table
vertices and rotate the mesh, so that the scanning table is in the XZ plane. All vertices and
faces with a distance to the scanning table dtab which is less than d
cut
tab are removed. We
remove unconnected components with a face count f of less that 1
2
fnoise faces, as well as
non-manifold vertices/faces and fill gaps less than Lhole units in arc length.
The resulting mesh is likely to contain larger, still unfilled, holes – at least one from cut-
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ting away the scanning table. We smooth the mesh (thus hole boundaries) using Laplacian
smoothing [152]. For each remaining hole, we fit a plane to the boundary vertices, project
those vertices to that plane and compute a Constrained Delaunay triangulation (CDT), hence
closing the hole. In a last step, we remove non-manifold vertices/edges created by the CDT
and fill the resulting gaps (Figure 5.4, c).
The mesh processing pipeline is implemented using the Visualization and Computer
Graphics Library3, sgCore4 and qHull [153]. It takes 30 seconds to complete one revolution
of the turntable and less than 10 seconds to perform the mesh processing.
5.4 User study: User-defined 3D modeling gestures
In previous work, hand gestures are typically defined by the respective authors, rather than
users [141, 143, 144, 154, 155]. We are interested in what gestures users would intuitively
perform to create and manipulate objects, also to inform our subsequent system design. To
this end we conduct a user-defined gesture study with a methodology similar to Wobbrock
et al. [156]. For a list of all gestures elicited from users (which were performed by at least
two users), see Table 5.1.
5.4.1 Tasks and Procedure
Each participant was subsequently given a set of tasks (order determined using a balanced
latin square): create box, create cylinder, move box, rotate box, one degree-of-freedom
scale, uniform scale, plane cut, add material, scan object and remove object. For each task,
they were shown one or two printouts depicting the desired outcome and asked to perform a
gesture to create that desired outcome. A more detailed description, and the images shown
to participants, are given in the next section. Participants were instructed to imagine the
objects depicted on the images as being displayed in front of them.
After each gesture, users were asked to rate the gestures suitability and how easy it was
to perform, both on a rating scale from 1 (very unsuitable / very hard) to 5 (very suitable /
very easy) . Once all ten tasks were completed, all users completed a survey querying their
age and gender. We further asked for prior CAD experience and how much that experience
influenced the proposed gestures (Rating scale, 1 no experience / no influence to 5 a lot of
experience / strong influence). Users were seated at a table with a camera placed a meter
above the surface, resulting in an interaction area of about 60×50 cm.
3http://vcg.isti.cnr.it/vcglib/
4http://www.geometros.com/
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Upon completion of the study, the recorded video material was transcribed and coded
to extract the suggested gestures. Quantitative data collected through the questionnaires,
as well as user agreement [156] is used to judge the quality and confidence of users in the
proposed gestures.
5.4.2 Participants
We invited twelve participants from various departments at our university. Half of the partic-
ipants were female with age ranging from 19 to 42 (M=30.83 years, SD=7.47). We aimed to
minimize the impact of existing CAD modeling experience, as we target novices with this
system. However, we did not exclude participants with CAD experience. Eight users re-
ported no experience with CAD (overallM=2.08, SD=1.31) and thus little influence of prior
experience (M=2, SD=1.53). This experience distribution is a result of the convenience
sampling of participants on our campus.
5.4.3 Results and Observations
All participants were able to propose a gesture for every task, sometimes more than one in
which case they were asked to report the one they preferred. In the following we report
gestures that were proposed by at least two or more participants (for the complete list of
gestures, see Table 5.1).
Creating primitives
a b c d
Fig. 5.5 (a, b) the pictures shown to study participants (create box/cylinder), (c) hand bound-
aries gesture, (d) drawing outline gesture
While creating primitives has no equivalent in the physical world, describing 3D shapes
is a common task. When creating boxes, three users choose a method similar to Data
Miming [143] and define the shape by describing it using their hands (hand boundaries
gesture). In case of the cylinder, a majority (6 of 12) preferred to describe the shape using
the curvature of their hands. Drawing the outline of the shape with the index finger and
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extruding it into 3D space was proposed by a majority (7 of 12) when creating boxes, and
by a third of the participants suggested it for cylinders.
Rotating and translating
a b c d
Fig. 5.6 (a, b) the pictures shown to study participants (Rotate/move box from A to B), (c)
two-handed grab and rotate gesture, (d) one-handed grab gesture
Rotating and moving objects are everyday tasks performed using two variants of the
same gestures: one-handed vs. two-handed. The pictures shown to the participants (see
Figure 5.6) contained a keyboard and a mouse next to the virtual object, as a size reference.
It seems that the size of virtual object was interpreted differently by each participant, leading
to the use of one hand if the object ws perceived to be small or both hands if the object is
perceived to be large. When asked to move the depicted object, 4 of 12 participants used
one hand; another 4 of 12 used both hands (see table 5.1). For the rotation task, 7 of 12 used
one hand, 4 of 12 used both.
Scaling
a b c d
Fig. 5.7 (a, b) the pictures shown to study participants (scale 1DOF/3DOF from A to B), (c)
compression gesture, (d) corner pinch & resize gesture
We presented two different varients of the scaling task: a uniform scaling task where
all three dimensions are scaled at the same time, and a one degree-of-freedom scaling task
where only one dimension is scaled (see Figure 5.7). For both tasks, 10 out of 12 users
suggested the same gesture: compression. Both hands are placed around the object and
changing their distance, changes the objects size.
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a b c d
Fig. 5.8 (a) the picture shown to study participants (plane cut of shapes from box), (b) knife
gesture, (c) Karate gesture, (d) three points defining a plane
Plane cut
Cutting a slice of an object is a daily task (e.g. cutting a slice of bread or cheese). Users
without CAD experience proposed gestures resembling such cutting motions (see Figure
5.8). Four users moved their flat hand or thumb where they wanted to cut, miming a knife.
Five users indicated how they wanted to cut by performing a “Shuto” (Knife Hand) motion
from Karate. Those experienced in CAD, suggested that one might select three points on
the object to define a plane used for cutting.
Adding material
a b c d
Fig. 5.9 (a) the picture shown to study participants (add material inside gap), (b) gap trace
gesture, (c) stuff(ing) gesture, (d) filling tool gesture
Many participants (4 of 12) suggested a “stuffing motion” as if they were to take a
handful of material and put it onto the object (see Figure 5.9). Others (also 4 of 12) traced
the gap they wanted closed with the index finger and confirmed again using a stuffing gesture
or by pressing a button. We believe that the “gap-trace” gesture is an artifact of the picture
that demonstrated the task: the gap to close was of regular and linear nature. Suggestions
would most likely be different when manipulating more organic shapes.
Scanning objects
Transforming physical objects to virtual ones proved to be the most challenging task; to
some extent because it is difficult to convey the need of the operation without a system being
present. Participants proposed a variety of actions (agreement score: 0.17), but only one was
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a b c
Fig. 5.10 (a, b) the picture shown to study participants (positive scan of existing cup, nega-
tive imprint of cup in box), (c) the dwell time action
mentioned multiple times: dwell time. Users place the object in the desired position, move
their hands away and wait for a certain amount of time.
Removing objects
a b c
Fig. 5.11 (a) wipe gesture, (b) move out gesture, (c) smash gesture
Removing objects is a daily task. We often throw things away, place them elsewhere or
deform them prior to disposal. The gestures suggested for removing objects tend to resemble
such actions. Wipe and move out – the two most prominent gestures – have the same intent:
move the object out of the workspace. Wiping objects (moving a hand fast from one side
to the other, hitting the object) was suggested more than move out (four times compared to
three times) and rated easier/more suitable.
5.4.4 Discussion
We observe a similar pattern as Wobbrock et al. [156] in that user agreement is inversely
proportional to the task complexity (see table 5.1). More complex tasks (such as object scan)
have low user agreement scores, whereas more simple ones (such as rotation or translation)
yield higher agreement amongst users. Despite low agreement rates, suitability and easiness
remain at high levels, suggesting confidence in the proposed gestures.
To choose an appropriate gestures for each task group, we use the count of how often a
gesture was suggested as main metric. In cases where the suggestion count is not distinctive,
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Fig. 5.12 Rendering of multiple objects designed by study participants.
we decide based on suitability and easiness rating. The gestures recommended for each task
are marked in italic in table 5.1.
For most task groups suggestion count, easiness and suitability are sufficient criteria,
except for the creation of primitives. When looking at box and cylinder creation separately,
we would be required to choose different gestures for each of them which is undesirable as
it would be likely to cause confusion with users. Adding the suggestion counts within the
task group however, yields a slight preference for the draw outline gesture (11 suggestions
vs. 9 for hand boundaries).
5.5 User study: System Evaluation
In this study, we evaluated the interaction cycle, design decisions and prototype implemen-
tation of MixFab. We were interested in how well non-engineering users (novices) could use
the system to design meaningful objects – such as the ones depicted in figure 5.12. During
the study, we collected primarily qualitative feedback to gain insight to the experience of
using the system.
5.5.1 Tasks and Procedure
Participants were first asked to sign a consent form and given an introduction to the system.
We started by introducing the idea of designing objects for 3D printing by showing example
objects created with MixFab (Figure 5.1, c). They were then shown the “desktop organizer”
walk-through (Figure 5.3) and given five minutes to familiarize themselves with the system.
To guide users during their exploration of the system, we asked them to replicate the
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desktop organizer example. The glue-stick and pen were provided and we guided users
when necessary. Once the example was completed, we asked users to design a phone dock
and provided our phone dock example (Figure 5.1, c). Participants could use their own
phone or an LG Nexus4 we provided. Users were encouraged to design the object on their
own, but were assisted when necessary.
Upon completion of all design tasks, we presented users with a set of statements and
asked them to rate how much they agreed with each of them, on a 5-point Likert scale.
We then went into a semi-structured interview asking about their experience, trying to gain
insight into the usability of the system.
5.5.2 Participants
We invited 10 participants (5 female) from various departments on our campus. Participants
were between 19 to 31 years old (M=24.3 years, SD=4.52), and all were right-handed. All
except one participant had no experience with CAD systems or an engineering background
(Rating scale, 1 a lot of experience to 5 no experience, M=4.56, SD=1.01). The latter
is important because we want to evaluate how well novices can design meaningful objects
using this system. To ensure that the participants would not have preconceived notions about
the system and gestures we implemented, none of the participants had participated in our
user-defined gesture study (see Section 5.4). Through this participant selection criterion, we
aimed to further validate our gesture set.
5.5.3 Results and Discussion
All users were able to complete the tasks at hand. Figure 5.12 shows the objects designed by
the study participants. These objects were designed as replication of the desktop organizer
example or, in case of the phone dock, through participants own strategy.
Creation, Preparation, Assembly
MixFab’s construction mechanism was quickly understood by all users. Knowing when to
create a new object, modifying it and assembling two objects seemed to pose no problem
for the participants. User 2 reported that “when I was told to create the phone-dock I had a
strategy in my head, thus knowing when to use a physical object.” The method of assembling
objects to create new ones, was particularly well received – some users said that they “[...]
very much liked this way of putting things together, to compose objects” (U6).
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Fig. 5.13 Agreement distribution of the post-task questionnaire. The further bars extend to
the right (relative to zero), the more users agree.
Using existing objects
Using existing objects during the design process was deemed useful by all users (100%
agreement, Figure 5.13). Not having to measure objects and being able to place them in
their desired position was highlighted by users “I very much liked [...] the thing that you
can bring real physical objects in there.” (U6). Being able to use an existing object as
starting point or base for designing new ones was mentioned as one of the benefits of the
system: “I like the idea of being able to put my phone in there and design something around
it.” (U8). The effortless integration of existing objects was even considered fun: “[...] it’s
fun because you know there is no sort of effort required to replicate existing objects.” (U1)
Natural object manipulation
For interaction to be natural users to feel immersed and have a sense of object size and lo-
cation. 90% of the participants agreed that they were immersed into the system. A majority
of users (70%) agreed that they had a sense of size and location of objects as well as their
hands (U10: “I liked that the objects were as big as they are in reality.”). Users had no
issues with selecting the gestural icons, further indicating that they had a sense of where
things were in the frame. Manipulating objects was reported to be easy (U3: “it felt easy
to create and manipulate 3D objects compared to other systems which I image would take
quite a bit of competency”) and interacting with the system felt natural (U8: “I liked how
natural [...] the way I interacted with it [felt]”).
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Usability
Several usability aspects are subsumed under “ease of use”: navigating within the system,
ergonomic aspects and implementation specific artifacts. Finding their way around the sys-
tem posed no greater challenge to users (U2: “it [the system] is easy to comprehend; it’s
self-explanatory.”); partly because of the gestural icons. While interacting with the system,
users at times asked what to do next but shortly afterwards selected the appropriate icon and
continued on their own; all users reported that the gestural icons were useful (Figure 5.13).
Mid-air gestural interaction runs the risk of inducing arm-fatigue when used for an ex-
tended period of time. During our study, 9 of 10 users reported no arm fatigue. When using
MixFab, many of the gestures are performed on the floor of the system and are often inter-
leaved with short pauses of rest. As users sit close to the system, they do not have to extend
their arms very far, further reducing the risk of arm fatigue.
The accuracy of the gesture recognition had the biggest impact on usability. Some users
found it hard to execute precise movements (U5: “sometimes I wished that it was more ac-
curate”, U6: “the system is very sensitive, it was hard to really make accurate movements.”)
or had trouble with disengaging a gesture. Most of the issues revolved around moving ob-
jects (U8: “when you were moving and let go it was jumping a bit”). Others however, found
the precision to be sufficient. When asked if precision was a problem, user 7 answered: “no,
that was easy”. Overall, users agreed that the system was easy to use (Figure 5.13).
Using other systems
Our study participants had no experience with CAD and modeling tools. When asked if
they would be able to design the items they designed during the study with other systems,
40% answered that they would be capable of doing so, despite no prior experience. Some
users expected our system to be the way items are commonly designed: “I have never used
any of the CAD tools, but I think it’s kind of like this one” (U7).
5.6 Discussion
The results of our study provide evidence that MixFab can be used by non-expert users to
design meaningful objects for fabrication – see Figure 5.12 for objects designed by users.
Integrating existing objects was found particularly useful by all participants. Interaction
with the system is natural, by virtue of the gestures proposed during the user-defined gesture
study and the mixed reality setup. Users have a sense of size and location of the object they
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are designing.
Our study specifically focused on novice users, as we wanted to evaluate if MixFab can
be used by this demographic. We further have demonstrated the usefulness of MixFab, the
ability to produce meaningful objects, through said study and the resulting objects. How-
ever, studying how experienced designers and CAD users would interact and design with
our system, would likely yield insight in the scope of the objects that can be design with
MixFab could be extended. Given the expertise of those users, we would likely learn about
missing operations usability issues.
5.6.1 Technical Limitations
Our current implementation has three main, technical limitations: the shape-capturing accu-
racy due to the depth camera performance, the gesture recognition performance due to the
depth camera and appearance based approach, and a physical/virtual world misalignment
due to the Holodesk-based setup.
We implemented MixFab using a Microsoft Kinect v1 consumer RGBd camera. While
this camera is readily available (and at the time of writing this, also surpassed by better per-
forming models) it suffers from high noise. This noise along the Z-axis (depth component)
impacts our system implementation in two ways. For one, our shape-capturing/3D scanning
performance is low (error of ±1 mm), meaning that we can not capture detail well, and
produce noisy shapes. We filter the depth image to counteract this issue. In the next chapter,
we use a more advanced sensor to alleviate this problem altogether. The gesture-recognition
performance also suffers from the low sensor performance. For example, users reported that
clutching (letting go of) objects as difficult at times (see section 5.5.3). This is likely due to
the sensor noise, as gestures do not always register correctly.
The physical setup of our system is based on Holodesk [139]. This setup enables a ver-
satile space in which physical and digital objects co-exist. However, there is a misalignment
between both types of objects. As we mirror a monosopic display into the interaction vol-
ume, digital objects which are rendered away from this mirrored display-plane cause eye
convergence problems: our eyes focus on point different from where they converge. This
requires users to focus on either the physical world, or the digital space. In such a situation,
both spaces can not be focused on by the user at the same time. Using a stereoscopic AR
setup would alleviate this problem.
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5.6.2 Existing Object Integration
In MixFab existing objects first have to be digitized before they can be used which is ben-
eficial in that it allows us to e.g. scale and alter the object. Using the physical object as
tangible proxy however, would likely increase immersion. We could introduce recursion by
designing an object, fabricating it and introducing its physical manifestation back into the
design process, making it semi-interactive fabrication.
Capturing existing objects comes at a detail versus cost trade-off. Our prototype can
capture a crude form of objects in real-time, a more detailed one can be had at a small time
cost. This trade-off is likely to shift towards an increased level of detail at decreasing costs.
Other material properties, such as color and texture will likely be capturable in the near
future. With recent advances in appearance fabrication and 3D printing such features could
also be physically reproduced.
5.6.3 Spatial Judgement
The mixed-reality environment of MixFab helps users to get a sense of size of the objects
they are designing by bringing both, physical and digital world, closer together (P2). In
the MixFabs prototype implementation objects look artificial however. Immersion could
likely be increased by providing a more realistic object representation taking environmental
lighting, proper material appearance and texture into account. Stereoscopy, in combination
with the head-tracking, would further improve realism.
5.6.4 Precision
Not having to wear special equipment increases immersion thus naturalness of the interac-
tion; not having to go through a calibration procedure prior to using the system increases the
users readiness to engage with the system. Being free of user-augmentation and calibration
comes at a cost, however: precision and accuracy. To some extent this is caused by the
coarse spatial resolution of consumer depth cameras – something that is likely to change in
the near future. A model-based hand tracking approach or specialized hand-tracking sensors
[157] are bound improve precision.
Gestural modeling is less precise than traditional CAD environments. First, the RGBd
sensor limits attainable precision, compared to i.e., a mouse; something that will get better
as such sensors improve. Second, gestures themselves can limit precision. It is hard, for
example, to accurately place an object in mid-air without haptic feedback. MixFab cur-
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rently implements snapping to the ground when moving objects, or snapping to 45 degree
increments when rotating. Extending this approach to tool-specific constraints (as in In-
teractive construction [81]) will improve gestural modeling precision, and enable users to
design symmetrical, reflected and parallel features - which is not yet possible in MixFab.
5.6.5 Mixed-Reality and CAD Environments
The line between MixFab and existing CAD systems has yet to be explored. Parametric
CAD environments offer precise design capabilities and are very expressive. One could
imagine a mixed-reality design for fabrication based environment that resembles Solid-
works, but is viewed through the Holodesk structure. Users would interact with such an
environment through moue and gestures, and it would offer similar physical object inte-
gration capabilities as described in this chapter. Compared to MixFab, such a design envi-
ronment would no longer target novices, but experienced designers. Yet, it would offer a
combination of the precision and interoperability of existing CAD systems, with the benefits
of MixFab: the spatial judgment support (P2) through the AR display; physical object inte-
gration (P3) through contour capturing and 3D scanning; and easier interaction (P1) through
gestures.
5.7 Summary
In this chapter we have moved away from purely virtual design environments towards a
mixed-reality design for digital fabrication approach. By virtue of an augmented-reality
space, in which the physical and digital co-exist, users can interact with the virtual object-
under-design directly, offering a more direct engagement (P5). Using gestures, users can
manipulate this and other virtual artifacts as if they were real (P1). Due to the co-location of
the design world, and the physical space, users can integrate existing physical objects easily:
they can compare existing artifacts with virtual ones, or integrate existing shapes into their
design (P3).
We have presented a user-defined gesture set that forms the basis of the interaction with
our MixFab system. The latter which we have prototypically implemented, thus contribute
the system as a whole. This includes technical contributions, such as MixFab’s hardware
design, processing pipeline and UI. We used this system to demonstrate mixed-reality de-
sign for digital fabrication as a means to lower the barrier for the casual design of fabrica-
ble 3D content. We found the effortless integration of existing objects and mixed-reality
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environment creates an engaging and immersive environment to create content for digital
fabrication.
In the next chapter, we explore a concept similar to MixFab: where in this chapter we
gave physical properties to digital artifacts, in the next chapter we will give digital properties
to physical objects.
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draw outline 7 3.86 4.57
hand boundaries 3 4.00 5.00
create cylinder 0.37
hand boundaries 6 4.33 4.83















g move box 0.33
1h grab & move 4 5.00 5.00
2h grab & move 4 4.50 5.00
1h push 4 5.00 5.00
rotate box 0.40
1h grab & rotate 7 4.57 4.86
2h grab & rotate 2 5.00 3.50




scale 1 axis 0.71
compression 10 4.80 5.00
scale 3 axis 0.26
compression 5 3.80 4.80







t plane cut 0.35
karate 5 4.00 4.20
knife 4 2.25 4.25
points 3 4.33 4.33
S
ca
n object scan 0.17










stuff 4 4.00 4.50
gap trace 4 3.50 4.50





e remove object 0.22
wipe 4 5.00 5.00
move out 3 4.33 5.00
smash 2 4.50 4.50
Table 5.1 List of tasks and corresponding gestures (described by more than one user) during
the study. c is the count of how many users suggested the gesture, s is the reported suitability
and e is the reported easiness. A the agreement among the users as defined by Wobbrock.
Gestures recommended for each task group are written in italic.
✻❘❡❋♦r♠
❇✐❞✐r❡❝t✐♦♥❛❧ ❋❛❜r✐❝❛t✐♦♥
Situating fabrication-aware design in both the physical and virtual space simultaneously
would mitigate many problems caused by the disconnection of design and target space. In
the previous chapter, we demonstrated some of this mitigating power, enabled by moving
design closer towards the physical world. MixFab situated the digital design environment
in a mixed-reality space that enabled intuitive gestural interaction (P1), seamless integration
of existing objects (P3) and offered a more direct engagement with the object-under-design
(P5). However, the interaction with MixFab is not tangible (but gestural instead), thus does
not offer the full quality of physical materials. Also, it is bound to a specific location which
impedes in-context exploration (P4).
In this chapter we create a new design environment that maintains a physical and digital
representation of the object-under-design. We do this by changing the fabrication-aware
design process. Currently, the actual fabrication of the object-under-design is the last step
of the process: the object would be fully designed before it is made physical reality. To
overcome the rigidity of the conventional fabrication process, we introduce bidirectional
fabrication which continuously synchronizes a digital model and physical object through
rapid additive and subtractive fabrication. This gives users the ability to move flexibly
between working on the digital model and the physical object (see Figure 6.1). Users are
no longer limited to working on a digital model alone, but can also shape and annotate the
physical object directly (P1, P5). By giving digital properties to physical objects we can















Fig. 6.1 Bidirectional fabrication closes the loop between digital modeling and physical
shaping. For example: (a) user has a digital model of a cup, (b) removes the handle (c)
ReForm updates the physical object (d) the user adds a new handle to the physical object (e)
ReForm updates the digital model.
produce physical forms from digital models and use physical shape as input (P3) to produce
or update corresponding digital models. Lastly, we can take the physical rendition of the
object-under-design into its target context and explore it there (P4).
To demonstrate and explore bidirectional fabrication, we built ReForm (Figure 6.2), a
system that supports design and fabrication with polymer clay. The ReForm system inte-
grates a custom-built clay 3D printer for additive fabrication, a CNC milling machine for
subtractive fabrication, a structured light 3D scanner, and a projected augmented reality
display aligned to the physical object. The system can produce shape output by adding or
removing clay from an object, and supports recycling of the removed material. It can take
shape input from digital 3D models or by scanning physical objects.
The fabrication process starts from either a digital model or a physical object—this can
be an existing object or a clay object manually produced by the user. Users provide input by
editing the digital model for the next fabrication step, by directly manipulating the shape of
the physical object, or by annotating the clay object with markup instructions for the system.
The system supports the iterative design process with global operations on the model, such
as flattening of the surface, and local operations such as extrusion based on annotation. Re-
Form keeps track of each model version, allowing users to navigate the design history, undo
steps, and have the machine re-shape the object to an earlier version. Fabrication previews
overlaying the object and interactive input are provided by a projection-based augmented
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Fig. 6.2 (a) The ReForm prototype system while designing a game controller with the phys-
ical object inside the machine and its digital counterpart projected over it. (b) ReForms
structured light scanner. (c) Additive and subtractive tool head.
reality interface. To summarize, this chapter contributes:
1. The concept of bidirectional fabrication that enables users to move flexibly between
the digital model and physical object in a relaxed turn-taking fashion (which e.g.,
enables “undo” functionality in physical space).
2. ReForm: a bidirectional fabrication system that blends digital modeling and physical
shaping practice.
3. A prototype implementation of ReForm and usage examples executed with our im-
plementation.
4. Specific technical innovations, including the use of a two-state material (machinable
and malleable) for interactive design and a novel toolpath generation algorithm for
additive and subtractive fabrication.
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6.1 Bidirectional Fabrication
Bidirectional fabrication fundamentally changes the digital fabrication design process and
produces a range of advantages. First, it allows users to choose the best-suited tools for each
portion of the process: creative, expressive, and ad-hoc 3D design is easy to perform through
direct physical manipulation of an object, while tasks involving precise input or repetition
are better done using digital tools. Second, it enables ‘turn-taking’ between the user and
machine. This allows each to leverage their respective strengths and permits incremental
fabrication of objects with gradual addition of parts or detail. Users can then perform ‘on-
the-fly’ validation and refinement of the style, size, and confirm each element is fit-for-
purpose. Third, the bidirectional mapping between the digital model and physical object
facilitates the extension of version tracking from the digital to the physical. Combined
with support for both additive and subtractive processes, bidirectional fabrication can extend
undo, redo, and add ‘previous version’ functionality to physical objects.
Bidirectional fabrication fundamentally builds on four key components: shape input,
shape output, visual input and visual output. Physical shapes can serve as input. Such shapes
can be pre-existing, or may have been previously produced, in a malleable material, during
the design process. Shape output is the ability to produce and update physical shapes, which
enables the digital-to-physical synchronization. Through visual input, users can annotate the
physical object to interact with its digital counterpart e.g., mark the position for a hole on the
physical object, but create the hole on the digital model. Visual output provides a preview
of such operations. With it, users can configure changes and modify the digital model.
• Shape Input: Physical shapes can serve as input. Objects previously produced by
through bidirectional fabrication can be input after modification to update their dig-
ital counterpart. Other pre-existing objects can serve as starting point for the design
process.
• Shape Output: Bidirectional fabrication produces physical objects which can be in-
spected, modified, combined, taken into context, compared, used, destroyed and its
material reused. These objects need not be completely re-fabricated when the digital
model changes, but can gradually be updated by combining additive and subtractive
fabrication.
• Visual Input via Annotation: Users can annotate the physical objects using colored
pens. These annotations are interpreted by the bidirectional fabrication system and
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serve as a selection and command mechanism. As these annotations are made directly
on the physical model, they are highly contextual and intuitive to apply.
• Visual Output via Projected Overlay: Objects within a bidirectional fabrication sys-
tem can be augmented through projected augmented reality. We overlay information
and can enhance the physical object e.g. give new colors, textures or additional in-
formation such as the model dimensions or volume. Users can configure operations
before they execute, in addition to enabling intuitive visualizations and previews.
An addition, a bidirectional fabrication system could also supports digital input (via existing
modeling environments or online databases) and digital output (via model export). Based
on these key capabilities, we provide a variety of operations that can be used to design
fabricable artifacts.
6.2 ReForm
ReForm utilizes bidirectional digital fabrication to enable a relaxed turn-taking style of it-
erative design. By synchronizing the physical object and digital model, the tangible artifact
can be altered by users and the system alike. This allows us to maintain important digital
operations, such as undoing changes, regardless of their source (user or machine). We also
support operations that would be difficult or tedious to perform manually e.g. smoothing
clay-modeling artifacts, patterning parts of the model or creating accurate holes. ReForm
builds on the components of bidirectional fabrication as described in the following.
6.2.1 Digital Model Management
ReFormmaintains and synchronizes a digital model and its physical counterpart. The digital
model is a triangle mesh storing geometry, normals and luminosity. On update, ReForm
creates a new version of the model, and maintains a copy of the previous version. This
version history enables features such as undoing changes and allows new users to understand
the steps taken to design an existing object.
The latest model is available to external mesh-modeling systems such as Blender, Maya
or Rhino. These systems may alter the digital model; ReForm will then update the physical
object. A tight integration into these external software packages (similar to the SPATA tools,
chapter 4) would offer a rich set of digital modeling operations, especially for expert users.
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6.2.2 Shape Input
ReForm fabricates objects using a clay-like human-deformable material, so that users can
manually alter the physical object e.g. with their hands or by using tools (see ‘Physical
Shaping’). Once altered, ReForm scans the modified object and synchronizes the digital
model. This shape-input mechanism enables users to directly modify the object (hence the
model) in physical space. The object can be taken into context, manipulated there and placed
back into ReForm for synchronization. Users can add fine artistic details and features that
are beyond the shape-output capabilities. Current 3D printers typically produce rigid plastic
objects which can not be altered in such a way, thus are less well suited for this iterative
design style as alterations have to be performed in the virtual design environment.
6.2.3 Shape Output
ReForm supports physical shape-output, both by fabricating an object from scratch and
through incremental updates. This output is performed subtractively and additively, so that
the physical object need not be recreated in every update step, saving time. Updating, rather
than recreating the object offers a range of benefits. First, we do not have to discard the entire
physical object for every update. This wastes less material than complete refabrication.
Further, users can reuse previously removed material for additive updates, further reducing
material waste.
Second, ReForm can choose the fabrication method most suited to a given update or
fabrication task. Concave shapes are difficult to produce subtractively, but become feasible
additively. Depending on the shape—and in the case of subtractive fabrication, the input
material—onemethod will usually have a lower fabrication time and each will offer different
surface qualities and finishes. We execute shape-output with the most well-suited fabrication
method, or when appropriate, combination of methods.
6.2.4 Annotation
Users can directly annotate the physical object using colored marker pens. ReForm detects
such annotations during object/model synchronization. Annotations serve two purposes:
selection and commands. To select an area for later processing (see ‘Selective Operations’)
users draw a closed loop around the area and fill it with a hatch pattern (Figure 6.4, a).
Visual languages can be used to command machine operations (e.g. Song et al. [82]). In
ReForm, a simple annotation language uses drawn shapes to preselect specific operations
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(which are then configured and executed using the visual output capabilities):
• a cross preselects the hole drilling operation, with the diameter of the hole preset to
the diameter of the cross’ inscribing circle;
• rectangular shapes preselect the local surface smoothing operation (see Section 6.3.2);
• irregular shapes preselect the extrusion operation (see Section 6.3.2).
6.2.5 Visual Output
To complement shape-output and facilitate interaction, ReForm provides a rich visual output
channel comprised of two components: an augmented reality interface and graphical user
interface. The back-projected AR interface is aligned with the physical object. We maintain
this alignment by correcting for motion parallax, which also provides important depth cues.
Through this AR interface we can preview design decisions and new model states before
updating the physical model. We use the AR preview to guide users when configuring
digital operations such as drilling precise holes or flattening the top surface.
The graphical user interface is overlaid on top of the AR display. Users interact via a jog
wheel input device as the UI only necessitates flat menus, sliders, buttons, and sequential
selection mechanisms. This form of interaction and UI is in line with existing fabrication
machines. As users do not have reach out to the ReForm system (but only hold the jog
wheel) we neither introduce fatigue nor occlude the AR interface.
6.3 User Interaction
ReForm combines two previously separate design practices: digital 3D modeling and phys-
ical shaping. Users first create a model/object pair, either starting from a digital model or
a physical object. Throughout the design process, users manipulate the artifact being de-
signed in a relaxed turn-taking fashion, either through digital modeling operations or by
physically shaping it. All operations, no matter if brought about digitally or physically can
also be undone.
6.3.1 Model and Object Creation
To begin users must create a digital/physical object pair. Users have the choice to (a) start
from an existing digital 3D model or primitive, (b) start from an existing physical object,
or (c) to restore from a previous design session/clay representation. If the user does not
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have a clay representation, ReForm fabricates one. The system recommends a subtractive
or additive approach depending on the estimated fabrication time (see Section 6.4.3 for
implementation details).
Digital models can come from a variety of sources. Online-databases such as Thin-
giverse1 and GrabCAD2 offer users access to a large variety of existing starting points.
Physical objects from various sources can also serve as a starting point. Existing objects,
for example items bought in a store, can be used as input and transformed into a model;
ReForm can replicate otherwise unmodifiable objects in clay. Users can also start with
hand-made clay objects or objects from previous design sessions.
6.3.2 Digital Modeling
ReForm enbles users to perform operations in the space that suits them best. Thus, precise
or regular operations can be performed through digital modeling. We support two classes of
modeling operations: the ones the modify the object-under-design globally and the ones that
modify selectively. The latter become selective through annotation-input: users draw on the
physical object to mark the area of influence. Users can manipulate and preview the effect
of any operation through the augmented-reality interface, enabling them to make informed
decisions.
Besides the operations offered by ReForm itself, existing mesh-based design environ-
ments can be used. Users can open the digital model in e.g. Blender. Annotations drawn on
the physical object, become selections inside the mesh-modeling tools (in case of Blender,
they become vertex groups). Once all modifications made inside the virtual design environ-
ment are complete, ReForm updates the physical rendition. This way, operations previously
confined to the digital space, get transported into the physical world immediately. Note
however, that to use such existing mesh-based design tools, expert knowledge is required
(P1) and they do not use the AR interface of ReForm, thus may diminish spatial judgment
(P2). This is why ReForm offers its own operations, which are detailed below.
Global Operations
Global operations (e.g. flatten, scale, and virtual assembly) affect the entire model. They
are previewed using the visual-output feature before they are applied. This preview enables
rapid exploration of the design choice at hand (e.g. setting the cut-height when flattening an
1http://thingiverse.com
2http://grabcad.com
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a b cdigitalvisual output
Fig. 6.3 Global Operations. (a) global flatten to produce a level top (b) scaling the whole
model (c) virtually assembling two models
object, see Figure 6.9, a) and reduces reduces the risk of error.
Flatten (Figure 6.3, a) removes a side of a model to reveal a flat surface. Due to the
material properties of the physical object, manual modifications tend to result in undesired
artifacts such as waves, ridges and valleys. Using global flatten, users choose a side and
cutting height at which a flat and smooth surface is created, thereby doing away with the
undesired artifacts.
Global scaling resizes the model (Figure 6.3, b) by a variety of measures. Users can scale
the model based on a single dimension and scale the others in an aspect-ratio preserving
manner, or set the desired value for each dimension individually. A target volume could
also be specified, then the object is uniformly scaled to the desired capacity.
Virtual assembly (Figure 6.3, c) enables users to add an existing digital model to the
object-under-design. Users first select the digital asset they want to use in the same way
they would create a new model/object (see Section 6.3.1). Then, users place the new model
with respect to the current one, using the AR-based visual preview. By choosing whether
the object is to be added or removed, users confirm their placement and the two models (the
new one and the current object-under-design) are assembled.
Selective Operations
Targeted operations require the selection of an area of influence. We use annotation-input
to enable users to mark the area they want to manipulate on the physical object – hence,
users draw on the physical object directly and then select what they want to do. Through
annotations users can issue commands, selecting the operation to perform. For example,
shading in an area with a hatch pattern (Figure 6.4, a) offers it for flattening or extrusion,
drawing a cross results in a hole being drilled (Figure 6.4, b) and two circles produce a
patterning (Figure 6.4, c).
Local flatten serves the same purpose as its global counterpart: remove undesirable
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digitalannotation
Fig. 6.4 Selective operations using annotations. (a) Extruding an annotated patch or contour
(b) Producing accurate holes (c) Patterning model features
physical manipulation artifacts. Besides annotating the desired flattening area, no user-
interaction is required. The cutting height is automatically determined based on the mean
height of the annotated area. Within the annotated area, a smooth surface (with a normal
parallel to the average normal of the flattening patch) is created at the determined height.
Extrusion (Figure 6.4, a) adds depth to the annotated outline resulting in material being
removed or added. The latter depends on the extrusion height parallel to the average normal
of the annotated patch: moving upwards from the surface (positive extrusion height) results
in material being added, moving downwards from the surface (negative extrusion height)
results in material being removed. This feature enables users to produce cavities and pro-
trusions which would be difficult or tedious to create manually. Similar to extrusions are
holes, which are difficult to produce manually due to varying diameter requirements. A
cross annotation marks the center of the hole (Figure 6.4, b) and users configure the hole
diameter and depth through the graphical user-interface.
Replicating patterns is tedious to do manually, but effortless in the digital domain. To
create a pattern (Figure 6.4, c), users select the area they want to replicate by drawing
an outline around them. The pattern origin is annotated using a filled circle. Users can
then choose the desired pattern type (circular, rectangular, and linear patterns), number of
repetitions and distribution, on the augmented-reality interface. After making those choices,
the selected area is replicated accordingly.
6.3.3 Physical Shaping
Due to ReForm’s malleable material, users can modify the physical objects directly and in
context. As the material sticks to itself, users can manually add more material. The shape
can also be bent, smeared and otherwise plied using bare hands (Figure 6.5, a), much like
one would with any other clay object. The rich set of existing physical clay sculpting tools
can also be used to manipulate the physical object (Figure 6.5, b). Simple tools like knifes
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a b c
Fig. 6.5 Manual modifications of the material. (a) Users can mold objects with their hands
(b) using tools, (c) use existing objects.
and cutters to more specialized sculpting devices provide a broad spectrum of devices, and
expand the input possibilities for the digital fabrication design process. All modifications
of the physical object are reflected back to the digital model through ReForm’s continuous
synchronization cycle.
Physical objects are not bound to any location, thus can be taken into context and ma-
nipulated using any object found in the environment (Figure 6.5, c). One could create an
outline to serve as guide for other operations by impressing an existing artifact into the
clay; for example to create a hole for a pen, users could press the pen into the material. This
form of material interaction, combined with the operations detailed below, makes for a more
intuitive design process.
6.3.4 History and Versioning
digital
physical
Fig. 6.6 Undoing changes to the model or object. Here, the user modifies the physical object
which we can undo using the previously stored digital model.
Changes made during the design process can be undone, no matter if the modifications
were made on the physical or digital artifact. We maintain a history of 3D models, each of
which we can restore as a physical object. This way, we enable free exploration with the
physical artifact, as there are no irreversible “mistakes”. Actions that did not result in the de-
sired outcome can be undone. For example, if a user cuts away parts of the object to explore
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the aesthetics of these changes (Figure 6.6), but does not consider the outcome desirable,
we can restore the previous state by undoing the manual interaction. While choosing which
version to revert to, ReForm provides a preview using its augmented reality interface.
6.4 Implementation
We built a prototype implementation of the ReForm system in order to evaluate the bidi-
rectional fabrication concept. ReForm integrates several components in a novel way: a
material which is machinable, yet malleable; a five-axis CNC machine with a custom clay
extruder and milling spindle; a physically aligned and motion-parallax compensated, aug-
mented reality interface; a structured light 3D scanner; annotation detection and custom
toolpath generation to use our machines capabilities.
6.4.1 Material
Common polymer clays and puttys are too soft to be machined. Their malleability makes
them easy to work with manually and easy to extrude in an additive fabrication setup. How-
ever, their softness also renders these materials unsuitable for subtractive methods as soft
material clogs the milling bits. To use additive, subtractive, and manual fabrication meth-
ods with one material, we use TecClay3 as it is machinable at room temperature but be-
comes malleable when heated to approximately 50 °C. ReForm can produce both a cool
and hot airflow (see Section 6.4.2) in the machine in order to regulate the model temper-
ature for removing, adding, and forming the material. The extrusion cartridge (see Figure
6.7, d) and nozzle are kept heated to 55 °C to reduce the required extrusion force. At this
temperature the clay becomes slightly adhesive and bonds well with itself and the perspex
build-platform.
6.4.2 Hardware
We separated the hardware into two main components: the control system (ReForm Core)
and the main frame (ReForm). ReForm Core contains supporting components for the main
machine. It houses 12V and 24V power supplies, six CW54054 stepper controllers that
are connected to a LinuxCNC powered MiniITX computer through a HW08 IO board. An
emergency switch at the front of the ReForm Core cuts power to the motors if necessary.
3http://www.kolb-technology.com/en/products/classic/clay.html
4http://cnc4you.co.uk/
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Fig. 6.7 The ReForm prototype: (a) a jog wheel for user-input (b) LMI HDI120 3D scanner
(c) Asus Xtion depth camera (d) heated clay extruder (e) milling spindle (f) build plate (g)
projector and screen (h) air-guide (i) ReFormCore.
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ReForm is constructed within an aluminium frame. A spindle drill and clay extruder pair
(Figure 6.7, d, e) are mounted on an XYZ motion platform. The clay object is attached to a
build plate held onto the two rotary axes A/B using ball detents. A structured light scanner
(Figure 6.7, b) is mounted on the right side of the frame for an unobstructed view of the
object. A custom air-guidance system directs an airstream to the workpiece (Figure 6.7, h).
The airstream is generated using a Kärcher MV3 P vacuum cleaner and passed through a
heating element. We use an Arduino-controlled relay to automatically turn the airstream
on and off. Situated at the top of the frame is a Xtion depth camera (Figure 6.7, c) and
a short-throw projector for the augmented-reality interface (Figure 6.7, g). This interface
is projected on the articulated front-door which holds a semi-transparent projection screen.
In front of the machine (outside of the door) users find the jog wheel (Figure 6.7, a) for
interacting with ReForm.
The spindle is based on a 260 rpm/V brushless DC motor whose 8mm shaft we re-
placed with an ER11 collet (Figure 6.7, e). A 6mm flat-tip two-flute cutter is fitted in the
collet. Compared with steeper tip angles this flat-tip configuration produces non-clogging
clay flakes. The motor speed is controlled from an Arduino through an electronic speed
controller (ESC).
We extrude warm TecClay through pressure by actuating a threaded rod plunger in a
metal cylinder. Due to the surface friction of the clay (which is reduced by heating the
cartridge), a 3.1Nm motor is required. To reduce the moving mass of the XYZ platform we
mount the 1.4 kg heavy motor off-axis and transport its rotational movement with a flexible
drive shaft to the extruder. This assembly extrudes the clay through a 3mm heated brass
nozzle mounted 2mm above the cutter (Figure 6.7, d).
To 3D scan the object we use an LMI HDI120 structured light scanner (Figure 6.7, b)
with an accuracy of 60 - 118 µm. While scanning we take six snapshots; rotating the
model by 60° each time around the build-plate center. By using white TecClay we minimize
exposure time for each snapshot, so that a 360° scan takes about 1.5 minutes. We use LMIs
FlexScan software to align the snapshots and merge them into one 3D mesh model. This
scanning process also recovers a monochrome texture which we use for annotation-input. A
scanned model has approximately 100k vertices.
A BenQ W710ST short-throw projector (Figure 6.7, g) projects onto the transparent
projection screen held in the door. We manually calibrated the virtual camera to match the
physical scene, and using an Xtion depth camera (Figure 6.7, c), we track the users body to
provide a motion-depth cue. This allows us to render aligned virtual 3D previews over the
physical clay model. We use the WPF-based Helix toolkit to render 3D, and custom WPF
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Fig. 6.8 Toolpath generation. (a, b) a space-filling curve is computed on a generator surface
within the extremes of the scene. (R0, R1, R2) Along the curve, rays are cast normal to the
generator surface. (d1, d2) The distance between the existing and target surface determines
whether material has to be added or removed.
controls for the 2D menu.
Users interact with the system using a Contour Design ShuttleXpress jog wheel (Fig-
ure 6.7, a), which is well suited for the discrete menu scheme and other AR operations. This
way the user’s hands do not occlude the display, contaminate it with fingerprints, or suffer
from fatigue.
System Performance
The toolhead can travel at a maximum speed of 45mm/sec along the XY axes, 2mm/sec
along Z, 600 deg/sec around the rotatry A axis and 30 deg/sec around the table-tilting B
axis. Our clay extrusion system can extrude material at a maximum rate of 1 cm3/sec with
its cartridge holding 104 cm3 of material. When milling, the maximum spindle plunge depth
is 4mm. The 3D scanner to machine calibration error is less than 0.15mm.
6.4.3 Toolpath Generation
Bidirectional fabrication requires us to compute machine instructions that transform be-
tween two arbitrary digital meshes. The resulting toolpaths describe the motions a machine
has to execute in order to add or remove material. Toolpath generation for subtractive and
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additive methods, in isolation, are well studied problems [39]. A prominent method is based
on isoparametric planar surface curves [158] where a zig-zag curve is sampled and projected
onto the model surface to determine the cutting depth. Additive layered manufacturing tool-
paths are generated by slicing the model parallel to the XY plane and following the gener-
ated profile [159]. In this work, we combine subtractive and additive toolpath generation in
one algorithm, based on isoparametric planar curves.
We however need to generate additive and subtractive toolpaths, determine where to add
and where to remove material, and compute the paths themselves. We implemented a novel
toolpath generation algorithm, which combines both tasks. The algorithm takes as input
the currently existing surface and the target surface we want to produce. It consists of four
steps: isoparametric curve sampling [158] (see Figure 6.8), patch extraction, optimization,
and path development.
Note that this algorithm does not take the machine geometry into account, and as such
might produce toolpaths that result in tool/workpiece collisions (spacing and dimensions of
ReForm’s tools mitigate this problem). This limitation of the algorithm could be addressed
by optimizing the generated path so that the workpiece is oriented in a collision free state
using the two rotary axis. Near the build-plate and for extreme model convexities no such
collision free state exists, thus existing model geometry would have to be removed and
rebuild.
Curve Sampling
We start by constructing an isoparametric zig-zag curve on a generator surface (a plane
for XYZ milling, a cylinder for rotary milling; see Figure 6.8), so that the curve fills the
extents of the models. We determine the feed-forward step (sampling distance: d) heuris-
tically from the machining tolerance (also called scallop height: t) and cutter radius r as
d =
√
r2− (r− t)2. Even though more advanced estimation methods are available [39], this
simple heuristic works well in practice. At each sampled point on the curve we cast a ray
normal to the generator surface to determine the machine action required at this point (see
Figure 6.8, right). Three cases are possible:
1. No intersection (R0): the cast ray intersects neither the existing nor the target surface.
No action is required.
2. Target Surface before Existing Surface (R1): the ray intersects the target surface
before the existing one, hence material needs to be added.
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3. Existing Surface before Target Surface (R2): the ray intersects the existing surface
before the target one, hence material needs to be removed.
Patch Extraction, Optimization and Development
The previous step produces a path consisting of subtractive, additive and passive samples
(Figure 6.8, a). We group consecutive samples of the same kind formingmachining patches.
Passive patches (see case 1 above) become travel moves along the path. As ReForm executes
additive and subtractive passes separately, at this point we decide whether we want the
subtractive or additive path and replace the other patches with travel moves also. We now
have the surface machining path with many unnecessary travel moves. We optimize travel
patches by finding the shortest path between the start and end point of the patch along the
generator surface. The travel height is determined by sampling the existing model along
the new travel path via ray casting. The optimized surface machining path does not account
for material being successively taken away or added. In this step we interpolate the path
to remove material at a given layer height (and not plunge all the way into the model), or
add material at that height respectively. In this stage we also incorporate fabrication specific
aspects, such as a slower first layer when adding material, to ensure it bonds well with the
printing surface.
Execution Time Estimation
We use the toolpaths generated by our algorithm, not only to update the physical object,
but also to estimate the fabrication time to initially create a physical rendition. Through
this estimate, users can made an informed decision whether to use additive or subtractive
fabrication for the initial object creation.
To estimate a toolpaths execution time, we integrate (sum up) the toolpath segment ex-
ecution time. We compute the latter as product of the segment length and its feedforward
rate (moving speed). This simple method ignores acceleration, thus produces too optimistic
estimates. However, we do not display this fabrication estimate directly, but use it to com-
pare the fabriction times of additive with subtractive manufacture. As both toolpaths are
produced by the same algorithm, the segment length similar, thus the acceleration-induced
error is roughly the same.
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Fig. 6.9 Objects designed with ReForm. (a) User wearing the exported smartwatch proto-
type. (b) 3D printed and clay versions of the game-controller. (c) Key hook. (d) Phone dock
and corresponding clay object.
Implementation Details
Our algorithm relies heavily on ray-casting meshes. We accelerate this process using a KD-
tree to reduce the required triangle-ray intersection tests. Sampling a 100×100mm planar
zig-zag curve with a t = 0.5mmmachining tolerance and r= 1.5mm cutter radius (resulting
in a sampling distance of d = 1.118mm) requires 7921 ray-casts.
Using spherecasts (mesh-sphere intersection along a ray), rather than raycasts would
yield toolpaths closer resembling the model surface. However, spherecasts come at a com-
putational and simplicity-of-implementation expense.
6.4.4 Annotation recognition
We use the DBSCAN clustering algorithm [160] to detect user-drawn annotations on the
model. First, we compute a set of candidate vertices by applying a Luma threshold filter on
the monochrome vertex colors recovered by the 3D scan. Then we cluster vertices based on
their color and spatial proximity using DBSCAN. To ensure the cluster is on the surface, we
check if all vertices in the cluster are topologically connected in the mesh.
To detect shapes (e.g. unfilled rectangles or crosses), we fit a plane into the cluster ver-
tices, project the vertices onto that plane and compute their convex hull. We then find all
connected vertices whose projection falls in the convex hull using an arbitrary vertex in the
cluster as seed point. As a result we get all vertices within the cluster—no matter if they
were colored or not—and a 2D projected image that we can use to detect commands.
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Fig. 6.10 ReForm smartwatch design walkthrough: (a) flattening the top surface (b) ReForm
updating the physical object (c) existing components placed on the prototype (d) component
positions are annotated (e) using selective extrusion to create the display cavity (f) the phys-
ical object is updated (g) the user shapes the watch to their liking (h) the final model is
exported for 3D printing.
6.5 Application Examples
We describe two application examples to demonstrate ReForm’s features and benefits. Both
examples highlight how ReForm blends digital modeling with physical shaping and demon-
strate turn-taking in the bidirectional fabrication process. The first illustrates a single-user
design that combines shape input from physical ‘on-body’ sculpting with annotations to
support the precise insertion of electronic components. The second describes a group-based
design of a game-controller that starts with a physically sculpted base-shape and evolves,
via multiple turns and iterations, to a 3D-printed artifact. Both demonstrate physical history.
6.5.1 Walkthrough: Smartwatch
In this example we use ReForm to construct a smartwatch prototype that we mold to fit
a users wrist, yet precisely hold electronic components. This demonstrates how organic
physical shaping and precise digital manipulation are combined in bidirectional fabrication.
We start by creating the body of the watch by manually cutting a block of clay. After
warming the clay it becomes malleable and we can shape the watch body. During this pro-
cess we can try the prototype on our wrist to see if it fits as a watch and will be comfortable
to wear. When the rough shape is complete, we place the object on a build-plate, insert it
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into ReForm and create a new model by scanning the clay object (Figure 6.10, a).
After ReForm scanned the model, we use the global flatten operation (Figure 6.10, b) to
smooth the top surface of the watch. Once we confirm the desired cutting height, ReForm
updates the digital model, and its physical counterpart (Figure 6.10, c).
Next we make space for the display and electronics. To this end we use the display
and physically press it into the soft clay (Figure 6.10, d). With a marker, we then mark
the created impression (Figure 6.10, e) to select the area which we want to carve out. The
object is re-inserted into ReForm and scanned. ReForm detects the annotations and offers
the selective extrusion feature (Figure 6.10, f) which we use to create the display cavity.
Once confirmed, ReForm updates the physical object and carves out the material as designed
(Figure 6.10, g).
We take out the updated object, place the display inside the cavity and try the prototype
on our wrist. With the components placed as desired, we finalize the watch design by
shaping the watch body (Figure 6.10, h). Using sculpting tools we directly manipulate the
physical clay object.
Once all components are placed and the shape of the smartwatch is as desired, we can
take the digital model (Figure 6.10, i) and 3D print it in a more suitable material i.e. PLA.
This produces the final prototype which is subsequently assembled and used (Figure 6.9, a).
6.5.2 Walkthrough: Game Controller
In this example we develop a new game controller and experiment with different designs and
button configurations. Here, we demonstrate how ReForm can be used in a collaborative
setting where multiple users can make changes to the design by modifying the physical
object in-turn.
Using existing controllers as a guide, we begin with selecting a block of clay from which
we form the basic shape of the controller. We use our hands to approximate the curvature
and geometry of the design (Figure 6.11, a); creating a depression in the center and sides
which follows the crease of the hands. Using tools we carve away chunks of clay. Where
we remove clay accidentally, or make changes feel wrong, we push the clay back into place.
This process is repeated until we are happy with the base shape.
Next, the controller is placed into the machine. We select ‘Create From Scan’ to start
a new ReForm session using this object. Once the scan is complete, we select the ‘Flatten’
command to create a flush working surface. Using the augmented-reality preview we locate
a cut height that will leave no troughs on the surface before confirming the operation. No
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Fig. 6.11 ReForm game-controller design walkthrough: (a) shaping a game controller (b)
placing buttons on the prototype (c) annotating the button positions (d) user damaged the
prototype (e) damaged object is scanned (f, g) ReForm repairs the object (h) the final model
is exported for 3D printing.
measuring is required. The digital model (thus the physical object) is then flattened and
updated accordingly.
Once complete, we take the clay out of the machine and place it amongst a set of avail-
able interface components. Everyone in the group holds the prototype, passes it around, and
alters the button placement (Figure 6.11, b); discussing the merits of alternatives—a person
with smaller hands uses a fingernail to score a line in the clay that illustrates their con-
straints. A three-button configuration is agreed and the final button positions are marked out
with a pen (Figure 6.11, c). The annotated clay is placed back into the machine, which after
scanning, detects the marks. We select each the mark and instruct the machine to extrude to
the specified height and radius.
We then remove the object from the machine and add a directional-pad to the right-hand-
side of the model. A few people try the design to ensure the pad can comfortably be reached.
During this process, we accidentally smudge out a button (Figure 6.11, d). To fix this, we
place the object back in the machine (Figure 6.11, e) and select the previous, undamaged
version. This causes the machine to perform a local milling operation to clear away the
damage (Figure 6.11, f), followed by extrusion to replace the button (Figure 6.11, g).
Lastly, we take the repaired model from the machine and draw a pen line around the
edge of the shape to describe a lip. Back in the machine, the drawn path is detected and
extruded down 2mm. We then select ‘export’ (Figure 6.11, h) and send the finished model
to a 3D printer for fabrication (Figure 6.9, a). The clay prototype is recycled.
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6.6 Discussion
Through our implementation and design walkthroughs (see Section 6.5) we learn several
practical lessons from realizing bidirectional fabrication. As both walkthroughs illustrate,
ReForm is particularly well suited for design tasks that require a combination of precise
and organic modeling. The game controller (see Section 6.5.2), for example, combines
its organic and ergonomic shape with the precise button placement. Through ReForms
synchronization of the digital model with the physical object, the physical rendition can be
experienced in context (P4), which enables an iterative style of design. Both aspects lend
themselves to product design, particularly when creating interactive devices.
ReForm’s synchronization takes time however. In its current implementation, it took
about one hour to design the smartwatch. Most of that time was spent synchronizing model
and object (scanning, milling, or adding respectively). More efficient means of synchro-
nization (see next section) or alternative implementations (see Section 6.6.2) could alleviate
this increased time-demand.
6.6.1 Technical Limitations
Our current implementation solves model-object registration by fixing the object to a build-
plate, thus enforcing a fixed reference frame. While this approach simplifies implemen-
tation, it also limits what users can do with the physical object — e.g. the side attached
to the build-plate can not be modified. To do away with the buildplate, one could use the
Iterative-Closest Point algorithm [150] or apply infrared registration markers to the model
e.g. spraying a random dot pattern. However, being able to externally machine an object
requires it to be held firmly in position.
The accuracy/fabrication-time trade-off can be tuned at runtime of the system, making it
more flexible. If high accuracy is required, the more precise of the two fabrication methods
can be used and the machine can move slower. If short fabrication times are desired, a more
coarse fabrication method is used at higher speeds. For example, in our prototype subtractive
operations are more precise than additive ones. Thus if accuracy is required, we can refine
additively fabricated features subtractively. Due to tolerances of the fabrication process,
we scan the object after each physical update and update the digital model accordingly.
This can lead to an accumulative error, thus make the model degrade over time. A relaxed
object/model correspondence, where only desired changes are integrated into the digital
model [161], would remedy this problem.
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Optical 3D scanners require all parts of the 3D model to be visible to them. Thus,
concavities and hollow areas are difficult to capture. By integrating multiple 3D scanners,
we could capture the physical object to a greater extent. Similarly, the digital fabrication
stage is limited by what it can physically reach. Using all five axes for fabrication would
increase the set of fabricable shapes, but also increase the algorithmic toolpath generation
complexity.
6.6.2 Alternative Implementations
Other forms of implementing ReForm and bidirectional fabrication are possible. If only one
fabrication method were automated, the other method could be performed manually e.g.
computer controlled milling and manual material addition similar to Sculpting by Numbers
[52]. Bidirectional fabrication could also be implemented by combining automated con-
struction kit assembly (e.g. LEGO®) utilizing automated brick layout algorithms [162], and
some shape-sensing capabilities integrated into the construction kit.
Multi-material printers could be used to implement a bidirectional fabrication process
offering a whole new range of interactions. Malleable and hard materials in the same object
could be used to express constraints. Built-in curvature sensors using printed optics [48]
would make the artifact itself interactive, or even enable them to sense their own shape.
6.7 Summary
In this chapter we introduced bidirectional fabrication; a concept whereby digital and phys-
ical objects are entangled so that updates to one always propagate to the other. This en-
ables users to design objects using precise repeatable digital operations, intuitive expressive
physical actions, and combinations of both. By enabling designers to model through direct
physical manipulation, we offer an intuitive form of interaction (P1) and foster direct en-
gagement with the material (P5). Because the object-under-design exists not only as virtual
model, but also as physical entity, users can integrate other existing physical objects into
their designs (P3). Further, as the virtual 3D model is continuously synchronized with a
physical rendition, users are afforded a sense of size (P2) and can explore the object-under-
design in its target context (P4). In particular, we enable users to undo physical changes,
bringing a feature which was previously exclusive to the digital domain, into the physical
realm.
To evaluate the bidirectional fabrication concept, we built ReForm: a design system
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that blends digital modeling and physical shaping practice. We have implemented a Re-
Form prototype and shown application examples, demonstrating the novel interactions and
benefits offered by our system. In lieu of computationally bidirectional materials, we have
implemented external modification of objects. ReForm shows how bidirectional fabrication
can be applied today, allowing researchers to explore interactions with such materials. In
summary, this chapter contributed the concept of bidirectional fabrication and the ReForm
system, including its interaction design and various technical contributions.
✼❉✐s❝✉ss✐♦♥
While each individual chapter offers a discussion of the presented concepts and system in
isolation, this chapter discusses aspects that bestride them. We discuss the implications of
mixed physical/virtual design environments for different user-groups, for design processes
and for the resulting artifacts. Further, we generalize the concept developed in this thesis to
other domains: fabrication unrelated design, entertainment, and e-commerce.
The discussion of the implications of the concepts and systems developed in this thesis is
followed by a reflection on the research methodology we employed. We relate our research-
through-design approach to more empirical methods and broader design exploration. This
leads us to a discussion of our evaluation methods. We then elaborate how our systems
could be combined, and on the effect future technological developments will have on the
contributions made in this thesis.
7.1 Implications of Mixed Design Environments
Bringing the physical and virtual world closer together when designing objects for digital
fabrication, has implications for design processes, the audiences that employ these pro-
cesses, and the objects that will be designed through them. In this section, we reflect on the
implications for these three subjects.












Fig. 7.1 Implications of the concepts/system of this dissertation for different user audiences.
7.1.1 Implications for User Audiences
The concepts we presented in this thesis have implications for different user-groups. Design
and engineering experts (e.g., mechanical engineers or product designers) use established
virtual design environments (see Section 2.3.1 for an overview). The concept of active
spatio-tangible measurement tools for fabrication-aware design developed in chapter 4 in-
tegrates these environments. Through bi-directional tools we integrated physical measure-
ment closely in existing virtual design environments, supporting existing workflows within
these systems. This makes including physical measurements into new designs more con-
venient, efficient and less error prone. We have demonstrated the convenience gain in two
walkthroughs using different design environments (see Section 4.3). To demonstrate the
efficiency benefit of SPATA, we described a walkthrough (see Section 4.3.1) comparing the
use of SPATA-based calipers with using traditional analog calipers in a mechanical design
setting. Further, because SPATA tools can physically output virtual measurements, they en-
able the tangible reflection on previously made design decisions. Designers can e.g., use the
SPATA calipers to get a sense of the size of the object-under-design.
On the other end of the spectrum are novices (see Figure 7.1), who have no/little training
in design, engineering or digital fabrication. MixFab (see Chapter 5) enables this audience
to design new objects, by interacting in a mixed-reality space. This mixed-reality design
for digital fabrication approach introduces some familiarity to the design environment, as
objects within MixFab can be directly manipulated, through gestures resembling the manip-
ulation of physical entities. This direct form of interaction greatly eases the interaction with
the design environment, and fosters engagement – as shown in the user-study, see Section
5.5. Further, users can effortlessly integrate physical objects in their designs, enabling them
to experiment with existing items as they design new ones. As such, MixFab enables a
new user-group to design for digital fabrication, while offering an engaging experience that
invites experimentation and playfulness.
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Enclosed (see Chapter 3) is aimed at non-fabrication experts developing prototype en-
casings using digital fabrication, but is also useful for experienced users who prefer con-
venience over expressive power. It enables novices to design enclosures by focusing the
interaction on the components that need to be enclosed (making them reference objects, see
Section 1.2). Our system ensures that the design result is fabricable, which enables users to
engage in experimentation as fabrication-specifics are not longer a concern. Users can focus
on the enclosure shape, rather than its fabrication. To that end, Enclosed can automatically
generate the laser-cutting outlines necessary to fabricate the encasing. This generation adds
the inter-panel connectors necessary to assemble the device once produced. For non-experts
that removes the need to know about those connectors, lowering the barrier for using digital
fabrication. For expert users, it makes designing laser-cut prototypes more convenient, as
the tedious task of designing finger-joint connectors is automated.
The concept of Bidirectional Fabrication (see Chapter 6) is not specific to either au-
dience. It has implications for skilled users, and for novices alike. Bidirectional fabrica-
tion continuously synchronizes a digital model with its physical rendition, and vise versa.
Through this synchronization, we enable users to perform modeling actions in physical or
digital space, depending on where they best performed. This is why the concept can be ap-
plied to the whole spectrum of user-audiences: the actions performed in physical or digital
space will vary depending on the user group, however. Our ReForm system implementation
is aimed towards novices, through its reduced AR-based UI. It offers simple, yet suggestive,
digital operations which are easy to understand, but may be unsuited for expert users. Due to
the clay material used by ReForm, audiences that are not familiar with digital modeling, are
afforded an intuitive method of interacting with the object-under-design. Expert users, on
the other hand are likely to benefit from the bidirectional synchronization as it enables iter-
ative and participatory design (see next section). If ReForm were integrated in sophisticated
CAD environments, similar to SPATA, users knowledgeable in those systems would benefit
from the best of both worlds: powerful digital modeling, and iterative, physical, spatially
intuitive, participatory bidirectional fabrication. Through ReForm, experts would be able to
switch between both spaces as needed: operate in the physical world for organic modeling,
use operations in the digital space for precise modification.
7.1.2 Implications for Design Processes
On one hand, SPATA and Enclosed take up and enhance existing, engineering-type design
processes. SPATA makes current fabrication-aware design processes more convenient and
efficient by easing the integration of physical aspects into new designs. This enables design-
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ers to more readily design around existing objects, as their measurement is less tedious. The
physical output capabilities of SPATA enable more reflection, as the object-under-design is
no longer a purely virtual entity, but in part becomes tangible. Enclosed, eases prototype
development processes by integrating physical design aspects into the existing toolchain,
and by removing fabrication-specific boilerplate tasks. This enables developers, designers
and makers to focus on the shape of the device they are developing, rather than having to
concern themselves with fabrication-specific details.
MixFab and ReForm, on the other hand, emphasize an iterative and participatory design
process that is more playful than traditional engineering approaches. Both systems, and
their underlying concepts, foster the direct engagement with the material and object-under-
design. The former focuses on the integration of existing physical objects, which enables the
playful combination of existing artifacts into new ones – during the MixFab user study, U1
described this effortless replication of existing objects as "fun" (see Section 5.5.3). ReForm
renders the object-under-design in a physical medium that affords playful and iterative inter-
action: clay. Through the game-controller walkthrough we have illustrated how ReForm’s
bidirectional synchronization fosters and enables participatory iteration. In that example, a
group of designers creates a game-controller and physically experience it at different stages
during the design process. Because there is no more hard separation between digital model
and physical prototype, iteration and co-located collaboration becomes easier.
The playful and iterative design processes enabled by MixFab and ReForm might lead
to a trial-and-error approach towards design, rather than a precise engineering one. During
the early stages of design, when ideas are rough and malleable, that is a desired situation.
However, such a process might lead to “design by coincidence”1 where the design solution
happens to work for one particular instance, but is not based on a thoroughly developed
rationale that would ensure broader validity.
Embedding Design Values
The design environments we use to design objects not only dictate how we design, but also
enforce a set of values on our final design solutions. Parametric design environments, for
example favor smooth and regular shapes over chaotic organic ones. To those who create
design environments, being able to encode values offers a chance to encourage “good” de-
sign. This idea is similar to Gross’ notion of using code as a carrier for design knowledge:
our design environments become carriers for design values. We can extend this notion to
1This term is used in analogy to “programming by coincidence” [163] where a program undergoes small,
incremental changes or permutations, all of which are tested on a single, specific use-case.
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two areas: the design process, and the resulting artifact.
Mehalik and Schunn present insight in what constitutes “good design” based on a meta-
analysis of design processes [164]. Our own work is predominantly concerned with such
good design process aspects. We emphasize the use of appropriate (physical) representa-
tions, and the exploration of measurement issues, integrate design constraints and enable
the exploration of existing artifacts. This particular view however, ignores “meta-values”
that do not directly affect the outcome of the design process, but its byproducts and execu-
tion. Material consumption is a good example: if we need to refabricate our object-under-
design for each action along the design process, we will consume an insufferable amount of
material, rendering the process unsustainable. This is a common criticism of interactive fab-
rication systems [80, 81]. We have addressed this particular meta-value in ReForm where,
material removed during fabrication, can be reused again.
We can also influence the final artifact through our design environments. The aforemen-
tioned sustainability aspect for example, could be encouraged through design environments
that nudge users into making material-saving decisions – as SPATA does when warning
about increased fabrication resource demands (see Section 4.2.1). Using computational
design methods we can support users in exploring the design space searching for more effi-
cient solutions; efficient with respect to the objects fabrication (material used and fabrication
time), as well as its final function. Enclosed, for example, attempts to minimize material
use by optimizing the placement of the computed outlines on the material sheet (see Section
3.2.4).
7.1.3 Implications for Resulting Artifacts
All design systems prescribe the set of objects that can be designed with them. For example,
with parametric design environments, it is next to impossible to model a human face accu-
rately. Conversely, with mesh-based modeling tools creating accurate complex mechanical
arrangements is very challenging. Besides the set of objects that can be designed, the de-
sign processes, such design environments incorporate and support, also prescribe a certain
aesthetic of the resulting artifacts [4]. In this section we discuss what objects can be de-
signed with the systems and concepts described in this thesis2, and reflect on the prescribed
aesthetics of these objects.
2This discussion also relates to the system usefulness i.e., that useful objects can be designed with them.
As previously noted, we consider usefulness an evaluation criterion (see Section 1.3).
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Object Classes and Constraints
The actions available to a designer in a given design environment govern what classes of
objects can be designed. In addition, the concrete implementation of interaction concepts
and design environments constrains the set of expressible objects further. For each of the
four systems we presented in this thesis, we aimed to give an intuition as to what kind
objects can be designed with them. Mainly through example objects, we demonstrate that
these systems are expressive enough to produce meaningful objects. In the following, we
want to discuss the constraints that are imposed predominantly by the implementation of
design environments, and those inherent to the respective concepts which are thus unlikely
to be removed entirely. As we move design environments closer to physical space, the
constraints imposed by physicality will affect these environments (as opposed to entirely
virtual environments which are devoid of physical constraints).
The closer we situate design environments to physical space, the more they will be af-
fected by spatial constraints, meaning that size of objects that can be constructed will be
limited. In virtual environments we can zoom to almost arbitrary levels; we can make very
small things big enough for them to have discernible features, and make large structures
small enough to view them to their full extent. Systems that maintain a one-to-one mapping
between design space and physical space (e.g. MixFab or ReForm) can not offer this ability,
and thus limit designers to objects sized so that they can still be manipulated. For example,
a house would be far too big to be modeled in a meaningful way, as much as something of
the size of a human cell would be far too small to be manipulated directly. In a similar vain
are resolution constraints, which are imposed by the implementation of a system. To situate
digital features in physical space, we need to render those features e.g., through augmented
reality or digital fabrication. The concrete rendering method used, and its technical im-
plementation enforce spatial limits e.g., we can not render decorative elements in arbitrary
detail as we are limited by the available pixels or extrusion nozzle diameter of our render
method implementation.
Our systems implement specific representations of the object-under-design. Enclosed
presents an arrangement of flat surfaces and objects placed on them. SPATA, adds a tangible
representation to the rendition offered by the design environments it integrates into. MixFab
and ReForm present objects as atomic entities (without inner complexity or function). We
opportunistically choose these representations to support the interaction concepts we are
interested in. In case of the former two, the representation is prescribed by their design
process: to place objects on fabricable planar panels, we must display those planar panels
and represent the enclosure as such. SPATAs goal is to support design environments, and
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thus we adopt their representations. The latter two could also be implemented with more
varied object representations, if the technology to capture them would be available. MixFab
and ReForm both capture the shape of physical objects. Current 3D scanners can capture
the outer surface of an object, but not its interior structure (with noted exceptions [123]).
As such, we represent objects the way can capture them: as atomic solids. One could
however, imagine a hierarchical representation where the outer surface maintains a link to
the physical, and internal structure is defined independently and retrofit to the exterior. We
hinted at such a relaxed model/object correspondence earlier, see 6.6.1.
Aesthetics and Style
The style and aesthetics of objects under design is determined by the process that is used
to design them [4]. Two of our interaction concepts – mixed-reality design for digital fabri-
cation and bidirectional fabrication – offer new, previously unknown design processes. The
reference object concept does not impose a specific design process (and thus aesthetics),
but our implementation does. As we limit the design to planar panels and make fabrication
specific design decisions (such as panel connector placement) through an algorithmic pro-
cess (we generate the fabrication outlines automatically, see Section 3.2.4), we prescribe a
particular appearance of the resulting enclosures.
On one hand, objects designed with MixFab are fairly regular in nature (see Figure
5.1, c). They consist of flat surfaces approximating round shapes. Part of these looks can
be attributed to the implementation, others are artifacts of the actions offered by MixFab’s
design process. The approximation of round shapes through flat surfaces is a result of
MixFabs internal, mesh-based shape representation. To execute the CSG based modeling
operations in real-time, we keep the complexity of the mesh models to a minimum, thus we
approximate round shapes with few vertices. The regularity of the shapes however, is likely
a conceptual artifact. MixFab offers three shape-defining operations: creation of cylinders
& boxes, planar cuts and the additive/subtractive combination with existing objects. This
set of operations is expressive (see Section 7.1.3), but taxes the creation of complex shapes
as many steps have to be performed to create them. Thus, shapes designed with MixFab are
likely to be unvaried and regular in nature, yet meaningful.
On the other hand, objects designed with ReForm are more organic and imprecise in
nature (see Figure 6.9). They are characterized by flat top surfaces, and otherwise varied
and irregular shapes. Again, we can hold the implementation of ReForm, as well as its
concept, accountable. The imprecision, of for example cavities or holes created with Re-
Forms digital operations, is a result of the prototypical implementation. For example, the
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implementation of the toolpath generation algorithm imposes several inaccuracies on the
physical update process (see Section 6.4.3). The organic shapes of objects designed with
ReForm can largely be attributed to the bidirectional fabrication design process, except for
the smooth appearance which is likely due to the clay we used to implement ReForm. This
new design process enables users to shape objects with their bare hands or sculpting tools,
thus the resulting shapes are more likely to be organic, varied and imprecise as compared to
a purely computer-modified shape.
Enclosed offers an interesting trade-off it that it prescribes two partially separable aes-
thetic aspects: the design process itself, and the computational design component that gen-
erates the outlines. The design process of Enclosed is focused on components being placed
on planar panels. As such it prohibits the creation of e.g., round surfaces. This results in
very edgy and mechanical looking enclosures. We, as the creators of Enclosed have thus
become "meta-designers" in that we design the available aesthetics of future devices ahead
of time. The panel connectors (finger joints) that connect the laser-cut panels also have an
influence on the resulting enclosures appearance. As we discussed to some extend in section
3.4.2, other types of connectors could be used. Alternatively, we could implement connector
placement strategies that try to hide connectors as much as possible.
7.1.4 Generalization to Other Domains
The concepts presented in this thesis generalize to domains other than digital fabrication. In
the following we discuss the application of these concepts to other areas of design, enter-
tainment (specifically games), and e-commerce.
The need for implementation-specific knowledge is prevalent in many areas of design.
We have presented a system that frees users from that need when designing prototype enclo-
sures (see Chapter 3). Our system automatically generates the laser-cutting outlines required
to build an enclosure; laser-cutting outlines being the implementation of the enclosure. This
idea of automatically generating an implementation from a higher-level description can be
found in many design areas. In software engineering, model-driven development [165] frees
users from implementation-specific knowledge by generating source-code from high-level
models. In web-design, What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get (WYSIWYG) editors generate the
HTML/CSS implementation of websites based on graphical descriptions thereof. Enclosed
(see Chapter 3) is in the same vain, as it is a domain-specific version of the general “generate
implementation from high-level description” concept.
We have developed two concepts/environments in which digital content and physical
world co-exist. Such environments could also be used for entertainment purposes, specif-
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ically games. Using an immersive mixed-reality environment, where digital objects can
interact with physical items – such as the one created by MixFab (see Chapter 5) – one
could build new video-game platforms. Rather than producing images on a screen placed
in front of the user, in such a mixed-reality space, users can interact with the content they
are shown, directly. For example, in Super Mario Bros. players could reach into the game
world and move obstacles out of the way. Conversely, existing objects could be introduced
into games, to build and enrich the game world (similar to I.Ge [166]). E.g., users could
place a cup in the mixed-reality game world to enable their character to reach the game goal.
ReForm (see Chapter 6), through bidirectional fabrication, enables tangible modification of
digital data. We could use this environment to create e.g., puzzles that are based on physi-
cal modification. In the bidirectional fabrication environment, a maze would be fabricated,
which users have to modify using a predispensed amount of clay material, so that when vir-
tual water (through the AR interface) is poured into the maze, the water does not flow out.
Using the shape-input of bidirectional fabrication, we could capture, analyze and simulate
the users solution. Using the AR interface, we would show the simulated water flowing into
the maze. This is a new form of games, enabled through the bidirectional modification of
physical material and digital data.
Integrated, active physical measurement tools could be used for online-shopping. For
example, shoe-shops could give out dedicated foot measurement devices that can measure
peoples feet, and submit that data to the online store. This would enable a more error-
proof shopping experience, as customers could get shoes made to measure. In return, the
device could instil a sense of size or shape of the shoes one is about to buy. Rather than
just seeing a photograph, users could employ a mixed-reality presentation that combines
AR with tangible, active measurement tools. A similar concept could be applied to fash-
ion. Complementing optical estimation of body-sizes (which suffers from low precision
[167]), connected measurement tools could offer a better shopping experience. Again, such
experience could be combined with a mixed-reality approach to preview the clothes [167].
7.2 Research Methodology and Approach
We have opted for a research through design methodology. This choice greatly influences
our contributions (i.e., concepts and systems, rather than studies and data), and our evalua-
tion. In the following, we reflect on these methodological choices, as well as the combina-
tion of our concepts, and the impact of future technological development on the results of
this thesis.
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7.2.1 Reflections on Research Methodology
In this thesis we followed a research through design approach [13], which entails engineer-
ing and interaction-design work. Through this approach we developed novel concepts situ-
ated along the virtuality continuum. We implemented these concepts in prototype systems,
yielding interaction concepts, technical innovation and working artifacts. Our engineering-
focused approach allowed us to create four unique concepts. Each concept investigates the
fabrication-design related problems created by the physical and digital world being discon-
nected. Other methodological stances, would lead to different outcomes and perspectives
on the problems we set out to address. In the following, we reflect on alternative method-
ologies: empirical studies, and broader design exploration.
An empirical, reductionist treatment of this thesis’ subject matter would produce nar-
rower, but also deeper results (compared to the contributions we presented). Some of the
physical/virtual disconnection problems (see Section 1.1) lend themselves well to controlled
studies, others are more elusive. Investigating the spatial understanding of users in virtual
environments for example, in fields other than HCI, is approached through empirical meth-
ods e.g., psycho-physical studies [168]. Such psycho-physical studies could be used to gain
a deeper understanding of the impact of spatial misunderstanding during fabrication-aware
design. One could investigate the “space compression effect” [7] observed in room-scale
virtual environments with respect to digital design. Is this effect present in small-scale
(1m3) environments? What effect do different display technologies have (stereoscopic vs.
monoscopic rendering, flat screens vs. head-worn display)? Next to understanding such fun-
damental concerns, an qualitative approach could be used to understand users on a higher
level. For example, finding out what objects novices want to design, so that we could build
design environments to support those tasks.
Broader design exploration would yield a wider overview of the problem space, but at the
expense of solutions for these issues. Applying design-led research methods, would give us
an understanding of problems that elude empirical treatment. We could use cultural probes
and ethnography to gauge the target contexts users design for, the requirements of these
contexts and the persona of people involved. Our understanding of target-context would be
extended from a spatial and technical perspective, by the cultural aspects users design for.
Novices designing for a household setting, for example, will have different requirements for
the design process, and for exploring the objects in said household, than experts designing
parts for a robot. The first will likely favor aesthetics over function, the second will likely
value function more. To investigate a different problem, using participatory design methods
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with artists (e.g., workshops, focus groups or structured interviews), would likely broaden
the scope of what direct engagement with material during design, entails. Applying the
same methods together with engineers might give us a better understanding of the role of
existing objects in current design processes, and the scenarios in which their integration
currently is a hindrance. Using the knowledge of domain experts, gained through such
methods, we could also provide specialized design environments that enable non-experts to
create complex objects (e.g., SketchChair which enables novices to design functional chairs
[61]). Lastly, using interaction-design methods (e.g., wireframes, low-fidelity prototypes)
we could explore a wider range of fabrication-design specific interaction concepts for virtual
design environments. Specifically aiming at non-expert user-groups, such exploration would
help to lower barriers for digital fabrication adoption.
Our engineering-focused research through design approach is situated in-between a em-
pirical methodology and design exploration. We develop design-led solutions to the prob-
lems, but also provide empirical evidence towards the solutions utility. To choose which
spatio-tangible tools to develop, we conducted a survey among practitioners (see Section
4.1). We designed the gesture-set used for the MixFab system through a user-defined ges-
ture study (see Section 5.4). Our design solutions are developed in an integratory manner
(meaning that we do not solve one problem after the other, but develop inclusive concepts
that address a subset of problems). Through developing these solutions, we broaden our
understanding of the problems, as each concept (and subsequent implementation) demon-
strates how the respective problems can be addressed. Through walkthroughs and user-
studies, we gain deeper insight into how to solve the problems at hand.
7.2.2 Validation and Evaluation
We evaluated the four concepts we developed in this thesis, by implementing them in pro-
totype systems. Through this implementation, we develop the concepts themselves and
demonstrate that the they are realizable. We evaluated the systems through walkthroughs
and application examples. These methods demonstrate the benefits, but also weaknesses
of the concepts and systems. They provided evidence that the systems are useful, as the
systems can produce useful objects. For mixed-reality design environments (and its MixFab
implementation, see Chapter 5), we claimed that it lowers the barrier for design novices.
To back this claim, we evaluated the system in a user-study. More generally though, the
implementation quality inherent in prototypes, renders usability evaluation unsuitable. User
studies with our systems would likely yield implementation deficits, rather than insight in
the underlying concept [14] – a trend that we have observed in the MixFab user study.
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However, combining our system with an empirical approach could answer more specific
questions however – for details refer to the previous discussion.
7.2.3 Combining the Systems
The concepts and systems developed in this thesis have been described atomically, mit-
igating their individual set of problems caused by the physical/digital divide. While we
presented these solutions as indivisible, parts of these systems are interchangeable or can be
combined.
Venturing into computational design, the generation of fabrication-specific aspects as
found in Enclosed (see Chapter 3), generalizes beyond domain-specific design environ-
ments. Current CAD tools, for example support dedicated design wizards that encode en-
gineering knowledge into code. Autodesk Inventor, for example, offers a range of “design
accelerators” that can design bolted connections, gear arrangements and mechanical shafts.
Such wizards could be offered for digital-fabrication specific aspects e.g., generate to the
connectors between two planar components.
The active spatio-tangible measurement tools (see Chapter 4) are prime candidates to
be combined with our other systems. In MixFab, the SPATA calipers and protractor would
enable a form of tactile feedback. Using the calipers inside the mixed-reality volume, for
example, could physically output the size of the object-under-design enabling tactile ex-
ploration of the otherwise solely visually rendered object. Utilizing the SPATA tools as
tangible prop, we would do away with mid-air gestures and offer a mixed-reality interface
that relies on tangible user-interaction, rather than symbolic one. Technically, a more precise
caliper implementation could be used to refine the at the moment crude 3D scanning abili-
ties offered by current depth sensors. Accurately remeasuring specific points of a previously
attained crude 3D scan should make the scanned shape more precise.
Similarly, the SPATA tools could be integrated in ReForm (see Chapter 6). Whenever
users need to input precise dimensions, these tools could be used. For example, when
drilling a hole, the user would mark the location of the hole on the physical object, and
subsequently use the SPATA calipers to measure the diameter of the hole based on either
or an existing item, or their own liking. Another example is flattening off objects: the
calipers would first move to the current height of the object, and could then be used to set
the new flattening height. In both cases, we would further the integration of existing physical
dimensions (P3) and allow for exploration of the design choice (P4) before it is made.
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7.2.4 Impact of Future Technological Development
We have presented concepts, and their implementations. The former will benefit from on-
going technological development. The latter, participates in said development, and will
eventually be superseded by it; much like any technology it will become obsolete. It is
thus the concepts, and the technological advancements (not the technology itself), and the
insights we have gained from their development that will persist.
The fabrication-aware design concepts will be refined themselves, and so will their im-
plementation become more sophisticated. Current research topics illustrate this trend: low-
fi fabrication [86] for example, lowers the time required to fabricate an object. Using this
technology, we could improve the implementation of bidirectional fabrication (see Chapter
6) and lower the time required to synchronize the virtual model and physical object. Ad-
vances in augmented-reality displays will enhance mixed-reality design environments (see
Chapter 5), as will better gesture recognition and faster 3D scanning. With future sensors
and actuators, Spatio-Tangible Tools (see Chapter 4) could be implemented for a multitude
of physical properties e.g., reflectance, elasticity/hardness, even function and mechanical
movement. This development would coincide with the development of, and the support for,
multi-material printers. Concepts closer to the virtual side of the virtuality continuum (see
Section 1.2) will also benefit technological advancement. As computational design methods
evolve, so will our abilities to encode expert design knowledge in software.
✽❈♦♥❝❧✉s✐♦♥
We set out to explore the closer connection of the physical world into digital fabrication-
aware design processes and environments. Following this aim we developed new interaction
concepts (see Section 1.2) aligned with the virtuality continuum. We implemented these
interaction concepts in novel systems, demonstrating the concepts’ viability and making
various technical contributions. Each concept, and subsequent implementation, addresses
problems caused by the disconnection of the physical and virtual space. In this chapter we
summarize the contributions of this thesis, from a systems perspective, and from a design
process view. We conclude by discussing future work that arises from this thesis.
8.1 Contributions
This thesis has made four major contributions to the field of HCI in the domain of design
environments for digital fabrication. These contributions are aligned with the concepts and
their implementations presented herein. These are:
1. The concept and implementation of reference objects which relates virtual models
to physical objects at the designers disposal, which aids spatial judgment (P2) of
designers. We developed the Enclosed system, which eases the design of prototype
enclosures. This system closely integrates the components that need to be enclosed,
as reference objects. To free users from the for fabrication-specific knowledge, we
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contribute a novel laser-cutter outline generation algorithm for encasings. Prior to
this work, designers had to manually integrate the components they want to enclose
in their design process (e.g., through manual measurements). Further, this tool frees
users from having to manually design the joints necessary to assemble the 3D encasing
from the 2D laser-cut parts.
2. The concept and implementation of Active Spatio-Tangible Measurement Tools
(SPATA tools) which integrates physical measurement tools into digital design envi-
ronments. These tools can automatically transfer physically measured values to vir-
tual design environments, and vise versa: virtually measured values can be tangibly
output in physical space. We contribute two such tools: a digital adaptation of calipers
and of bevel protractors. Further, did we contribute the integration of both tools into
three design environments commonly used for fabrication-aware design: parametric
modeling, mesh-based modeling and 2D design (e.g., laser-cutting or circuit board
design). Lastly, we demonstrate both tools and their integration in three application
examples that highlight the benefits of the bi-directional information transfer and de-
sign environment specific task support.
3. The concept and implementation of mixed-reality design for digital fabrication
which situates the design of objects in a hybrid space, where digital and physical
objects co-exist. We proposed and implemented implement an immersive mixed-
reality environment by combining an augmented reality setup, gesture recognition
and 3D scanning capabilities. Further, did we contribute a set of user-defined gestures
for 3D modeling obtained through a study in which we observe how users would
perform basic tasks unconstrained by any system or augmentation. We then presented
MixFab’s design environment, which is based on these gestures. It is centered around
direct and natural interaction with virtual artifacts, effortless integration of physical
objects into the design process and a self-explanatory interface. Lastly, we evaluated
MixFab’s design decisions in a user study and provided evidence that, this system
enables novices to design meaningful objects.
4. The concept and implementation of bidirectional fabrication, which continuously
synchronizes a digital model and physical object. On top of this core concept, we
built ReForm, a system to design objects using manual physical modification, as well
as precise digital operations. We contributed the first bidirectional Fabrication imple-
mentation, which combines additive and subtractive fabrication, a structured-light 3D
scanner, a custom-built computer-numerically controlled (CNC) five-axis motion plat-
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form actuating a custom clay mill and extruder, and a purpose-built, back-projected
AR display. We made numerous technical contributions, specifically the use of two-
state polymer clay for interactive fabrication systems and a novel toolpath generation
algorithm to update the physical object. Lastly, we demonstrated the benefits afforded
by ReForm through application examples.
8.2 Progress Towards Addressing the Problems
In this thesis we explored different concepts the connect the physical world and virtual space
in digital fabrication design environments. The prior disconnection of physical and digital
space caused several problems (with respect to fabrication-aware design; see Section 1.1).
In the following we reflect on the various concepts presented in this thesis which address
the individual problems – thus, progress we have made towards alleviating those problems:
(P1) Difficult interaction with virtual spaces Interacting with 3D objects in virtual spaces
is difficult, as it is often unclear how to manipulate them. We have presented a range of
different options towards easing the interaction with virtual design environments. En-
closed eased interaction by reducing the set of available actions, focusing on domain-
specific operations (e.g., place component on enclosure) that yield fabricable results.
The UI is comprised of four views (top/bottom, left/right, front/back, 3D) which re-
duces the need for navigating the virtual space. The Active Spatio-Tangible Mea-
surement Tools can be used as tangible proxies for object being designed in virtual
space, thus easing that virtual object’s manipulation. Mixed-Reality Design for Dig-
ital Fabrication employs direct gestural interaction, with the gestures derived from a
user-study. It offers intuitive manipulation of virtual objects. Lastly, Bidirectional-
Fabrication affords the direct tangible modification of a physical clay rendition of
digital models, thus takes interaction out of the virtual realm.
(P2) Spatial understanding is hampered because spatial judgment, depth perception as well
as size and depth perception are difficult in virtual environments. Towards this prob-
lem, we have explored reference objects, spatio-tangible output of length and angle,
augmented reality and physical fabrication. Reference Objects ease spatial judgment,
as users can investigate the relationship between virtual objects using their physical
counterparts. Active Spatio-Tangible Measurement Tools physically reproduce di-
mensions and angles of virtual objects, enabling users to obtain a sense of size. A
mixed-reality design environment creates a space that is identified with the physical
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world, so that virtual objects being designed are displayed in their correct size. Exist-
ing objects interact with virtual ones, and thus serve as reference. Bidirectional Fab-
rication replicates object-under-design in physical space, where spatial understanding
is not a problem.
The concepts illustrated above offer apparent benefits regarding spatial understand
as all of them, except the mixed-reality approach, tangibly relate spatiality back to
the physical space. Yet, we did not study the effects of our concepts in an empirical
manner, with the exception of the mixed-reality concept where we performed a user-
study. Gathering empirical data about the spatial understanding of users when given
physical references (e.g., through passive reference objects or active measurement
tools) would enable the refinement of the concepts listed above.
(P3) Lack of physical artifact integration makes design decisions based on existing ob-
jects difficult. We have demonstrated a spectrum of concepts that integrate physical
artifacts into the fabrication-aware design process: from annotated 3D models (see
Chapter 3), to automated physical measurements (see Chapter 4), to 3D scanning
(see Chapters 5 and 6). These methods differ in their flexibility (3D models are pre-
scribed, 3D scanning integrates shapes from arbitrary objects), implementation com-
plexity (3D models are simple, 3D scanning is difficult), infrastructure requirements
(3D models require disk storage space, 3D scanning requires specialized hardware),
and run-time requirements (3D models can be loaded quickly, 3D scanning requires
minutes to complete).
(P4) In-context exploration is limited which impedes the exploration design decisions that
are to be made and hinders reflection on previous choices. Through our engineering-
led approach, we have developed concepts that enable exploration at varying levels
of fidelity. Using Spatio-Tangible Measurement Tools designers can physically out-
put dimensions and angles of the object-under-design, and evaluate those choices in
the physical space, also with respect to existing artifacts. Bidirectional Fabrication
produces the object-under-design as physical object, which is not bound to a location,
and thus can be inspected and evaluated in its target space.
We have demonstrated a broad range of in-context exploration concepts, primarily fo-
cused on physicality as generic target space. However, a design-based exploration of
target contexts (what spaces do users design for?) would offer a broader understand-
ing of specific target environments and their requirements. For example, how does
one explore /evaluate designs when creating furniture compared to creating toys for
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children? The former, might involve visualizing the furniture in a living room, placing
existing objects on it, and seating people around. The latter, would be on a smaller
scale and likely require require tangible exploration. Investigating the specific target
environments users design for, will lead to better in-process exploration.
(P5) Lack of direct engagement with the material hinders an engaging design experience.
We have explored two ways of creating engagement with the object-under-design,
both by enabling its direct modification. In chapter 5 we used gestures to allow users
to directly modify objects displayed through an AR interface. While users described
this method as immersive and engaging (see Section 5.5.3), it remained intangible.
Bidirectional Fabrication creates a physical rendition of the object-under-design. This
enables tangible engagement with the object in a material that affords direction mod-
ification: clay.
Next to our integrative approach, artistic exploration of this problem [10, 83, 169]
will yield further insight in how this problem can be alleviated, drawing from the
experience of manual fabrication practitioners.
(P6) Digital-Fabrication and engineering knowledge is required which presents a barrier
for beginners, and an inconvenience for experts. Enclosed can automatically produce
the fabrication-plans (laser-cutting outlines) for prototype enclosures enclosures. This
includes the inter-panel joints and material-thickness compensation which designers
would otherwise have to know about and design themselves.
This is the problem we least explored within this thesis. Integrating fabrication-
specific knowledge into design environments, is for the better part, an algorithmic
challenge. Computational design methods enable us to assert, extend and create
fabrication-specific properties of user’s designs. For additive manufacture, for exam-
ple, methods exist that asses if a 3D model can be fabricated that way [101]. Future
algorithmic treatment of this problem, combined with interaction concepts that inte-
grate them, will alleviate this issue further. In section 8.3.2 we discuss future work
that incorporates these aspects.
8.3 Future Work
This thesis opens up and explores the idea of bringing digital design closer to the physical
world, and vise versa. We have designed and implemented four concepts guided by the
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virtuallity continuum [11]. Besides these concepts – or guiding principles – there are other
possibilities to bring by such integration. This section outlines research programs that would
explore other avenues of bringing digital design world and physical space closer together.
8.3.1 Shape-Change and Digital Fabrication
Shape changing devices are artifacts which have a surface that is in some way articulate,
meaning that its spatial domain can be modulated. The most common form of articulation
is linear Z-actuation where the device surface is approximated by poles that can move along
one axis. A sufficient number of such poles, when arranged densely enough, can manipulate
physical objects [170] and closely approximate 3D objects. Other forms of actuation more
directly approximate surfaces through an actuated regular tiling of a surface [171].
This class of devices is, much like digital fabrication, a means for the programmatic ma-
nipulation of matter. Unlike digital fabrication however, that manipulation is not permanent,
but rather a dynamic process. For example, the articulated poles of Emerge [172] can dy-
namically render multiple physical bar charts after another, whereas with digital fabrication
new material is required for each physicalized bar chart [173]. However, in essence both
concepts (digital fabrication and shape change) belong to the same class of concepts, bring-
ing us closer towards the universal computer [174] that can manipulate not only symbols,
but also the matter around it.
It thus seems like an interesting avenue to explore the direct combination of digital fab-
rication and shape-change. Both concepts can be intertwined at various stages of the digital
fabrication process: for fabrication-aware design, during fabrication itself, or to produce
new shape-changing abilities.
For Fabrication-Aware Design
The obvious use of shape-changing displays in fabrication-aware design processes is dis-
playing the object under design. As shape-changing displays not only show color, but also
shape, the object being designed is effectively made physical reality without being fabrica-
tion (subject to the display’s fidelity and abilities). MixFab (see Chapter 5) and ReForm (see
Chapter 6) are based on that very principle (physically represent the object being designed).
Using for example inFORM [170], users could tangibly inspect the model and even form it
by directly interacting with the poles that physically render the model. In order to develop a
better understanding of how to utilize shape-change in fabrication-aware design processes,
we would need to examine questions such as: what the shape-change properties that matter
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for the design process are – resolution/fidelity alone? What kinds of interactions are enabled
by this technology, and how do they support design processes for which user groups?
In lieu of the self-actuating materials required for high-resolution shape-change, hybrid
fabrication environments that combine additive and subtractive fabrication such as ReForm,
could be considered shape-changing devices. Compared to other shape-changing systems
we do not actuate rigid components, or assemble atomic building blocks, but rather shape
reusable material in a cycle of adding and removing material to "render" each frame. Such a
system has a very low frame rate (in the order of frames per hour) and requires environmen-
tal augmentation (namely the system itself), but offers very high fidelity. We are not bound
by clumsy actuators, but can shape matter with the quality of digital fabrication machines.
During Fabrication
Shape-change could be used to make fabrication faster. For example a print bed that supports
the FDM printing process (see Section 2.2.1) would speed up the process considerably, as
no support material would have to be printed. At the same time, such a system would only
be applicable to overhangs where there is no printed material in the volume beneath them,
as otherwise the poles of the build platform could not reach the object. Non-linear support
structures alleviate this problem [106], and such the question becomes what forms of shape-
change best support and implement such structures.
Using high-fidelity shape-change can enable new forms of digital fabrication. Suppose
we had a device that could (with high fidelity) produce molding structures e.g., through
articulated surfaces forming the walls of the mold. With such a device, we could make mold-
based fabrication techniques (such as injection molding [175] or rotation molding [176])
part of the digital fabrication repertoire. Currently, mold-based fabrication processes require
the prior fabrication of the mold itself. Replacing such a static fixture with a dynamic shape-
changing device would make such processes more flexible and faster. Key challenges will
be the mechanical strength (injection molds have to withstand high pressure) and required
fidelity of the shape-changing device.
New Shape-Changing Abilities
Additive fabrication methods will likely bring about new forms of shape-change. Recent
advances in these fabrication processes enable new devices, not only to be built using digital
fabrication, but to be built at all. Multi-material printers can combine various materials at
fabrication time to produce varying physical properties in the same object. For example,
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one can print an object that has well-defined elastic behavior when bending along one axis,
but remains stiff along another. Digital fabrication machines can embed electronics into
additively fabricated objects1. Walters and McGoran have embedded shape-memory alloys
[177] into 3D printed objects.
Computational design methods for efficiently navigating the design space of such fu-
ture artifacts might even enable domain and application specific shape-changing solutions.
While the goal of programmable matter [178] still seems far away, the combination of al-
gorithmic design and new fabrication techniques will enable specialized shape-changing
devices of high quality, dexterity and fidelity.
8.3.2 Interactive Computational Design
Design is the search of a satisfying solution to a constrained problem [4]. This search is
often in the form of exploration of a design space through the designer [179]. The systems
that we have presented in this thesis support designers in this endeavor by easing design
decisions and iteration. However, designers still must observe the difference between the
current state and the desired situation , and develop a strategy to bring about the target
state. For example, if we want to have our phone standing upright on our desk2 we need to
describe an object that holds the phone in place; all using the actions and operations offered
by our design environment of choice.
Computational design methods (some of which we survey in section 2.3.7) analyze the
initial situation and compute a series of actions that results in the desired one: they algo-
rithmically encode a design process. This is utmost convenient as now we are no longer
left with describing a solution that brings about our desired target state, but we merely need
to describe that target state itself (e.g., that the phone should be held upright, rather than
describing the object that does so). Note, that the aesthetics and other properties of the
computed solutions depend on the encoded design process. We could consider e.g. aes-
thetics a part of the target state (e.g., the phone be held upright by a spherical artifact) and
it is up to the creators of such computational design processes to decide where that border
lies. In analogy, consider imperative vs functional programming; the former describes the
procedure to solve a problem, the latter describes the problem solution itself. Initially two
completely schools of thought, their concepts have since been combined to new classes of
programming languages where developers can move between both forms of specifications.
1http://www.voxel8.co/
2The current state is that the phone can not stand upright unless we hold it in that position. In the desired
state the phone is held in place at a certain angle by an object other than our own hand.
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Combining computational design with tangible user interfaces or mixed-reality, in a
personal fabrication context, will give rise to new interaction paradigms. Freeing users
from having to devise design strategies, but enabling them to easily describe the state they
want to create, will enable new user groups to utilize digital fabrication. Consider the phone
dock example: after specifying that the phone should come to rest in a certain position (e.g.,
by holding it in place and having the system capture that), and possibly specifying other
constraints (e.g., desired max size, colors, material, texture) the system would generate a
range of designs from which users can then choose. Their choice in turn imposes further
design constraints. Research questions revolve around adequate constraint specification
methods, solution representations, and search strategies. Such a research program would
likely borrow greatly from the existing body of knowledge in the respective domains (HCI,
computational design, operations research, design research).
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ABS Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene. 17
AR Augmented Reality. 11, 90, 92, 101–103, 121, 127, 134, 136
CAD Computer Aided Design. 3, 11, 13, 15, 22, 24, 34, 35, 50, 52, 67, 69, 82, 90, 92, 121,
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CSG Constructive Solid Geometry. 71, 125
FDM Fused Deposition Modeling. 16, 31, 34, 138
HCI Human-Computer Interaction. v, 11, 13, 22, 34, 35, 132
IDE integrated development environment. 35–38, 45
PLA Polylactic Acid. 17
SLA Stereolithohraphy. 17
SLS Selective Laser Sintering. 17
TUI Tangible User Interface. 11, 14, 15, 34
UI user interface. 6, 10, 11, 34, 40, 41, 49, 71, 92, 121, 134
WYSIWYG What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get. 126
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❙✉♣♣❧❡♠❡♥t❛r② ▼❛t❡r✐❛❧
A.1 Enclosed
A.1.1 Generated Outlines: Brick
These are the laser-cutter outlines for the Brick prototype (see Figure 3.6) as automatically
generated by our Enclosed system. The blue line is for scale reference, and is originally
10mm long.
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A.1.2 Generated Outlines: Pool
These are the laser-cutter outlines for the Pool prototype (see Figure 3.6) as automatically
generated by our Enclosed system. The blue line is for scale reference, and is originally
10mm long.
A.2 SPATA
A.2.1 Middleware Source Code Example
In the following, we aim to give an intuition of the nature of SPATA’s middleware layer. To
this end, we list excerpts from the integration of SPATA calipers into Autodesk Inventor.
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